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FAMILY P:ROJL1I(S m ~I.IG!AK CITY. lJTS 
CIiAl'!D :t 
DD.ODtfCTIOI 
Preliminary Explanation. 
Less taea a ceatury ago most primary'functions of llfe cen~.r.4 tR 
the family. One b7'''one m8.1l7 of these f1lllctioD,a have moved out of the 
home ato the factory. the scAool. the church and the coimmmlt7.' In 
the loss of functions which held the family together as a unit, dii-
1D.tegratloD. set ,in and numerous evidences of famU7 cl.iaorganizatloD. 
begaa to appear. Ka1:IT people tochv'. copl.eat of the role Which the 
family stlll plqs in impl .. enting personal! t1es anel in sustaining 
social atabillt7. are nevertheless deeply concerned with increasing 
evidences of fam117 disorganisation. 
light years ~ the United States Office of BdueatioD. iDit!ated sa 
experimental program which they called a '~ommun1t7 Program of Education 
for Bome _d J'am117 Living." !he primary purpose of the program was to 
find effective means ot building aui strengthening fami17 life. :Box 
lIlder Oounty was one of the four represeatativ. centers selected aa 
experimental and demoastration centers. ~lle direction which the program 
was to tollow was left largelY to the local directors to 4eci4e. 
!he Home aud lam117 Lite Program in lox Bleier. spon •• re' 'by the 
00\1l1.t7 :Board of EducatioD. ad under the direction of a Oentral. SponsoriJ1g 
Oommi tt ee. haa operated on the expedieat philosophy of tald.ng care of 
whatever needs became apparent. the Committee feels that the time haa 
come whea they should take a fresh look at the program and decide what 
should be the Dext steps. ~his stud1' i8 orgaalzed with the expressed 
purpose of aiding them in doing so. 
It Is felt, both b7 the hveetlptor &ad the spoAsoring 60_1t1;8e, 
that to achieve Ita purpoae, the program must be based OD. the reel., needs 
of the people. !he •• neeel. may be divided into two categories:, those 
which the people recognize themselves _d those of which the;y are not 
aware. !his stud7 aims to fwnlah WormatioD. regarding the first t7,Pe, 
the self-recognised l1ee4s.' 
~o del1mit the areas ot investigation and to give direction to the 
stuq, It was neces88Z';Y first to find out more apeclflcall;y what th.e 
priJ'1J8Z7 aim or ob~ectlTes of the Box Elder Program were. In the absence 
of previottsl;y defined ObJectives, the following 1i.t was worked out bT 
the Oommlttee, for their own use. as well as to assist the investigator: 
ObJectives.!! .!!! !2!!! ~ J'amill .!!!! hOE-
1. !o develop in every man 'the ab11it7 to be a good father and a good 
huabancl aBd to develop ,1n ever7 woman the abili t7 to be a good 
mother and a good wife. 
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2. !o help eTerr family to have a hOlDe.,which not on17 shelters its members 
~Dst the weather but al80 ia a shelter &g$1Bst disease and a haven 
of refuge from prolonged ~aCts of Social forces. 
3. !o encourage and assist every fami17 ·in the count7, to maiD.tain aD. 
attractive home and equa1lT.w.~l~~t aurro~Dg .. 
'".' "',I, 
If.. '0 develop a program thro~ whl~h ~Te!7 person mq ldtn' how' 'to' be 
an effective citizen 1a" our democratic 800iet7. 
5~ '0 foster democratic m~tiiod8:".a::pf'oeedvea in the hom.e;~:ihe school 
ad the co1lUD.'Ql!li 1;7. ' , :, ' ,! ,"!,' r'~ ,~", ,:-"'." " 
6. !o foster and encourage effective eoordtnatioD. of community agencies 
around the priJll8.Z7 community needs ~o that needs will, b~ m.1; bo1;h ~ttect1ve17 aad quickly.' I. "," , 
1. fo develop the ability to lead il:1 a democratic fashion and also '0 
get along coagenially as a team: member of social groups au. as the 
family. the club, the pl., group, etc. 
S. '0 keep people well eDOUgh informed on the important issues of the 
da.v that their .judgments concerning them will be souna. 
9. ~o foster aad enco'OJ"age a construct! ve, well-r0UD4ed leisure time 
program which 1s suited to the needs of allage..-' 
10. !o help men and women to be efficient aud effective in their 
occupational fields. 
11. fo develop a sense of appreciation for the fine heritage which. 
has been handed down through our calture, and sa appreciation of 
sci ence aZJ.d the fue art s. 
12. '0 teach every person how to express himself effective17, both in 
speald.ng aDd writing. 
!o help every person to learn 80me skill or creative thiD~ 
3 
13. 
14. '0 develop in all people a ".~de of acceptable ethics in relatlon 
to ever7~ living and develop a sense of individual re~onsib111t7 
to &qpport it and live up to it. 
Assumptions 
1. !hat parents recognize at least 80me of the more important 
problems in their patteras of family living. 
2. that parents will answer adequately extremely personal problema 
where identity is safeguarded. by use of questlozmaire forms of inqui17.' 
3. !'hat soclal planning has validitT. 
4. !hat once parent 8 know what parental problems are pressing 
most heaT11y on others aa well as themselvea, they will ~pport commu.n1t7 
efforts to improve conditione. 
Purpose 
!he purpose of this study 1s to ascertain the chief self-recognized 
~ problema which fathers and mothers are conscious of in their home and 
1 
. family contact s. More specifically, the problems of men as husbands and. 
fath.ers and the problems of women as wives and mothers were given atteatlon. 
Methods .!! Studl 
DtLe to the intimate nature of soine of the material involved, it waa 
felt that extreme care Should be exercised in protecting the Identity 
of the individual cooperator. After several alternative methods were 
explored, it was decided that the unsigned form of questionnaire would 'be 
most effeetive. !he field work was carried 011t in the following JRaDJ1erl 
1. !wo hundred f1fty families representing all geographic areas of 
the 01t7 were selected from the f1les of the lox Ilder County 
Board of IducatiOn. 
2. ~he questionnaires were introduced by means of a personal visit 
to ea.ch home. Careful verbal explanation ot the stud1' was given, 
in addition to the written instructions included with each 
questionnaire. (See Appendix) 
3. ~estionnaires were returnei b7 mail in self-addressed stamped 
envelopes which accompanied each schedule. 
11-. A,pproximate17 ten ~s after the questionnaires were left in 
the home, pest cards were sent to each cooperator, urging those 
who had not returned their schedules kindly to do so. In order 
to increase the percentage of returns, some revisits were aacle.' 
Scope .!!! Limitations 
For the most part, theinvesti~tion was conftne4 to questions to 
which the cooperator responded by indicating to what extent each problem. 
handicaps compatible home and family relationships. However. the .t~ 
was extend.4 somewhat to include some specific questions pertaining to 
employment, finance and the problems facing the homemaker. 
Only families with children between' and 21 living at home were 
included. Incomplete famili8 St such as widows and widowers, were 
eltolaled. 
It must be remembered that the findings of this stuq are a.ppllcable 
to !r1gbam City. While many communities in Utah and in surrounding 
mountain states are Situated in most respects much &8 is »r1gbam Oit 7. 
there are wide divergencies wi thin Utah with respect to climate. 80ils, 
topography. minerals and occupations, as well as other variable factors, 
so that a wiie application of data mnst be used with caution. 
!his studT does not involve exper,imentation with,',a long period. of 
observation by skilled persons. It is purely an effort to ascertain 
parents' present thinking about their problems. !ene stuq mq or m&7 
not 7ie1d large permanent results. but it cloes reveal SODle information 
concerning marriage problems and the extent of pressures involTed in 
home and £am.117 life. The hope tor permanent contribution through the 
stucQr 11es, therefore. in a closer uderstanding of the thinking of the 
parents themselves than has been aTailable before in this area. 
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It was e~eote4 that those ¥.ao are 'in poverty, ill health Bad other-
wise disadvantaged are usually less willing to provide informatioa about 
themse1Tes. It 1s not telt b7 the investigator, howe"er, that thie 
greater willingaess on the part of successful people to cooperate will 
greatly interfere w1 th the purpose of the stu~ which eaters in the. 
accum.ulatioll of fam.l17 problems which are pressing tor solution in the 
area. 
Definition!! !ar.ms 
mtIGlW4 OI'Y: the county seat of Box E1481' Oounty, utah, located 
in the extreme eastern part of the county. lIn this stuq. the area is 
coterminous with the city limits. 
:B.E. C.P.E.H.F.L. : the Box Elder County. Utah. Cemmuni t7 hogram 
of Educa~1on for Home and ~ami~ Living. 
General Infor~tlon About ~ Cooperators 
Questions pertaining to emp101lneJl.t, education. family compos! tion, 
religio;fl.s affiliations, homes and conveniences,. were asked, each cooperator 
in an effort to torm a basis for comparison of the cooperator group ~th 
the total population as well as to achieve reasonable acquaintance with., 
those who were to provide data for the studJ'. 
!he 19lfo canas ani other sourees vere free17 used to- secure 
additional lata. Oomparison. ,show that the cooperators were superior 
to the total population in most of the above categories. 
Occupations !! Cooperators 
The number of families responding to the questionnaire totals 152. 
Ilach one compri seB a father, a mother and at least one Chlld. between 
the ages of 8ix and twenty-one, living at home. 
~he samples were selected to a degree oa a random basis'cyet a 
conscious eftort was made to get the principal occ~tlonal classes 
!rable 1. OCQupatioaal distribution of cooperators (1946) compared with 
thatexlstlDg in the prectnct.(1940). Jrigbam_City. Ut~ 
Cooperatore Jrigham 01t7 Occnpatlonal group ;erecinctl 
1'0. Percentage Bo. Percentage 
Professional and sem.i-
professional 10 6.6 103 9.8 
Proprietors, . mauagers and 
officials 12 7.9 168 16.0 
Clerical, salesmen 8d. 
kindred workers 27 17.8 133 12.6 
Craftsmen, foremeD. aud Id.rul.re4 
workers (sld.lled) 33 21.7 111-1 13.~ 
Operatives and kindred 
workers (semi-skilled.) 9 5.' 140 13.3 
Service workers '9 5.9 65 6.2 
J'armers' and farta ma.nager 8 31 2O~!f. 198 . 18.8 
Laborers (unskilled) 21 13.' 95 9.0 
Gccu.pat1on not reportecl 12 0.9 
!otals 152 100.0 1.055 100.0 
represented. the comparison of the occupations represented in the sample 
(!able 1) with'the census enumeration on the _tire occupa.tional distribu-
tion in the precinct Justities. on the whole, the selection of samples 
1. 16th Census of the United States, 1940. Populatioa Tol. II part 1. 
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b7 ~e investigators. ~he proportions are not precise17 the same but the 
similarities are qUite prono'Ul'lce4. lBver7 occupational class 1s represented 
in the samples in sufficient numbers to warrant reasonallle optimism 
concerning adequaQ7. 
," 
Much of the information in the present study is integrated. through-
ou~ using the occupational setting aa a basis for aaalTsls. ~he reader 
will no cloubt wish to refer now and then to fable 1 tor orientation. 
Jlclucation. !he average n\1l1bar of graies completed b7 husbands a8 
compared with wives shows that womea achieved more e4ucat:lon than men. 
~his is true for eaCh level below senior college. 
More the.n a fifth (21.S~) of the mea failed to reach the tenth 
grade, whereas only a seventh (i4.lI-~) of the women did not do so. 
!he number of wives who finiShed high school exceeds the number of 
husbands \7 fifteen. In percentages there wer, 53.~ of the men and, 63.3~ 
of the women who completed. high seb.~Ol. !he women also excelled the men 
in the D.\UAbar who completed two years of college. there were 13.81' Qf the 
men, and 11.8~ of the women who achieved this goal. 
Only in the category of completed college did the men excel ~e 
women. Expressed in pereentages, 9.~ of the husbands ani on17 2.~ of 
the wives finished college. 
Ocenpationall7 considered. edncational achievement differs great~. 
Sixty percent of the professional aDd semi-professional men gra4nated from 
college, while Dot a single indiVidual 111 the operatives. service workers 
or laborers categories achieved this distinction. !wo percent or three 
each from the proprietors aadmenagers gro'UP and. the farm gr0Ul'. together 
with O.7f, or one each from. the clerical and craftsmen groups, took college 
degree a. 
!able 2- llclucat1oD. of husbands and wives who cooperated, :Brigham Clt7. Utah, 1946 
Years of ' , ,Pereentye 
schoo 1 illg Prof. &: ProP. Olerical Semi- Service Farmers Un 
completed aemi-
" 
,; Sld.lled ald.11.' workers ,. skilled 'otal. 
"prof. Jagrs. weSJaen F. mgt's. laborers 1'0. ~ 
Husbands 
, 11.1 22.3 4.8 4 2.6 
7 8.3 1 0.7 
·8 '.7 18.2 22.2 33.3 12.9 3~.3 23 15.2 9 8., 9.0 .8 5 3.3 
10 14.8 1S.'2 33.3 11.1 9.1 19.0 21 13.8 
11 20.0 18.5 12. 7 11.1 9.7 9.5 17 11.2 
12 10.0 50.1 26.0 33.lI- 11.2 11.1 41.9 1,.0 44 28.9 
13 33.0 3.0 16.1 4.8 l' 10.5 11). 10.0 22.2 4.8 11- 2.6 
15 8.3 3.0 11.1 i~ 2.0 16 60.0 25.0 '.1 3.0 ; , 9.7 9.0 , ~ 
fotal. 152 100.0 
Wive. 
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1 11.1 4.8 2 1., 
s 8~3 ;.7 9.1 11.1 22.2 9.7 19.0 15 9.S 
9 7.lf. 3.0 U.l 3.2 5 3.~ 
10 10.0 11.1 21.2 22.2 9.7 111-~3 19 12.~ 
11 lS.1I- 6.1 22.2 12.9 9.5 15 9.9 
12 25.0 52.0 45.4 33.4 If.4.5 38.7 38.1 59 38.8 
i~ 10.0 16.1 3.7 6.1 11.1 6.5 11..8 10 6.7 50.0 51.7 3.7 9.1 11.1 16.1 9.5 22 14.5 
15 20.0 2 1.3 
16 10.0 B.; 3.2 .3 2.0 
fotals 
',' 
152 100.0 
h 
. The wives o~ ~rOfeS~iOD8l ,and. semi-prOfTsSion~ ,men, fO~lowed b7 
the. wives of proprietors .remained in school l.~er than the women 
representing ~ other grou.p. I 
the med1u number of years of schooling completed by the men was 
11.3 Tears _4 by the women 12.3 years. makini an. average of 11.8 7e8ZS 
for both. !l!his achievement is notewortq when it is compared with the 
academic atta1naant of ~~ eitl~~s of the stat, of Utah and citlz8Rs 
9 
of ~s Vnited States. Utah holds first place -,Ong the states of the 
UiOB in the number of Tears of school completed by her c1t1sen8 tW8n1;7-
five years old .~ over.!h.e med:lan _bar of +ars of schooling colI!Pleted 
I I 
by the citiz8RS of Utah is 10.2 years. The .,. for the lJn1ted States 
is S.lt- yeare. while 6.6 years represents the list found in 8D7 incU:r1dual 
state.2 The median school years completed by the citi&en8 of :Brigham 01t7 
twenty-five 7ears old and over. according to the 19110 'Oeasus i8 10.3 7ears.3 
!he cooperators comple.ted 1.6 years'm.ore, schooling than did the 
average citizen of the State of Utah and 1.5., s m.ore thaD. the average 
citizen of :Brigham Cit7. !hree aud four tenths ears more were completed 
b7 the cooperators thaD. b7 the average citizen 0 the United States. 
Of the 01 tizens of ])0% Elder Couatl' twen i 7-f1 ve Tears old _d OTer, 
,It-..~ COBIpleted the f1tth~acle: whUe lOO.~ oflthe cooperators did 80. 
On17 32.~ of the citizens of :Box Elder County c apleted high school, as 
'!td!. c "4 
compared to 58.,1" tor the cooperators. 
are 
It appears that 1i.b.e cooperators, insofar as educatio;u is 
su;per-represBJltative of the citizsns of Box tlder County.· . 
concerned. 
4 Kilton:a. Kuter, Utah in Her Western Settl • p. 5lJ.5. 
3.. 16th Census of thetiid'tri hates, 19l1o. Po I a1;loD. Vol. II. Part 7. 
14- Count7 data book, 19lKl. :Bureau of Oen8118. able 3. P. 380. 
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Cooperators !l!l!. Forty-five or '29.6~ of the men 'tall in the 
35-39 age bracket, while forty-seven or 3l.~ ot the women are in the same 
crouping. !hese figures represent the largest nuber of cooperators in 
8a7 of the age groupings. 
fhe smallest number of -men in 8Z17 age group is fouad in those grollpa 
embracing the ages of 30 or less and 60 or more, wi th six or 3. fJ1, in each. 
!J!he smallest D:amber of women. in &I1Y g.r0'tW ia in the bracket sixty years of 
age or elder, where there are two or 1.316. Of tlle women reporting, 9.~ were 
under thirty years of a.ge. Inasmuch as this stuq includes only those 
families who had at least one child six or over, only a emall percentage of 
the coop era tore could be les.' than th:lrty- 'Tear s of age. 
!he wOllen were younger thaa their husbants in all occupational groups. 
!he age differential varies from a low of 2.8 years in semi-skilled workers 
to 6.8 years among service workers. While the largest single age eategor7' 
for both women aad men ia 35-39, there are more men in excess of 1K> than 
women. !rhe average age of m.en engaged as service workers is higher (118.6 
Tears) thlm that of 8D.7 other grouP. The low ot :39.3 years 1s found in 
the semi-skilled grouP. 
!he aTerage age of the men :ls 42.7 7ears and of the women, 38.4 
I 
years, the average of both men and women being 110.5 yeare. 
On the whole, :1 t appears that the parents who cooperated in this 
studl' are 70U11g enough to enJo7 and be companionable Wi th their children, 
Tet mature enough to be in the process of encountering the full weight of 
parental re~on81b:11it1es. 
Nationality-~ Cooperators. Mea reporting indicated that about 
5~ of their parents· are from Jlnglish and Danish !8tock. !o be more 
" , 
specific. 25.6~ of their fathers and 29. 6,ro£, the~ mothers are"of English 
origin, while 26. J~ of fathers and 2l.1~ of mother 8 are of Da.uish parentage. 
fable 3. Distribution of cooperators in age categories by oCCllpatlon. Brigham Cit7. 'O'~ah.t 19146 
Cooperators 
Prol. i 
. Per cent !Ie , ~ - - . §!otal in age ProP. 01erical 8em1- BerTiee Farmers tTn-
groupings Semi-
" 
, Sld.lled 81d.lled' workers &, ald.lled ave. Total 
,. prof. Mgra. . salesmen F. mgrs. laborers 10. ! 
Husbands 
Under 30 8.'l). 3.7 3,0 11.1 3.2 4.1 6 3.9 
30-311- 10.0 25.0 7.4 9.1 11.1 16.1 14.3 lS ll.S 
~~ 30.0 1'.1 52.0 21.2 lflI..5 22.'2 19.11- 33.3 45 29.6 20.0 '16.7 114..8 45.lt. 22.2 16.1 ·~.5 32 21.0 45-~ 10.0 25.0 11.1 12.2 22.2 22.2 12.9 .8 20 13.2 50-5' 20.0 6.'1 11.1 12.9 2).9 14 9.2 
55-59 10.0 11.1 3.0 22.', 12.9 11 7.2 
60 &, over 8.lt. 11.1 6.5 9.5 6 3.' 
Ave. age 43.8 40~7 40.3 41.'4 ' 39.3 118.6 l4lI..4 42.7 42. 7 152 100.0 
Wive. 
Under 30 25.0 ll.l 6.1 11.1 9.7 9.5 14 9.2 
30-34 20.0 16._7 _ ~.o __ 30.3 22.3- 11.1 22.5 -- 19.0 -~ 25.0-~-~ 30.0 33.3 .tC 30 .. 3 33.3 33.11 25.8 23.8 31.0 10.0 8.14- 21.2 33.3 22.2 6.5 28.6 22 111-.4 45-~ 30.0 8.4 7.4 12.1 11.1 12.9 4.·s 16 10.5 50-,' 10.0 3.1 16.1 9.5 ~ 6.0 55-59 22.2 6.5 2.6 60 83 over 8.4 li-.8 2 1.3 
Ave. age 110.6 37.4 35.4 37.0 36.5 41.8 39.6 39.2 38.lf. 152 100.0 
Six aad six-tenths percent of the aen fa1lecl to indicate a nationali '7 
for elth~ father or mother. Over one-ti~th of the men aimplf referred 
to their parents as AmeriC8D";' 
12 
~able$ 4 and 5 reflect no apparent significant cqrrelation,between 
natioDalit7 ani occupation. Aside from tbe predominant nationalities 
alrea(br referred to. the rema11Ullg nationalities are falrl1' even17 
distributed among the various occupational. .groupings. They are predomin-
ant17 northern and western European: Scotch, French, Irish, Welsh, German, 
Swedish, Oanadien, Swiss, Du.tch. lorwegian and Oleck. 
Women pve responses closely paralleling those of their husbands. 
The women gave Ingllsh as their natlonall t1' orig1a for 28. 3~ of their 
fathers and 23.1~ of their mothers-end-Danish for 19.1~ of ~.ir fathers 
and 19.1~ of their mothers. 
lear]Jr one qu.arter of the women reported parents as Americana and 
9.~ gave no nationality origin for either father or aother~ Other 
nationalities reported by the women 1adicate close b.a.rmoDl' with the 
informat ioD. as gl ven by their husbands. 
!he predominanoe of Danish stock in the :Brigham 011;7 area 1. 
connected with early' settlement.' In 1853. fift7 f8m11ies of Danish and 
Welsh origin were sent bl' the L. D. S. Ohurch leaders to colonise the 
Box Ilder area. 5 
Women .!!! JlmplO1'D!ent. Of the total Bumber of women reporting, 
slightly' lees thaD. one i~ ,e~ were engaged in gatDfl1l emploJDlent ,outaide 
of the home. 
All ocotlPational groups, with the exception of the professional 
and semi-professional, had at least one representative engaged in outside 
Chas. ~ Skidmore, .Administration and SuperviSion in the »0% Elder 
School District. p. 12. - - - - -
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!fable 4 •. lIat1 onalii;y. origin of husbands according to occupatioll, 
!:r:igham 01 t7, . Utah. 19l&6 
+ Nat1onalit7 origin 
Oooperaters 
. , I g Occupation I &1 t- .iI i1 ..... &: parent .• to· .... ..... 11 
= 
i 
.. oS • I 1 i lr ~ 11 Ii .... ore .p t:l • =-~ ,I J I a ~ CD -s: .IJ a ~ fa ..... .; !l ~.&; til .l;1 .• fI) (I) 'UJ 0 0 ,~ .0 
hof. &, semi-
prot. 
Father 1 ~ 2 1 1 
Mother 2 '. 3 1 1 1 1 1 
Prop. and 
managers 
Father 3 5 1 1 1 1 
Mother 1 5 :3 2 1 
- ••••• 9Jo .. '~ '1 
·'Clerica.l an4 
aale __ 
Father 2 4 , 11 1 2 1 
Mother 1 5 s 8 2 1 1 1 
Skilled. ' 
'ather 4 10 4 8 1 2 2 1 1 
~other 5 9 5 S 1 .. , 2 2 1 
Semi-skilled 
lather 1 ~ :5 1 
Mother 1 5 3 
Servi"ce Wkrs. 
...... ... • 
. ... 
lather :3 2 1 2 1 · · .-.. • 
Mother 1 :2 2 :5 1 ... - " • ..... 
· .. • •• .. .. 
· . . 
Jarmers and ..... ..... .... : 
• Farm Mgrso ··.e 
• •••• • Father 1 S 9 9 1 1 .... 1 ~ •. 1. 
6 ~ 2· 3 
..... ) Nother 2 10 .... : 1. 
.. . .. 
..... · . 
• . . • Unskilled 
Father 3 5 1 11- 2 
Mother 1 7 7· 2 2 1 1 
!atal numbers 
Father 10 32 39 l40 11 6 2 3 :3 1 2 2 0 1 0 
Mether 10 33 45 32 , 2 6 2 2 3 1 I' :5 1 2 
~9tal percent 
Father 6.6 21.1 25.6 26.3 7.' 4 •. 0 1.3 2.0 2.0 0.6 1.3 1.3 0.0 0.6 0.0 
Mother 6.6 21.1 29.6 21.1 6.01.34.0 1.,.1.3 2.0 0.6 0.6 2.0 0.6 1.3 
4 ('! ~~~ ~. ~ 5 
L i~ :T:.J It}; ~ ... ) !, , 
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i'able 5. Bationality origin of wives according to occupation ,of 
husbands, :Brigham City. Utah. 1946 
Natlonallt~ or11!n 
Oooperatora, 
I I :I i i Occupation a- i \1 
& parents l1 .... .... 11 1J ! ! ~ :tI i i 1 II 13 ~ 't;L l j .p g II .p 0 .... • .-I .... i fI) 0 a u 0 k ~ CD st: i fill ~i rq • rzt ... ~ '9 0 I i Prof. and 
semi-prot. 
J'ather 1 4 1 1 
Mother 2 2 1 1 
Prop. and 
manager a 
11-Father 3 :5 1 1 
Mother 2 4 1 1 2 1 1 
Clerical and 
aalesmen 
lather ~ 7 6 7 1 1 2 Mother 1 4 9 1 1 1 
Skilled 
father 5 14- g 6 3 2 2 1 2 
Kothe.r 3 5 9 5 5 1 1 3 1 
Semi-skilled 
Father , ~ 1 ., Mother 1 '3 ,1 
Service workera 
Father 1 2 .2 1 
Mother 1 2 2 
Farmers and 
Farm Kgs. 
Father 3 9 ~ 7 3 1 2 1 1 
Mother 2 10 7 3 1 2 5 1 
UA slt111 ad 
Father 2 8 S 1 1 1 
lIother , 2 8 5 1 1 1 
Total I'lUllbers 
lather 15 It-3 35 29 5 g 2 3 5 3 3 1 0 0 0 
Mother 15 36 36 29 9 4 s 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 
i'otal percent 
Father 9.9 28.3 23.0 19.1 3.3 5.2 1.3 2.0 3.3 2.0 2.0 0.6 0 0 0 
Mother 9.9 23.1 23.7 19.1 6.0 2.7 5.3 4.6 1.3 1.3 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0 
emplo1Blent. This IIl&7 be due to the fact that the professioDal. m.au 1s 
geaerally better able to p;roTlde far his family than those engaged 111 
less lucrative, eccapations. 
!able 6. ProportioD of wiTes working outside of home according 
to occupations of husbands, :Brigham. 01t7. Utah. 19116. 
Occupation Percentage working at desipated tnes of work 
ot School Office !otal 
breadwinners teacher worker Waitress Clerk. per cent eee 
Professional &, 
semi-prof. 0 
Prop. and 
<I \_ , 
mauagers ' .... ~~-l 8.3 
Clerical au4 
Sale_en 3.7 3.7 7.li-
Skilled 3.0 3.0 6.0 
Seml-skilled 9.1 9.1 
Service W'kra. 9.1 9.1 
Farmers aud 
farm Mgrs. 6.~ 6.4- 3.2 3.2 . 19.2 
Laborers It..S 4.·s 9.'6 
fotals 
]Jumber 3 7 1 If. 15 
Percentage 2.0 4.6 0.7 2.6 9.' 
lfear17 one-half of ta. fifteen world.ng women were emplol'ed as 
office workers. Clerical work claimed four aacl. school teachers three.' 
OAe was engaged as a waitreas. these 15 out of a total of 152 wives 
, . 
account for all those .partlc1pattng in finanoially gainful actlYit!es 
fn . addition to their responsibilities as wiTes an4 mothers. 
Children. !here are 503 children between the ages of six and 
twenty-one in the 152 families. !has we arrive at au average of 3.3 
Children per family. Since tile' cooperator ·fam11ie8 were all complete 
familles t the average size 1s 5.3 -persons, which is considerably higher 
15 
16 
than the average 1'ami17 1D the UDi ted Statea Of 1n the State- of Utah.' In 
1947 the average sise of family for the United States was 3.15; ter Utah, 
3.59;' sad for lox Elder County. 3.87.7 
!he groQ with the largest number of children per fam117 is found 
to be the sId1led group. with 3.7, whlle the clerlcal. salesmen and. kindred 
fable 7. __ bar of children in faml1ies of cooperators according 
to occupations of husbands, Brigham Oit7. utah, 1946 
Occupa t ioD. .'WIlber of familles with !2eclfle4. number of childrem. 
of fotal More !ot~ Average no. : 
cooperators DO. of 1 2 3 ~ 5 6 than no. children 
children E) familles per family 
Prof. ad 
semi-prof. 36 1 8 1 10 3.2, 
Prop. and 
managers 36 2 2 3 -11- 1- 12 ".G'-
Olerical and 
- salesmen 17 1 9 s 5 2 2 27 2.' 
Skilled 123 lla. 8 3 2 2 11- 33 -3.7 
Semi-sld.lled 31 1 1 :3 1 3 9 3.4 
Bervi ce wIers. 30 1 If. ; 1· 9 ' 3~' 
Farmers and 
farm mgs. 98 9 7 9 5 1 31 3.2 
Laborers 72 1 5 6 6 2 1 21 3.4 
!eta1 503 6 1&.1 ~ 31 16 3 8 152 3.3 
workers group 1s low with au average of 2.8 children per fa1ly. These 
figures indicate a fairly even clistrlbution of children in familles from 
all the occupations. 
fable 7 further mows that six famllies haTe but one child each. 
~l f~ilies 2. 148 families 3, 'indicating that 3 children per 'f~i17 is 
the family size moat frequentlJr_iepOrte~ ""Eight families repori~d '-mo~e 
t,baa six children. 
6. -statistical abs~racts of the United States, 1947. lureau of Cen'sus. 
fable 53, p. 50. 
1. County data book. Washington, D. 0 •• "1941. ~u.reau of Census. p. 382. 
Religious Aftiliations. !h.e homogeneou.s religious charaoter of the 
:Brigham City area 1s indicated b7 the information contained in Tal?le 8. 
10 less tbaa 97.7~ of the cooperators are members of the L. D., S. Church. 
17 
lor the entire :Brigham Cit7 area a recent survq conducted b7 the 
L. D. S. Church shows that 91. ~ of the c1tiz.s of the :Brigham 01t7 area 
fabl. 8. Religious affiliations of cooperators, :Brigham Oit7. Utah 
19lJ.6 . 
·l'am8: of church 
L. D. s. Catholic Methodist lone . Total 
Men 1118 2 2 .152 
Womea 149 1 1 1 152 
are members. !rho ae not belonging to the dominant chw ch were not e1assified 
~C~Ording to religious preference but were merelT designated as. tlnon-~e~bera. tiS 
. "_, the reader will observe that 01'11.1' four of the men and three of ~the 
women report non-membership in the L. D. S •. Ohurch. Of the seven. three 
hold mem'bersh1p in the Methodist ChurCh. one in ,the Catholic Church and 
three in no religious orgaalzation • 
.!!!! !! homes.' fable 9 tndicates that most ot the familie.reporting 
have adequate living quarters. The garage home has six rooms. which 18 
-:;, ~ ... ,~-
somewhat better than housing conditions 'in JBall7 areas. 
There were DO one or two-room houses among cooperators. On17 ten of 
the 152 families live in small'house~ of "thiee rooms. whereas; 43 families 
maintained homes ot six rooms and 48:' ~:r:~ s.~eD or more room.s. the service 
workers gl'"01lp, with au average' s:Lze ~h~m.' of-5.6 rOOms, was the gro'U_p with 
the smallest homes. The largest homes vere 'maintained by the femere;'" 
averaging 6.5 rooms. the families of the'-~operators are as well or better 
housed than the citizens of Jrigh. 'City or of utah. According-'to the 
s. This surT87 was conductel D7" the lirst. Oouncil of the Seventy" of "the 
I.. ». s. Ch~cb. during the spring ot 1947. 
I'(!! • 
1S 
1940 Census. the median number of rooms per house in Utah was 4.13. the 
number of persons to the house in the urban areas of 1ftab. was 3.35. which 
, 9 
allows a little more than one room per person.-
~able 9. :Number of fui1ies liviag in houses of designated number 
rooms. according to occupational groupings of husb~ds. 
:Brigham City. Utah. 19lf.6 
Occupational' l'Umber of rooms 
groupings 3 5 , 7 or more Average 
Profesaional and 
semi-prof. ,3 2 5 6.3 
Proprietors and 
6.4 J'l8B&gers 2 5 5 
Clerical and 
sale smen 2 2 9 8 6 5.7 
Sldlle4 2 5 9 7 10 5.9 
Semi-skilled 2 2 1 lJ. 5.9 
Service wkrs. 1 14- 1 3 5~6 
F.armer 8 and 
farm mgre. 1 3 5 10 12 6.5 
Laborers 2 2 5 9 3 5.9 
!otal 10 14 31 .. , ~3 lIS 6.0 
!he reader will recall fro~ !able 7 that the cooperator families 
averaged 5.3 pereons per :£ami17_ 'With homes of six rooms each, it i8 
of 
apparent that th.eir families are well housed, with better thaD. one room 
(1.15) per person. Again there is evidence that the cooperator group 
is ~per-re~resentat1ve of the total population. 
Conveniences in homes. the cooperator group of »rlgnam Oit7 1s 
------ . 
fortunate in having possession of the modern conveaienoes noted in the 
studT. ' All but three familles haTe separate living rooms and onl7 two 
9. Sixteenth OeD.S118 of the United States, 19lK>. Housing, Vol. III. 
Part 3. p. 686. 
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families are without ownership of a modern racJJ.o. In other words, 98. 7~ 
of the 152 familles have radios in their homea. In compazing thie 
figure with the percentage owning radios in Brigham Cit)" _d in :Box Elder 
CountT, it is noted ~t according to the 16th Census, 95.S~ of the 
residents of Brigham City and 93.~ of the county residents have radio 
receiving sets. Utah ranks high among the statea ia the possessiOn of 
10 
radiOS, with 92.~. 
It is rather apparent that the cooperators do not consider a 'bath-
room complete without sa indoor toilet. ~here were 10.~ of the hames 
fable 10. Percentage of cOoperator homes in whiCh specified facl1ities 
are fOUDd b7 occupations of breadwinners, :Brigham Oit7, Utah, 
1946 
I 
Occupation Facilities in homes 
of L1V~ room Bathroom Iaioor toilet Radio 
cooperators io. ! 1'0. !, No. ! 10. ! 
Professional &. 
semi-prof. 10 100.0 10 100.0 10 100.0 10 100.0 
Proprietors &. 
~ger8 12 100.0 12 100.0 12 100.0 12 100.0 
Clerical and 
salesmen 26 91.lf. 25 92.6 26 97.lf. 21 lOO.O 
Sld.ll~d 21 94 •. 0 31 94.0 30 91.e 32 97.0 
Sem.1-skilled, 9 100.0 8 89.0 8 89.0 9 100.0 
Service wkrs. 9 100.0 7 11.8 7 77.8 S 89.0 
Farmer 8 and 
811..0 farm mgrs. 31 100.0 26 26 84.0 31 100.0 
Laborers 21 100.0 17 81.0 17 81.0 21. 100.0 
Total 149 98.1 136 89.3 136 89.3 150 98.8 
without a modern bathroom. !he same percentage 18 without an indoor 
tOilet. !hese percentage f1gu.es are small. The 191&0 Census reveals that 
1t~11 Jr1gbam Oit7 families report~g, 422 or 27.~ were without bathroom 
10. Ibid. p. 573. 
f&e111 ties. lor :SOlt Jllder Count7 as a whole, It.9.1f, of the homes were 
without indoor toilets. n Utah, with 68.5~ with indoor tOilets. leads 
all states west of the )1i8sissippl except those 011 th~ Pacific 00a8t.12 
!he professional and proprietor grO~8 report lOO.~ possession of 
the fac111ties listed in ~able 10. At least ODe irem eacm of the remain-
ing groups are without one or more of th.ese conveniences. 
The writer again recognized evidence of au.per-r~res8Dtat1veneS8 of 
samples. 
Automobiles. fhe automobile has probab17 eaused more 8001&1 ehar&ge 
than'anT other invention of this geaeration. The family car has greatlr 
, -
table 11. Automobile ownership of cooperators 'b7 occupations, 
:Brigham City, Utah. 19146 
OCC\1pat1~J18 Automobile ownersl1ip 
Professional and semi-professional 
Propri etors aad manager 8 
eler~cal and salesmen 
Skilled 
Semi-akilled 
Service workers 
Farmera and farm mana.gers 
Laborers 
Total 
Percent Iu.\er 
": 90.0 9 
100.0 12 
92.6 25 
c 81.9 27 
71.9 7 
'66.6 6-
81.2 27 
76.3 16 
85.0 129 
illereaseci the mobility of the family end wideaed. ita raDge of aet1vit7.-
Aa a socializing force in family life. it haa made a distinct contr1but1~n.13 
--
11. Ibid. P. 575. 
12. "J. H. le4c1.es ana. C. Frederickson, Utah. !lousing, Group.!!!! Co~itl 
:;isP80t.. P. 16. 
13. of. llay E. :Baber, J4eZriage.!!! £!.J'ami1r. P. 16. 
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lighty-five percent of the families reporting inc11cate ownership of 
an automabUs. ~he 'on17 group reporthg lOO.~ ownership was the 
proprietors, managers and officials. l'earl7 all of the oCC'Il;Patioll8l. 
groupS report an autom.obile owaership of three-fourths or more; onl7 one, 
the ,service workers, dropped as low a8 66.'6~ 
Mil1tarl Service. Persona com1ng back into c1vilian life after 
serv
,
lee in th.e armed forces face many adJuStments in their reiat10nshiPs 
with others which heighten the usual need for education tor marriage and 
fami17 llfe.14 
All occupational gro~s were represented in m11i tarT service during 
World War II. !he total Jl'W4ber ·who·: serve4 in some branch of service "was 
!able '12. lumber and percentage of cooperators who have been in 
m1l1tar7 service according to preseat oc~tions, Brigham 
01t7. tTtah, 1946 " 
Occupations '01;81 MUltarl service lio. men laber Percentage 
t' 
Prof_.sional & semi-prot. 10 5 50.0 
Proprietors &, ~er8 12 3 ·25.0 
Olerical. & sale amen . 27 s "29~6'-
~Ud ~ 3 '~l 
Semi-skilled .. -·9 2 22.2 
Ser'V"ice workers 9 1 11.1 
Farm~s and farm JIl&T!agera 3~ 3 9.6. 
Laborers 21 1 .. 33.11-. 
'otals 152 32 ~~o 
thirty-two or 2l.~ of the total. A ;'fa1r proportioD. of the ·cooperat.~r 
families are headed b7 returned .. veterans who are meet~ the. p-obi'enuf ot 
readjusting themselves to Icivi11an-l.1te. 
14. cf. Duvall and. Hiil, ~ ~ Marry. P. 399. 
CJWVJ!EB. I I 
HUSB.A1O)St PRO!LlMS WI!H VIVIS 
In introducing the s~dy of husband-wife problema. 1. t might De 
pointed. out that conflict in marriage 18 normal ud to be expected.: 
!he ,husbandr-wife problem 1s predominantl)" a personality adJustment-
contlict pattern. ~he presence of disagreemen.t i8 not so lm,portant 
as the manner in which it 18 expressed. 83ld accepted. Depending upon 
personalities and circumstances, the same things that ierve to 'bin! 
I 
some couples closer together serve OUT to drive others apart. 
In fable 13. there is 11 sted a series of grievances of husbands. 
aud data on the extent to which thel' interfere with marital hctpiness 
i, given. !his list could be much. more extensive. Lewis K. ~ermanl 
has made one of the most comprehensive studies yet made of the factor I 
that make or break: marriage. Kis ·table included 57 complaints of the 
husband and 53 of the wife. yet he admits that this long list does not 
begin to cover all 1;h.e grievances which might arise. 
t "~ , 
It i8 well to note that there. are a great -117 limitations to • 
table· of this Bort. While a table of numerous grievanceB ia interest-
ing and throws a certain amount of ~igb.t on the range and latensit7 of 
complaints in marriage. it does no.t ,attempt to get at the roots "oltha 
, ; ~ 'I ' I I ! , 
causes of marital unhappiness. !hese expressed grievances are, ~ere17 
sy.mptomatic; they indicate reliably that unhappiness exists but the.v 
are 1na4.equate in revealing source8~ 
It is impossible to isolate cOmpl.etel1 the various elements of 
~mest1c unhappiness and measure eaCh aCcUrstelTe Soci81 research bas 
l.Lew!s 14. !erman. PSl'chological Factors .!! M8.1'itaJ. Bappiness. 
~. S~l21.' 
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~a'bl. 1~. J'requ~nC7 and degree of irritation experienced b7 husbands with respect te certain attitudes 
azul habits of wives, :BrlghaDl" 01t7. Utah, 1946 "' 
Percentage experienciy 
At ti tudes or habi \8 
of wife ]'requ.eney of irritation D~.e of irritation 
, er7 'luite Ones ilL Seldom Ver7 t e 'arT Bot at 
often often a while or never muCh ria bit little· all 
1. iags cis criticise. 
2. Shows lack of 1D.terest in 
husband' s work 
3. Relies on husband teo much tor 
deCisions 
4. Ixpeet s husband to spend too 
mu.ch time helping at home 
5. Spends too much t1me away froll 
home 
6.· Insists on making decisions 
7. Tries to r~ lives ot fami1.,. 
members 
S. Too leni ell t with children 
9. Impatient with children 
10. Takes si4es with children 
11. Jails in respoDaibl1it7 to 
children 
12. Meals not r eac1;r OD. t 1me 
13. I s poor cook 
14. Is poor housekeeper 
15. Difficulties over religion 
16. Disagreement over sexual 
2.0 
.0 
4.0 
3.3 
9.2 
>+.0 
.0 
2.0 
1.3 
~ relatione 2.6 
17. Disagreement over money matters 1.3 
6.6 
1.9 
15.S 
4.0 
5.2 
11.S 
6.6 
20.4 
11.8 
2.0 
29.0 
33.5 
2;.7· 
21.1 
32.9 
27~"O 
lIS. 7 
44.2 
22.3 
5.2 
110.8 
20.0 
17.1 
11.2 
41.5 
57.9 
43.4 
70.3 
73.7 
51.3 
63.1 
21.7 
lKl.o 
15.0 
92.8 
46.7 
79.] 
77.6 
84.·0 
~.5 
67.8 
61.80 
11.2 
It-.O 
.7 
2.~ 
4~O 
1.2 
11-.0 
11.2 
1~3 
5.2 
2.0 
7.2 
.0 
13.2 
16.5 
12.·5 
12.5 
10.5 
16.5 
3.4 
16.5 
23.7 
16.01 
19.1 
17.S· 
37.8 
36.·2 
36.3 
29~6 
15.' 
7.5 
42.8 
20.4 
15.1 
16~5 
23.7 
23.0 
26.16 
35.·5 
46.7 
53.3 
67.1 
68.; 
~.l 
78.3 
39.5 
67 • .1 
60.5 
67.1 
57.2 
52.6 
53.77 
not advanced that far. It 1s possible, however. to establish a norm of 
measurement for each of the eight measures that haTe been selected for 
118e in this studT. !h.ese meaaves for trequelLq of irritation are: 
Aver" often", "quite oftenA, Honee in a whilen and uaelio~ or never"; 
~able 14. Deviations from the average with respect to frequency' of 
~s'banda' reaction to problems. Jrlgb.am City, Utah, 191J6 
Attitudes orhab!ts of Percent!le eamerlencing irritation A :a 
wives Ter'1' Quite A 8.Dd :a 
ottea often combinecl 
16 w. too lenient with children 9.2 20.~ 29.6 
15 w. reli. s on husbaud too :mach 
for dec:1si08s 7.3 15.8 23.1 f~ w. ~tiaat witA Children 4.0 u.s 15.8 
13 w. insists on making 4eoision. .0 11.-8 l5.S 
-;2 w. eh9"s lack of interest ill 
husband' a work 5.2 7.9 13.1 f1 w. late with meal. -2.6 9.9 12.5 
AVER.A.G:&l 2.83 7.10 9.93 
-1 w. tries to run liTes of fami17 
members 3.3 S.6 9.9 
-2 W. disagrees over sexaal 
relat:lons 2.6 5.9 8.5 
:~ ,. nags and criticizes 1., 6.6 7.9 w. expects husb8.lld to help 
too much in the home 2.0 4.0 6.0 
-5 w. disagrees OTer monel' matters 1.3 . 4.6 5.9 
-6 W~ poor housekeeper 2.0 3.3 5.3 
-7 W. spends toe much time aW&7 
from home .0 5.2 5.2 
-8 w. ai_acrees over religion 1.3 2.6 3.9 
-9 w. takes sides wi 1;h children .7 2.0 2.7 
-10 W. fails tn re~ons1bil:1t7 to 
children .7 1., 2.0 
-11 W. poor cook .0 .7 .7 
and for degrees of irritation the,v are: Avery muehl, "quite a bit·, 
Ivery 1ittlel and Inot at al1B. With re~ect to eaCh of thes. eight 
yardsticks it i8 possible to secure an aTerage for the seventeen :ltems. 
These eight averages const! tute the norms which reveal the frequenq 
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and. potel1C7 of the problem. Items or, problems, which are above average 
are obvious1T of more,1mportauce and -1' well constit1lte pC)ints at which 
C0DlDl'Ul'11t7 planning and programs maT be directed. 
!a'bles14 and 15 l1st the problems numerical17 according to the 
frequency and intens1t7 of uri ta~ioD. reported by hllsDaac1.S. In the 
fable 15. Deviations from the average withreapeetto intensity of 
~8'bands' reaction to proDl_e. :Brigham C1ty. Utah., 19lJ.6 
At ti tudes or habit 8 ot Percentase experiencini irritation 
wives 1 :a A au! :s very quite combined 
mUch a b1t 
,6 w. aaca and criticizes 11.2 27.0 38.2 
~~ w. too lenient with chl1drell 7.2 25.'6 32.8 ·w. taltee sides vi th chtldr8D: 11.2 20.0 31.2 
~~ w. 1m.patiat with children 4.0 2'{.0 31.0 w. disagrees over money matters .7 23.1 24.11-
/1 w. poor haasekeeper 7.2 1'.5 ' 23.7 
A,1llBAGI ," 4.06 16.01 20.07 
-1 •• shows lack of 1D.tereat ill husbancls' work: ' lI..O 15.6 19.1 
-2 w. insists on maktQg decisions 2.6 16.5 19.1 
:~ w. di aagrees over sexual relatioBS' 2.' 16.5 19.1 w. late with meals ·5.2 12.5 17.7 
-5 w. relies on husband too much 
tor decisio ... 2.6 11.7 14.3 
-6 w. spends to 0 much time a1fa7' from . 
home 
.7 13.2 13.9 
-1 w. expects husbu.d' to help too 
much in the home ,2.6 11.2 13.8 
'-' 
,W. fails in respoRslbility to 
chl1irea 1~3 .12.5 13.8 
-9 w. tries to run lives of faml17 
I members 4~o 9.2 13.2 
-10 W. poor cook 2.0 lO.~ 12.~ 
-11 W~ di sagrees over r el ~g10D. .0 3. 3. 
"frequenC7" table. the percentages in the Ivery often. and .quite of tenD 
. -
col'WDD.8 are comhued in order to establ!sh, as close17 as possible. the 
relative ~.port_ce of the problem. A ·aim1lar step was taken in the 
lintensitT" table. combining the percentages in the averT much" ani 
"quite a bit U col'WDJls. 
1. !!!!!.!!!!!!e.!:!-! cr1ticizes. (:Below average, -3 in frequeJlC7: 
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f6 in intensitT. above average.) Bagging aud. criticizing ia a maJor prQbl_ 
for 7.~ of the men, but 38.~ become :lrrltatec1 quite a good deal whea 
criticized. .line out of ten mG are irritated on17 1nfrequent17 au4 
tour out of ten are so seldom bothered that no problem arises. Irritation 
figures riae much higher than frequency tlgures~ :Bricham Oit7 me~ who 
are nagged obvious17 40 not like it and are not ver7 aueceasful. in laugh-
ing it off.' 
While a IlAgging and critical attitude on: the part of the wife 1s 
recopised as one thing which 4istwbs the eompatibilit7. of marriages in 
everT strata Qf 80clet7. this problem a;pp~ar8 to 'be less severe with the 
cooperators than among people in some other stutie 8. 
Lewis M. ~erman presented 792 couples with a l1st o~ grievances,. and 
asked them to rank grlevaacea accord.ing to the order of frequenc7 end 
seriousness. The tabulation showed. that "wlfe criticizes 'me" ranked 
third in order of frequency- and "wife nags me U was tenth. When. the 
husbands were asked. to rank their grievances in the order of seriousness, 
"wife liags mel was first. while Uwlte criticizes me" dropped to twelftla. 2 
In a recent (19146) Gallup POll.3 nagging ranked as the maJor problem 
among the ten most commonly oi ted b7 hllsbancls. 
Obvlous17 in all three of these stud1es. the serloUllless ot this 
problem is m'lleh ill ,.excess ot its magnitude. VerT otten nagging is Dot 
the basic source of difficulty. but is the r,esult of more serious problems 
2. liia.. pp. 96.97.99.100. 
3. William. A. Lyd.gate. tI!en Faults of Wives and Husbands. I 
such as personality conflicts, physical and mental health, as well as 
other reasons. ~hese 1I\18t be recognized and overcome before Bagging 
will c_se to be an issue. 
2. When wife shows lack of interest in husllaad' 8 WDrk. (Above 
----- --- -- ~ ~ --
average t 2 in fr-equenC7: below average - 1 -in intensity.) lSr1gham 
City women- do not alwa78 have an interest in their husbands' work. One 
in 20 wives show a marked lack of interest iD. their hus'baais'. occupations 
and one _ in 19 more 11'ri tate the::1r _ husb8Z1ds by ahowing lack of interest 
"quite otten". '!he remainder of the women are aware of thie respons-
ib111ty. About one-fifth of the husbands experience a considerable 
amount of irritation when the vife's interest in his work lapses. Four-
fifths (79.91b) are bothered ver7 little if at all. 
While this problem- is not one of extreme irritation, 1t is evident 
that there are some wives in :Brigham Oit7 who should be made aware of 
the tmportanee of this item, as a man'. statue is d1rectly affecte' by 
his wife' 8 interest in his work. 
!~rman fouad. a larger propo~tio~ t:)~ )lu~bbd8 concerned ab~ut _ this 
probleJ(t. Sllgb.t17 over one-~ of the._ cas~s studied4 b7 him r:ellortecl 
., .. " .' ''''', :-" " 
frequency and seriousness. Is it possible. that here in the mounta.ins, 
- • I' " 
complex living 1s comducive to more,1n"rest tn home and family o~ the 
,- ~~". __. .:~ - '~',.~ \-' . ' ' 
part ot "ivea? Is the relativ~.' 'l,nc~C9J,l~~~ ~f religion and oC01lpat1onal 
'. -.; ~ ~ :. ---".;". ".. '. L ." 
interest ia a small rval 1;rade center, ~1liiflate4 by agricultu:r;-',_l_~~e17 
~' • ~~. -::.:: - -- ' - _ "'1:) ~' t .~ !,l,:' ,. J _ ~ • 
to increase Wife17 interest in a husband's occupatIonal struggles' 
3. Over-reliance!! wives !!!. husbands .!! mati!; deciSions. (Above 
average t 5 ill frequency- and below average - 5 in intens1 t 7.) Nearly 
one-fourth ofthe';-'men feel that their wives re17 too much on thea to make 
4-~ Termaa. "op. cit ... Pp. 96. 97. 99. 100. 
, 
decis10ns re~ding fami17 conduct: however, on17 14.3~ become verT 
much perturbed over the si'tuatioD. About three-fourths of the husbands 
feel that their wives nearly always assume au equitable share of 
r8sponslbll1t7 in helping the husband to make decisions affecting the 
entire family. 'bis is one of the maJor' problems as far as frequency 
of irritation to the husbauda i8 concerned. !he detP'ee of irritation 
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is somewhat below the aTerage. Ii appears that the men affecteC[b7 this 
problem either prefer to have their wives 1'e17 01'1 t~eia or have conditionea. 
themselves to make decisions without assistance. 
Some women find security in male protectton and like to be dominated 
b7 their husb831ds. For them, the cliDg:bLg vine domiDates the iamill' 
:Bowman points out that "What sOmetimes passes for oyer-clependeJlce 
may 80tua117 be domination. • • lay expect ing ,another to make one' 8 
clecisioDS and assume, one's respoJ1sibilities, one person mlq' in p~t 
control the other's beha.vior. 15 On the other haad, over-dependenee m.8l' 
simp17 be the result of ciomination b7 the husband. 
Whether wifely reliance on husbancls for £ami17 decisiolls is a 
weakl:less or a power cleviee, 1ta presence is of sufficient e%tent' .1;0 
warrant the question: IDo women need fu:rther training in independence 
and selt-direction as a~preparation for the responsibilities ,of marriage?" 
It.. !!!:!! wives. expect husbands ~ !fead.!2.! ~.l!!! .!! helping 
.m !l home. (Below aver~e. -4 1J1 frequency: -7 in 1ntens1tl'.) 
Society of a former era, while it gave fathers much greater opportun1t7 
for contact with their home and family, assigned the duti es of house-
keeping ad child care entirely to t_ mother. Yomen tod8.7 are thinld,ng 
5. He!lr7 A. Jowmat\, Marriage.!!! Moclerna. p. 319. 
of home problems, particularly the rearing of the children, 81 a joint 
responsibl1i ty for husband and wite. !he7 maT mar17. me. who ati11 cling 
to the old attitude.6 
On the other hand, mo at women are not sur e how much they real17 
vat their huabaads to help; moat men don't know what 1s expected ot 
them. What the poised homemaker wants i8 's sense ot her husband' 8 
n standing byu reaq to cooperate. 7 
Brigham Oi t7 husbands are not too eli sturbed b7 thia problem. :Both 
the frequenc7 and degree of irrita.tion are somewhat below th.e norm. 
Only six percent. of the husbands ~erlence rather frequent irritation 
011 being expected te' help out at home more than they think th87 should. 
A little le88 than 1 in 1 (13.S~) are quite highly irritated by such 
requests. 
5. !!!! wives spend.!!! ~.!!!! ~ !!:!!!t!!!!. (Below aver.,; •• 
-1 in freq1;1enq and -6 111 1Dtensitl'.) 0n17 a small percentage of the 
husban4. feel that their wives spend too much time ~wq from the home. 
None of the husbands'sq their wives are aw.., from the home "very ottenn. 
and oa17 5.21' 8ay theT are awq Oquite often. iI However, 1 in 7 of the 
men (l3.9~) are quite highly irritated when their wives are out of the 
home more than they think thq should 'be. 
·Since the ~Jorlt7 of the cooperators are members of the L. D. S. 
Church. one 1Japortant, souree of' outside activi t7 for them center a ", in 
the -church. !he extent of irritation is l1kelJr reduced by the fact that 
1m.bands, wives aac1 children mq participate in the activities of this 
church. 
6. of .. Belen K. -Jorian. ' !!! ~ KalT1age.' p. 7S. 
1. Ibid. P. 18. 1 -, . 
the relati va importanee of this problem i8 indicated ~, a recent 
Gallup Poll. 8 !hat their HwiTes have too many outside 1D.terestsl waa 
ranked by the husbands a8 seventh in importance out of ten common 
problems. 
!he modern tread in marriage is toward hdividuality. !he wife i8 
enti tled. and expected. i. have out side interest 8. In some cases this 
without doubt has been carried to the extreme, the home and faUl' are 
neglected and husbands are ~ust1flecl in expressing irritation. ·On the 
other hand, the raul t m8l' l1e wi th the husban4e Some men are so deep17 
influenced by tradition and by the ideals of home life and marriage that 
have become established 1Jl-~the1r own think1ng that they cannot aceept, 
aD7 situation which takes the wife out of the home where they feel she 
belongs.-9 
6. Wife ins1sts OIL mald.ng decisions. (Above average, ~3 in frequ8D.C7. 
- ,-
and below average, -2 in intensity.) It is well known that some women 
assert themselves 'IT assuming the role' of· leadership in the fam1~ ''? 
the point of making important decisions regarding the entire fami17 
without consultation with other fami17 memb,r8. Four percent of the 
Brigham 01t7' women irritate their husbands verr often by this overt act" 
'but o1ll7 2.6" of the men experience a high degree of irritation. 
"Intellect'U811y, the tn>:leal married lJIiIIA toda7 seems to accept the 
tact that women have certain capacities, ~at they. like most men, have 
ability of .judgment and may therefore help in mald.ng lecisions. Emotion-
al17, however, he bas not been able to accept this. !hus his lack of 
authori t 7 m&7 irritate htm." 
10 
8. ~'§&te. OPe cit •• 
9. Bowman. Ope clt •• p. 79. 
10. Jor~ OPe cit., p. 78. 
, .~ 
11' .. 
In some cases the husbands are no doubt perf'ect17 happy in letting 
the wife. plq the dominant role in the femi17. mhis, however. has no 
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general applicatIon as far as the cooperators are. concerned because only 
4.o~ of the women make the decisions "ver,. oftenll ani 11.S~ IIClu te often l : 
just 2.6~ of the husbands are irritated Iver7 mach" aacl one ili six (16.5~) 
are affected Iquite a bit" by moh act10l1.s. !he cl1fterentlal between 
frequency aud. intensity of Irritation. rith regards to this pl'obiem indicates 
that some .men tolerate the dominant attitudes of their wives without 
complaint. 
Mald.ng 4ecisioDS appears to be a problem. at least to 80me extent, 
~11. alJ:aost one-half of the ts11ies. InterestinglY'. however, lese than 
50. ~ ot the husband,s are ir~1 tated to any degree 'b7 'the wife a,.ssuming 
a place o£ leadership, whether it be ,frequent or occasional.' 
Progress 1s 'being made in' devising ~ch1J1e1'7 b7 which joint decisions 
are m.ade coverlllg considerable periods of time and greatly reduc!'ng the. 
trequeaC7 of dictatorial dec1s10ns. !he JQ1nt fam117 budget made orclinar-
.-' 
lly ~t the 'beginning of each month with participation of both p~eJlt8 aud 
ch11c1ren ~ be cited as an example. 
(., I 
in' :rrequen~. -9 in intensi t7. ~ !t!he
o
' attem~~ b7 the wife to do.~~te other 
members of the fami17 b7 tr71ng to ruJl th~ir 11ves 18, for1;uaat~~7. not 
as eommonas some other proalems among the cooperators. However, accord-
ing to the husbands,. one ri.fe- in ten"att_pts to exereiae control over 
the tami17 in one or more ways. Over one-fourth assert their desire to 
dominate only occasionally. Near17 on~thlrd playa secondary rOle ani 
leave such decisions to the fami17 a8 a whole, the husband _4 vife 
working -them: out ·'together, or the husban'd is looked to in mald.ag rules 
and regalationa regarding the fami17. One in 8even men indicate some 
resentment when the wife assumes undue control in governing the iamill' 
unit. Over one-third show 80me degre~ of irritation. More than one-
half of the men do not have this problem to cope wi ta. 
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:Bowman suggests that a wife'l desire in exercising uadue or 1.Uln&tural 
eoatrol over her fami11' mq be a da~d for gratitude or that she faels 
80ma resentment for &n7 numb~ of reasons. 11 
lowman further states that Uusually .. attempt at dommanee bear 8 
an implication of inferiority or makes for a feeling ot frustratioB. 12 
!he fact that more than a third of the hU8bands feel that their 
wives do attempt at least some of the time to run the lives of fami17 
members suggests not on17 a problem of considerable size. but also a 
need for fUrther education for prospective mothers in the field of 
persoaality maturation. 
S. When wives are too lenient with. childr811. (Above average. 16 
~ -- ~~ 
1m. frequency; 15 in intenSity.) When differenc •• arise over ways of 
rearing children. emotion u~lll' maDifests itself. BaCh pareat wantl 
the child to grow into his ideal. of what a chi1dsaoul4 pet aad if he 
has preconceived notions of wqa of "tra1niag'" he 1s 11ke1T to attach 
to much importance to procedves. There are still men who 'believe that 
a child should be Hseen and. not heard, n end. any modern approach to the 
rearing of ohildren will natural17 be somewhat disconcerting to them. 
On the other haad, there are wive S 80 convert e4 to the gnew theory' theT 
are practical17 ruled by their children. TJnder such eire.stances. 
maternal lenienCT can justly be cri tieizad. 13 
11. 
12. 
13. 
Jow.man. OPe cit •• P. 318. 
~bid. P. 319. 
J orcian, OPe ci t., P. 79 
iaber t OPe cit.. P. 324. 
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MaDJ' of the men contacted in !reman' B surve7 felt that their wives 
were spoiling the children. !heT rauked this tault 20th in seriousness, 
. 14 28th in frequency' oat of 57 items. 
About two-thirds of the :Brigham 011;7 husbands report l1tt1e or no 
etiticism of the lI18:Q.ner in which their wives handle the children. However. 
this problem assumes major proportions in one-third of the homes. where 
the wiT.S, according to the husbands, are too lenient with the chi~dren 
very frequeatl:r and the husbands are extremely irritated. As comparecl 
to the average trequenc7 of 2.83~. this problem arises "verT often'it with 
9 •. ~ of the husbands; compared to e. norm of 7.l~t it occurs IIquite often" 
with 20.~ of the men. Seven and two-tenths percent of the husbaads are 
irritated avery muchH by this particu.lar problem, while the norm is 4.06,,: 
25.~ are irritated "quite a 'bit U, against a norm of 16.01~ 
!he fact that this probl_ has proved to be of such significance 
justifies further consicleratlon. !he fundament'ai need for teamwork i. 
obvious. Iven happilJr married couples are bound to d:l sagree about the 
best w.,. of bringing up their children and must find wqs of com.promising 
and cooperating in a consistent policy of 4:lscipl1ne. As'Wolf states, 
It !his can onlT be accomplished when husband and wife 'UBder stand 
and tolerate ditferences in each other and when theT know where 
these differences are 11kel7 to arise and agree on a compromise 
before their children are too aware of the differences. In this 
w,,", children will be spared the widely inconsistent treatment 
which confuses them and destroTs the possibilities of adequate 
control.15 It 
9. When wife is impatient with children. (Above average; ;'4 in 
--- -----
frequency, ;3 in intensity.) Wives who are impatient ~ th their chilc1ren 
seem to cause 80me difficult7 in 15.S~ of the families~ In about twice 
this percentage of the families. the husband is irritated to quite aD. 
" ' 
14. Terman, OPe cit.,'pp. 96, 99. 
15. Anna I. 14. Wolf. ~ Paren1is' Manual. P. 279. 
extent b7 the impatience of' the wife with the children. Well over four-
fiftha of the wives tend to exercise aufflcieat patience with their 
chl~dren to satlst7 their husbands. Here again, the degree of irritation 
1s higher thea its f'requenoT. 
BAll too often d4.,clpliDe is, a meana through which parents express 
. their i1T~tatlon anei anno7ance.016 !rhe long hours the mother &penels at 
home with the children tend to magnify arm.oyances. Wer17 and fatigue 
greatly influence the d.egree of patIence se 18 able to maintain. 
I:rri tattoD. arises DverT of tenD 'w::t.th 4~~ of the husbands. Since 
the average frequenc7 of liverY' oitanU irritation is 2. 7~, this problem 
Is seen to be O13.e of some significance. Strong feelings of the husband.a 
concerning it 4e not, however. rise above the norm of 1ts occurrence. 
thus among the familie. vh.r,e tlae husbands teel ver" frequent ini t&t10n 
because of im,patience of the wife wi th the chl1~ent they appear to have 
developed a philosophT of tolerance. 
10. Whem. wife takes sides with children. (!e18w average. -9 in 
,--- -----
freql1enq: above average, -/'4 ilL intensity-.) It is interesting to note,. 
'both in this study and in the one made by !ermau, that problema in which 
the discipline of the cb.ildre!t~. irnro1v:e,fseem to provoke a ~1gh degree 
.'. ,. .- !l ,-
,of uri tat1on. While according to the testlmolQ" of :Brigham 01 t7 -huebaads, 
only 0.7" of the wives take lides ~tli 'the children "ve17 oftanD" aud 
only 2.~ take sides with the children Itquite often II , the degree of 
irritation experienced. bY' the bs'bands rises rather high above the norm. 
!he percel1ta:ge experiencing "very mUch It , irritation 1s 11.2% as compared. 
, . 
to au average ef 4.061': perc$ntage exp~riencing Uquite a bit" of 
1rrit~tiol'l is 20.~ as compared'to the ~ve;age of 16.01,,_ 
J ' 
!he mea contacted in !erman's surv.., consiierea the fact that the 
wife interfered with their discipline of the children one ot the ten 
most serious problems coDfronting them. 11 
lJndoubteaJ.y the high degree of 1rr1 tatioD. over this problem stems 
from the basic problem of authorlt7 and domination. The taet that the 
husband.' B authoritY' .87 be challenged before the children certainly 
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tends to increase the irritation. It is a very 'Ulrise mother who risks 
aatagoniBiDg the chlldren toward. their father or lessening their respect 
for him b7 criticizing his methods of discipline in the presence of the 
chUar_a. 
fhe conflict over author! t7 alone make" this au 1m;port8ll.t problem. 
Ju.t the fact that the wife takes sides w1 th the children m&.7 be apptom-
atle ot other mala4.1ustments. such as over-protection by the mother18; 
lack of agreement cn a consistent polia.r of dlaCiPline19;, or unjust or 
harsh discipline b7 the father which Justifies the interference of the 
mother. 
According to troves. one reason wh7 cliscipline of the children 
creates such a problem is, 
"Kothers have natural17 taken. greater iaterest in discu.ssioDS of' 
child training than have fathers ••• !he mischief eomes from the 
fact that the father who i a unfamiliar or hostn. to the new 
science of child care ia 1ikel:r to interfere with the child 
training as he would Aot with the care of an infant, beca'11se he 
has more confidence in his own. understanding of the problems 
involved. and as a conaequence even when he does not intend '120 
clo this, he m&'3' anta.conize the better technique of the mother. 
17. Terman, OPe cit •• pP. 96. 97. 99. 100. 
lS. cf Percival M. Symonds. P87eholOIl!! Parent-Child RelationShips 
Chapter 1. 
19. Wolf. OPe cit., PP. 209. 303. 
20. Ernest R. Groves.' Marriage. PP. 542-3 
11. !!!!!!!! fails .!! re~onsibi111;l.i! children. (:Below average, 
-10 in trequenc7 and -8 in intenSity.) Only 2.~ of the A\1sbands think 
their wives tail .Vel7 oftenU or "quite often" in responsibility to 
children. A.s against this, 13.8" of the husbands are irritate' either 
"very much" or U,quite a bit'. Here again, husbands feel strongl7 about 
a wife's weakness. !he degree of irritation "is strong, although the 
proportion of husbands who recopize this as a problem 18 small. 
Similar findings were reported b7 ~ermau. w:ho found that "wife's 
neglect of children" ranks 54th fer frequenc7 in the husbands' list of 
57 problems, bat 14th for seriousness. 21 
!!he men of :Brigham. Oit7 are keen3.7 aware of the attitudes of their 
wives toward the children. Even an occasional lack of inierest causes 
considerable irritation. !he .tan4ards by which. a man Judges his wife' 8 
actions verr greatll'. so that wifely actions which are ieleal to ODe man 
mq bring great Ullb.a.ppines8 to another. 22 
12. Wife is late in preparing meals. (Above average, fl in 
- - - - ...... -----= --
frfquenq; below average, -l&. in intensit7.) While this is no great 
probl~, 12. 5~ of 1;he husbands find that their meals are not read;r on 
time rather frequentl7. !he degree of uri tation again seems to be 
slightly more (17.7"> pronounced thaD the freql1enc7 of irri tatlon. 
Well over four-fifths of the families have little or no difficulty 
wi th this problem. 
The hus13aucls COD.taetecl in !, .. man's survey' showed less irritation 
over this problem than !righam City husbands. ·Wife late with meals," 
ranked 35th according to frequency but dropped to 4l8t in seriou'sness. 23 
21. Terman, OPe cit., p. lOS. 
22. :B0WJIlaD.. OPe cit •• P. 300. 
23. !ermau. OPe cit., p. 99 
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It 18 well to reme~ber that many factors are involved. in determining 
whether or not the wif e is aale to prepare meals on til1e. !he :number 
an' ages of children, general health of the wife, ad home conveniences. 
a8 well as the general plan employed in running the home, are aJ.l 
important contributing factors. 
13. Husband thinJts wife ia poor cook. (:Below a.verage, -11 in 
---_ ........ _----
frequency and -10 in intensity_) Altho~ every man at some time encounters 
poor cooking, nearly all :Brigham Oity men concede that their wives are 
good cooks. ..A partial explanation of this fa.vorable opinion may lDe fowad. 
in the fact that the women responding to th.e survey were experienced. 
homemakers and had ne.cessarl1y developed cooking abilitY'. Had the surve7 
been made among younger couples in the very early years of their marriage, 
the resul. ts might have shown a d1fferent picture. 
Almost all (99.3_> of the husDa.n.ds agree' that their wives were good 
cooks practically all of the time. However, 12.~ experienced irritation 
either "very much" or 'quite a b1~~ when 8,poorly cooked meal came along. 
!rhe husbands are apparent17~ used 1;0 well-cooked meals ancl whenever their 
wives prepare 8 meal a l~ ttle below stan~d, the reaction is. d~fi:p.itel7 
~ -, i, ~':; , , • 
unfavorable. 
!he findings of !erman c~~cid8wi th the report of :Brigham Oit7 
husbands. In his studY' of husbands' grievances, poor cooks among wives 
8ppearei in" the bottom quartile. fhe seriousness of this pro)lem to 
husbands, while ranking higher than the frequenc7, was one of the lesser 
2~ 
things causing marital difficulty. 
14. Husband.'!.!!!.!!.!!!!..1.a ~ housekeeper. (:BelOW average. - 6 
in frequeIlC7: above average, /1 1n intensi t1'. ) !ehe influence of good 
24. Ibid •• P. 96. 
'hou.'k:eep~',Q~ ,.tam117 welfare.'l~ 10 81p1f:lcaat that a ,few comments 
1.' ' ' ", • . J.,., j, .'. " ~_,~': •• ~, 
by authorities m&7 'be cited before the :Brigham 01t7 fintings are 
discussed. 
A. f'\1.Bdamental cause for trouble pointed out b7 GroTes is ".& 
failure of the wife or the husband or b,oth, to realise the domest1e 
81gDiflcaaee of an efficient, well-or~1zed household program as a 
means of domes:t1c ~ustment. It should. 'be taken for grauted in :the 
modern home that the major hous8k:eepiDg proDlems concern the husband 
as certainly as theT 40 the wlfe. u2; Grove. tur~er state., lIt 1s 
a180 tne that frequent17 1f husband a.nc1 wife faced squarely in a 
cooperative .~lrlt the household Jroblem. muCh of 1ta vexation would 
cl1sappear ... 26 l'atigue, worr;r ana. irritation are factors which greatly 
influence a woman I s homemak1 ng abill t7. 27 
Just sllght17 over five percent of the husbands complained that 
their wives were poor housekeepers. NearlT five times this amount were 
uri tatea. to quite a high degree b7 the aousekeeping methods employed 
by their wives. !he remaining husbands had little or no occasion to 
find fa.ult with their wives as :bousekeepers. this problem occurred 
leas frequently than many others bu.t when it did occur, irri tatioJl 
above the norm was the result. 
!erman. found a somewhat opposite coni! tion in his atu41'. "Wife a 
poor housekeeper d ranked 21st according to complaint frequ8nq am.4 49th 
2S 
according to seriousness. 
38 
15. !!!!.!!!! differs .!! matters ..2! religion. (:Selow ayerage, -8 
in frequeD.C7 aad -11 in iatenslty.) Less than four percent of the hus-
baads indica:'e' much irritation regarding religion either as to frequency 
25. Groves, oPe ,o1t.. p. 260. 
26. Ibid. P. 262 
27. Robert G. Foster. Marrlage and ramil, Relationshi:ps. PP. 1'5-66. 
28. ferman. OPe cit., PP. 96 and-g'9. 
or ,,:ntena11;7. !rhie is the one case in which the degree of irritatioa 
felt by the husbands 18 beloW' the frequencY' of occtU"rence (3.91' as 
compared to" 3.11%). 
Inasmuch as nearl)" all (97.7%) of the cooperators are members of 
the same chvch, it is obvious that religious difficultiee appear even 
where there ls common membership in the same church. 
!he small number of husbands at Brigham Cit7 who experience 
difficulty arising 011t of religion 1S t no 4oubt, due to a large degree 
to the 40minance of 1.. D. S. membership. However, it mal' be due to 
other causes. 
!urgee8 and Oottrell concluded from their investigations that 
39 
"Contrary to popular opinion, disagreement over rel,lgion • • • pl&.78 only 
a relatiTe17 small part in marital hapPiness. n29 Merely belonging to a 
QburCh cannot be used as a criterion for successful marriage, but attend-
Qee at church services 1s positively correlated with probabilities of 
, ~O 
marital sacce8s.~ 
!reraD. found that differences in religious be1iets ranked. among 
the ten least important things for the wife' B h8.pp1ness and among the 
. 31 
twelve lea.st serious to the husband' e happiness. 
It Dl\1.st not be assumed that because a number of stuc1iea haTe sb.8_ 
that religion is not· as great a factor as some oth.er :1 tems, 1t 1s not 
important. Jordan points out that these data "do aot acqait 41fferences 
ever religion tor impairing marl,tal happiness, or prove that mixed mar-
riages are not hazardous: the perils are mere17 not so great as from other 
measured eausee. n32 
29. :Burgess ena. Oottre11. Predictl:as Success .!!. Failure .!! Marrise. P. 51 • 
.30. Ibid. . P. 124. 
31. Terman, OPe cit., P. 102. 
32. jordan, OPe cit. P. 135. 
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16. lIu.sband's reactions !! seX'WlJ.. relations. (]Se1ow average, -2 
in trequenc7 and -3 in intensity.) Only 2.~ of the h"sbands report 
disagreement livery of tenD over sexoal relatiolls, but 5.~ encounter dit-
ficaJ.ty Hqu1te ofteaD• One-fawth have little trouble and nearly tWQ-
thirds are bothereA seldom or never. Almost one-fifth are quite hlghl7 
uri tated when sexual disagreement occUrs and the remaining four-fifths 
are irritated very little or Dot at all. 
!he securit7 that comes to the married union froll satisfactory sex 
adJustm.ent has loag been recognized. as an important goal. lIewever, 
several authors feel that too heav7 an accent has been placed 011 the 
importance of sex in J.Il8l:riage. 33 the survey br Lewis M. Terma~ dealt 
very extensively with all phases of sex adJustment in marriage. In his 
final summar.y he states, 
.. Our study' shows clearly that certain of the sex. factors 
contribute mat erial 17 to marl tal happiness or tIllhappiness. It 
shows no less clearlY' that other e which have long been emphasized 
by 88xo1011sts as importaat are praoticallY uncorrelated with 
happiness acores. The c1ata in fact indicate that all of the sex 
factors eombined are far from be""'''''' the one meJ or dete:rminant of 
,,'Iq. ~ . 
~ccess in marriage.J 
Some obser\fatiolls on this problem followl "With the maJority of 
cou;ples, sexual adjustment in marriage appears to be a resultant not so 
much of biological factors as of psychogenetic development and of cultural 
condition of attitudes toward aex. 135 BThere is 110 specific technique b7 
which sexual ac1Juetment iD. marriage can be assured ••• but without doubt 
a gr eat 'eal could be accomplished b7 ·the removal of such bl1ghtillg ignor-
ance as now prevails in mat:I1' Places ... 36 IIf each uuderstooc1 better the 
sex psychology of the other, compla1D.ts regarding behavior could. be changed 
33. of :Baber, op. cit •• P. 266. !ermau, OPe cit.; Jordan. OPe cit., P. 126. 
3~. Terman, op. c1t., p. 313. 
35. Jurgess & Cottrell. OPe cit •• 'p. 341. 
36. ia'ber. op.' cit., P. 212. 
wi th. little effort' 1f the partners knew that the changes were wanted and 
saw their possible beneflts. n37 
On the whole, husbands in Irigham Oi t1' do not consider aex in 
marriage ,as a ma,1or problem. !he percentage who recognize maladjustmellt 
talls "below average in both frequency aud degree of 1rr1 tation. In th.e 
Rquite a bitR of irritation eol'WlU'l, however, the average is reached. More 
information than is now available is needed in the field of sex in mar-
riage. All that can be said with respect to thls study is that in this 
L. D. S. group operating under ~rlgham Oit7 conditions. sex problems 
wi thin th.e marriage relation appear to have been brought under good 
controi in the opinion of husbands. 
-17. Husband' a views!! awife' 8 1 disagreement ~ .on87 matters. 
(:SeloW' average, -5 in frequency; above average, 12 in 1ntensit7.) 
Brigham 01t7 families ~parentl7 have their financial problems fairly 
well under control also, since 5.~ of the husbands report ver1' frequent 
trouble over mon.ey matters; 26. y;, :have ~ficult7 once in a while; over 
two-thirds (67.8~) seldom or aever have .financial disagreemats. 
Husbauds are evid.ently very sensitive over household finance problems. 
however. as almost one-follrth (24.~) are lrri tated to qui~e a high. degree 
(Table 15) whenl'-differeaoes arise. 
Most research stu4ies indicate that there i8 actually little 
correlation between the amount of income and marital happiness. 3S As 
Bowman Sa78, 
It What 18 important is not the quantit)" ot moneTt but the couplet s 
attitude toward 1t and the use to which 1t is put ••• One couple 
may find great happiness on an income identical in amoUllt n 1;11 'bhat 
of bother couple 'who are suing for divorce because of it."" 
37. Ibid. P. 275. 
38. ot Jurgess &: Cottrell, op. cit., p. 154: Bowman. OJ). cit •• P. 357. 
39. Ibid. P. 358. 
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Accord1l1g to Jordan. "Perhaps the reaSOD why the securing and 
expead1tve of the family income is so often a basis of difficulty is 
that it may 'be the avenue through which personal motives. satisfa.ctions 
and problems are unconsoiously expressea. ,,110 
Groves pOints out &Bother ~portant reason for incompatibility 
due to finances in the ,tact that "the a4Justment has to be made rapiil.7 
&t the ver'1' start of marriage ¥hell experience is least aacl mutual 
It.l 
understanding weakest. I 
~he cooperators do not have the d1ff1cul ties of adjustmeat which 
come with the earl7 years of marriage. as all of them have be_married 
long eaouch to have children in school. the money problem as the husbauds 
see it falls below the average so far as frequ.ency i8 concerned. It rvas 
a~OV8 the average in 1ntens1t7. Assuming that these men, like ·the majorlt7 
elsewhere. are attemptiag to hang on 1;0 the family purse strings. it would 
appear tha t they are haViBg some diffi cul t7 ill dOing so. !he familJ-
made budget .mOl' be ,be answer." 
Husbands·' satisfaction ~ emplozment according.!!. whether e.ploler 
!! .!!!! !! others. Of the 152 reporting, 45 were self-employea. and 107 
were working for others. !he difterence in degree of satisfaction with 
york for the two groups is too s.mall to justif7 the co~clusion that oae 
method of ~loJment is superior to the other. (!able 16). 
Of' the self-employed. 31.8~ indicate complete satisfaction wi til 
their York, while a slight17 higher percentage (39.2%) of those employed 
by others speclf;ythe same degree of satlsf$ctlon. 
While some of those who were self-employed are not very well 
satisfied, Done of them expressed complete ilssatisfaction with their 
40. Jordan. OPe cit •• P. 79. 
41. Groves, ·op. cit. t P. 294. 
work. Only l.~ of those employed by others sta.te that thel' were not at 
all satisfied with their emplo7Dlent. 
~able 16. Degree of satisfactioa with emplo7Dlent according to whether 
cooperator was, (1) self-employed or, (~) employed by others, 
:Brigham Oit7, utah, 1946 ' 
Oooperator p.ercentage 
~otal Ver.,. .e11 Fa1r17 well :lot Ter.,. well lTot at all 
number:, satisfied sat1stieci satisfied satls:t1ed 
Self-emplaTed ~ 37.8 148.9 13.3 .0 
Employed b7 
48.6 others 107 39.2 10.3 1.9 
Husbands' satisfaction!!!! employment according!! occupations.' 
The degree of satisfaction or dissatisfaction the husband feels in his 
work will lmdoubtedl7 show i 1;8 IDfluence in all phases of his home lite. 
All too frequently, the irritations the husband cannot express at work 
are given release at home at the expense of the wife and chil4ren. 
The highest degree of satisfaction in their work was found among 
the semi-sk11led workers. On the other hand, this same group expressed 
the ~eatest dissatisfaction, ll.~ being Unot satisfied at all~n the 
Ullskilled workers were the only other grOtIP reporting complete lack of 
satisfactiOn, wi th 4.S~ 'being Dnot satisfied at all.. !his group was 
also verT low in the percentage of m8IL who were "verT well satisfiedlf 
with their work, 'but they- outr~ all others in being "fairly well 
sattefied. 1 Only one-fourth of the ta.rm group indicate that thel' are 
Ivery well sat1sf1edD with their ~loJment. 
fbis stuAr does not attempt to determine the relationShip of 
occupation to happiness or unhappiness in marriage. !here are other 
studies which have made this comparison. Burgess··and Cottrell found. 
tha.t "a high degree of mobil1t,. in an occuPation is dverse, but that 
, . 
" ''''':'';,' 
a high degree of commu.nit7 control over 'the priva.ta life of the members 
of an occu;pation is favorable to marl tal happiness •• 42 While iacome 
!ab1e 17 •. Degree of satisfaction of husbands w:I. th emplo7Jllent acoor4-
~g to occupationa, :Brigham City, utah. 1946 
Percentage 
employed 
as 
Prof. ~d semi-
prof. 
Proprietors anel 
managers 
Clerical anA 
salesmen 
Skilled. 
Semi-skilled 
Service workers 
Farmers and 
farm lD8Dagers 
Laborers 
fotal 
Degr.. of satisfaction 
Very well ~a1r1r Bot V8r7 Not at all 
satisfied well well aatlafl-ad 
40.0 
37.1 
51.5 
55.5 
~.4 
satisfied satiafied 
50.0 10.0 
16.8 
.0 
.0 
11.2 
22.6 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
11.2 
.6 
.0 
>+.8 
1.2 
level and the educational status of aa occupation appear to affect 
marital ad,Justmen1t to a lesser degree, the ·secur1t7 aacl Itabillt7 
rather than the income level itself are important for successful 
. marriages •• 1&.3 
~2. !urgesl and Cottrell, oPe cit., p. 158. 
43. _Ibict. 
OHAPTER III 
'IVIS' P.ROBLEMS WI!ll llUDANDS 
In several ways the incidence of urital strain 1s more upon the 
wife tliaa upon the h,1,1sbmd.. the tenor of her WIq is far more upset b7 
marriage than is his and therefore her share in the process ot accom-
modation 18 greater than his. 
It 1 s the wife's status that has undergone the greater change lB. 
the last few generations. !his has made ller more sensltive than the 
man, more aware of the strain of adjustment. !he i801ation of 4a.117 
routine of housework maltea '\ULder~tan4able her more frequent show of 
"nervesa and her greater irritation over the common problems of the 
1 
average Aousehold. 
Varioua cg,rrent studies confirm the view that the burden of 
aiJustment lies with the wife. :Burgess and. Cottrell con814er the faot 
that American wives make the major adJustmeat ill marriage aD. outstanding, 
if not the moat sigaificant, finding ill their IUrTe7.,2 
the present study corroborates these f1ndi:ogs. In almost every 
case the degree of uri tat10n experienced by the wi vea 'exceeds the 
irritation felt b7 the husbands over a similar proble .. 
!able IS contains a list of grievances of wi vea aud. data on the 
extent to which 'hel' interfere with marital happiness. The same meaaurea 
11sed in. the problems of husband.s are employed here~ fable. 19 and 20 
follow the pattern of Tables 111. and 15, in which problema are listed 
according to frequenc;y and intenSity. 
1. Baber. OPe cit.. PP. 209. 210. 
2. :Burgess and Cottrell. op. c1t. t P. 3!4.1. 
!able 113. Frequency and degree of irritation experienced. by wives with respect to certain attitudes 
ad ~bits of hu.sbands, Brigham Cit7. Utah. 1946 
Attitudes or habits of . Percentage e!pwieneiy; 
husbands fer.,. 
Frequen~ of irritation 
'err 
D~ee of irritation 
Quite Once i • Seldom Cluit. 'er7 lot at 
otten 
.. 
otten a vh1le much a bit little all or never 
1. Forgets birthdays and 
amdversariea 13.2 9.2 28.3 ~.3 9.9 31.'6 27.0 31.5 2. Faile to express appreciation 8.4 11.2 36.3 .1 2.0 23.0 41.5 32.9 3. Jails to express love and &ffee-
36.3 tlon 6.6 11.2 32.2 56.0 8.5 27.6 21.6 
4. Shows lack of interest in home 4~6 15.8 33.5 ~.l 7.9 luJ.8 1J.S 33.5 
5. :raUs to help when badly needed 5.6 8.3 20.0 65.8 10.5 29.0 10.5 50.0 
6.' Too lenient w1 th children 7.2 17.1 11-2.2 3~.5 11.2 32.,9 25.6 30.3 1. Impatient with children 3.3 1 .. 2 3'.9 5 .6 7.9 35.5 23.7 32.9 
s. Critical of things wife does 5.3 9.2 35.5 50.0 10.5 30.3 30.2 29 .. 0 9. !ries to dominate lives of 
family members 2.0 2.Q 13.8 82.2 4.6 16.5 15.1 63.8 
10. Makes decisions without wife 5.9 2.6 21.1 10.4 11.2 23.0 16.5 l+8.3 
11. Spends too much time aW&7 from 
4~6 home 5.2 12.5 77.6 7.9 13.8 11.8 60.5 
12. Has leisure t1me activities 
without wife 3.3 5.3 33.5 51.9 9.9 17.8 20.4 51.9 
13. Uses profane language 4.0 5.9 24., 65.8 20.0 16.3 10.4 53.3 
1~. Ill-tempered 1.3 1.3 25.0 12.14 11.8 23.7 13.9 50.6 
15. Disagreement over .mone7 matters 4.0 2.6 30.2 63.2 ,.2 23.7 15.8 51., 
16. ~ifflcultles over religious 
matters 2.0 2.6 13.2 82.2 7.9 5.9 14.5 71.7 
11. Disagreement over sexual 
relations 2.6 2.6 29.0 65.8 10.5 11.2 l8.t~ 53.9 
AVElU.GJ 4.99 6 qg 
." 27.)8 60.65 9.53 .24.21 20.39 45.81 
1. !!!! husband forgets birthdal.2 anniversaries. (Above 
ave2:age, 1-6 in frequenc;y and 17 in intensity.) this problem falls into 
the class of what Chesterton would call "tremendous trifle •• " A 11.t 
of them "uld appear aJ.m.ost ludicrous were thel' aot 80 serious. Such 
~ .., ~ (..1 ~ 
things as table manners, picking . one' s teeth, leaving the cap off the 
toothpaste, oft-repeated Jokes, burned toast, and JIl8.117 others are: "not 
.. , 
onlT .erioue matters, but in tae long close association of marriage are 
likely to be cumulative so that a minor ba'bit, as a part of a chain or 
sequence, may' assume the proportions of·a major eviience of character 
weakness.' 
the remembering of aBaiversaries and. birthdaY's &ad other amall 
thoU«htfulnesS8a becomes doubly important to the wife because in her 
mini they are associated with her husbaad' 8 love • 
. The repOrt of" the wives indicates' tha.t Ir:ighaa 011;7 "hua"uda 
need a gentle reminder of the importance of these things. !hose .wives 
expressing irritation "ver7 oft8J1" exceecl th.enorm by g.21~; 9.~ are 
uri tated Pquite oftenO as compared with a nora of 6.98". Those express-
ing "very much" irrita.tion ~Dl.7 s+lChtly ex~ ... d t~e norm. Apparently 
m.a.D1' wives have tried not to let this problem bother them but have Bot 
been var, successful, as 3l.6~ are bethered 8t u1ts a bit. II !h.is figure 
exceeds the average b7 7. ~l~~" 
:Brigham C1t7 hu.sband"~are not so different froll husbands in other 
locallties. Lack of thoughtfulness was ranked second in impo,taace to 
~ the wives contacted in a recent (1946) Gallup Poll coneerning tanlts 
of hu..bands and wiv.s. 
,. cf Foster., oPe cit •• P. 130. Jaber, OPe clt., P. 250. 
~. L7dgate, OPe cit. 
11.7 
fable 19. Deviations from the average with re~ect to freqUen~ of 
!ivaI' reactions to problems, :Brigham C1t7. Utah, ,19 6 
Percentage experiencing irritation 
Att!t"es or habits of A J) 
husbands VerT q,u1te A and:a 
often often combined 
f 7 H. too lenient with children 7.2 11.1 24.3 
f 6 H. forget 8 birthd.aya and 
anniversaries 13.2 9.2 2204 
I 5 110 show,s lack of interest in 
the home 4.6 15.8 20.4 
f '4 He fails to express appreciation 8.4 11.2 19.4. 
f 3 He fails to express love and 
affectioD. 68 6 1l.2 17.5 
~ 2 H. critical of things Wife doee 5.3 9.2 14.5 
f 1 H. tails to help in home wh:en 
needed 5.'6 8.3 13.9 
A~ lJ.o '9 6.,s 11.97 
-:',1 II. impatient with children 3.3 7.2 11.5 
- 2 Be Uses profane langn.age 4.0 5.9 9.9 
, 
- 3 H. spends too much time awe;r from home 5.2 4.6 9.8 
.., ll- B. participates in leiSQre ttme 
activities without wife ;.3 5.' 8.6 
.... 5 lL makes decisions without wife 5.9 2.6 8.5 
- 6 Dlsa&Teement over mone7 matters 4.0 2.6 ' 6.6 
C> 7 Di.~eement over sexual 
relations 2.6 2.6 5.2 
..,. g Dis~eement ever religious 
matters 2.0 2.6 4.6 
- 9 lL tries to dominate lives of 
fa.m.1ly memb er I 2.0 2.0 11-.0 
-10 lI. 1s ill-tempered 1.3 1.3 206 
-~- ______________ ~~~------------I 
2. ~ husband talls ~ express 9preclation. (Above average in 
frequenc1'. ranks f3: below average ill intensity. ranks -14-.) One in 
five Irigham C1ty wives report that their husband.s fail 'to express 
appreciation either "verT often" or "quite ofteaD• the degree of 
irritation experienced over this problem 18 surprisiJlgl1' lew propDrtion-
at 811'. falling ten percent below the average. !his re1ative17 low degree 
of irritation does not make this problem unimportant, since 25.6~ o~ the 
wives are 1I'rltated to a fairl)" high degree 'b7 lack of appreciation.,' 
!he need for recognition and appreCiation 18 basie to the full 
development of the humaa personality. Professor W. I. Thomas, in his 
list of four basic needs of human beiDgs. gives seconi place to the 
ne~d for recognition. Ito be important and teel accepted by others. 
llver1'one likes te be thought well of aud to have I\Pproval for what he 
does. • • When approval is never forthcoming, one may tend to strive tor 
it in ways which alienate his friends aad associates rather than bind 
them closer to htm.5• 
'0 the wife. appreciation and recognition from her h'11I"baa4 becomes 
tremendously important because her statu come 8 large17 from her husband. 
"It is up to him. to make her feel that being a homemaker i8 a grand Job. 
sad 'that. he is proud of her. Be must realise that while he gets satis-
faction and approval from his tellow workers and superiors, sh., works alone 
and has onlT him to look to for approval. 06 
3. Husband fails 1!. ~ ~ .!!! affectiOn. (Above average, 1-3 ill 
frequency: ;3 in tnteaaitT.) It is to be expected in any stuq dealing 
wi th the intimate relationship· of marriage that the problem of love sad 
affection would assume a place of major importance. Love and affection 
5. Foster. oPe 'cit., P. 24. 
6. Ibid., p. 16l4.. 
;0 
!able 20. Deviations from the average with respect to inten8it~ of 
~iTes' reactions to problems, !ripara City. Utah, 19 
Attitudes or habits 
Percent!le 8!Eer1enci!l irritation 
.&. :a 
of huband.s Very Q,u1te .At and i 
mUch a bit combined 
flO He shows lack of interest in 
the home 7.9 ~.g 48.7 
f 9 ~ too lenient with children 11.2 32.9 44.1 
f g B. impatient with children 7.9 35.5 43.4 
t 7 H. for get 8 blrthda7s and 
a:nn1versaries 9.9 31.6 41.5 
f 6 lIe critical of thiags wife does 10.5 30.3 40.8 
t 5 H. fails to help in home when 
nee<1.ed 10.5 29.0 39.5 
f 4 H. 'Uses profane language 20.0 16.3 36.7 
f 3 It. fails te express love and 
'\ affection 8.5 27.6 36.1 
f 2 R. is ill-tempereel 11.8 23.1 35.5 
f 1 B. makes decislons without 
rife 11.2 23.0 34.2 
AVilU.GJI 9.53 24.21 33.7lJ. 
- 1 H. disagrees over moneT matters 9.2 23.1 32.9-
- 2 Disagreement over sexual 
relations ~ 10.5 11.2 27.7 
- :5 L participates in leisure time 
activities without wife 9.9 17.8 27.7 
- 4 H. fd1s to express appreciation 2.6 23.0 25.6 
- 5 11. spends too much time SJW&7 from home 7 Q 
.'; 13.8 21.7 
- 6 L tries to dominate lives ot 
fami17 members 4.6 16.5 21.1 
- 7 Disagreement over religiou$ 
'matters 7.9 5.9 13.8 
bring greater security to marriage than &n7 other factor. W. I. thomas 
gives first place in his list of basie human needs to the D..ed for 
seevitT. social aad. aff'ectional as well as economic.7 !he lurgess 
? 
and Cottrell IUrve7 hUeated that affectionate eel intimate companian-
. - g 
ship 18 basic to marital adjustment. "!he abllit7 to love full' and 
genuine17 is 10 importaut that those married partners who haTe mastere' 
it find fundamental satisfactions in their marriage that other lese 
skilled persons lack, regar41ess of how well the7 JDa7 be matched other-
wise. 09 
About one-siXth (12.51') of the :Brigham 0:1.t7 wiTes feel that their 
51 
husbands fail to express love and affection "verT often" 01" "quite often." 
Over one-third t56.11') are irritated te quite an extent. (fable 20). !he 
wives in ferman's Sur'Vq showed even more concern over this problem. 
ranking "hu.sbaad does not show his affeetion" tenth: for frequency _4 
10 fifth for seriousness in the:1.r list of 53 grievances. 
!he fact that some :Brigham. Oit7 husbands fail quite frequently to 
,xpress snff1cieat lev8 ani affection is important to the eommanit7 
because affect10nal hungers whiCh go unmentioned and unsatisfied often 
betrB7 themselves in inappropriate behavior patterns aud excessive 
,11 
demands on other 8. 
4. When husband shows lack of aterest in the home. (Above average, 
~ ------ -~--. 
/5 ill frequency, +10 in intansit7.) One element of compatibility 11es 
in the deA'!'ee to which the husband- eaa malte his wife feel that her 
interests and activities are important to him and come first in his 
7. Ibid. p. 21).. 
8. ~urgess and Oottrell. oPe cit •• p. 52. 
9. Do.Vall and Hill, OPe cit., pp. 21, 22-
10. ~erman, OPe cit., P. 96. 
11. of Duvall and Rill. OPe cit., P. 21. 
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planning ani consideration. Since the average wife and mOther spends 
such a high percentage' of her time in the home, it i8 ODl.y natural that 
the aterest of the husband shoull prove to be ot -Jor 1mportanc~ 
Almost one-half (l.f.g. 7~) of the :Brigham C1ty wives ere' irritated. to quite 
a high degree (Table 20) when their husbands shew lack of interest in the 
home., One'in eTery five women. (m.4';) feel that their husbanda show lack 
of interest Avery often" or "quite often." 
If it is trl1e that a man's status i8 greatly affected 'b7 his wife' a 
12 
interest in his work t 1t 1s dou'Dly true in the case of the wite, since 
her status comes so much troll her husband. Perhaps this aecouts in part 
for the fact that the wiTes'report twice as much lrritation wh.en the hus-' 
"bands are not interesteel in the home as the husbands report whea the wives 
show lack of interest in the husband' II work. According to the husbands, 
l3.1~ of the wives showed. lack of interest in their husbaau' work fairl7 
fr.quently. 19.1~ of the husbuds expressed a fa1r17 high degree of 
irri t a t1on; 2Q. ~ of the wi vea fel t their hl1Sband. 8 lacked int ereat' in the 
home rather frequently. aa4 118. 7~ were h1~ irritated. when this happened. 
More'intensive17 than. for aD7 other short-coming. :Brigham City wives resent 
:J,ack of inter es1; in the hom •• 
the WOlleD contact.' in similar surve78 also consider this a ver7 
important problem. !erman's etuq ahowe4th1s problem tenth in serious-
ness, 33rd in trequency.13 ,ID .. the 1946 Gallup Poll. ,wlves rulted IIlack of 
tnterest 1a the homeft .e,eath in importance in a l1st 'ot the ten most 
irritating faults of their husbands. ~lves do not believe running a 
lll-
home should. be exoluBivelT a woman' 8 Job." 
12. cf p. 27. 
13~ ~erman. op. cit.. PP. 96. 99. 
l~. Lrdgate.~. cit. 
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5. .!!!! hus band fails.!! help!! .'!?!!. .!!2!! !!!! nee4ea.. (Above 
average: 1-1 in frequency. t5 in intensity.) Fishbein and :Swgess aq: 
"In mauaging family affairs there is no longer an7 traditional 
cUvision of meD.' s work and women' 8 work. • • the problem of 
management therefore, 1s no lODger a simple problem of automatic 
division. • • Instead. eaCh family is free to work out for 1tself 
the division 8£ work and of management whiCh makes mOlt effective 
use .f tAS abii:1tles and connectlons of 'both the husband and .-
wife. 1i 15 
VBless the wife is .-.ploTed outsi4e the home, homemaking i8 essen-
t1al17 a woman' 8 Job and. she must expect to carr.,. the geater share of 
'the loacl.Busbands should. realize, however, that they will miss mo.ch 
pleasure if theT cannot or do not Share in home activities. The affect on 
, 
the attitudes of the children toward talting pert in the hom.. 1s ver., favor-
able when the father i8 williil.g to participate and share responsib1lit7. 16 
About one in seven :Brigham 01t1' wives are not satisfied with the 
.-
dlvisloll of responsibilities in their hom... !heT report that 13.~ of 
the husbands fail quite 1'r8q118111;17 to help when ba4lTaeeAed.; however, 
S5.S~ can be depended 'Upon almost always to help when neeeasarT (Table 18). 
!he ciegree of irritation is fair17 high. siaee over ene-th.ird. of the 
wives °are irritated. "V8r7 much" or "quite a bit n. when lack of cGoperation 
occurs. While the occurrenc~ of this male withdrawal is OJUT s11ghtly 
above average in frequency, wives' resentment is much above average. 
There is a possibility that some of thewivee ~e.8ing irritation 
ar e clemancUng too much a.ssistance from their husbands. However.' OUT 
6.~ of the husbands felt, their wives expected help too often. !here Is 
no way to determine from the availsple table. whether the husbands who 
felt their wives exPected too JIlllch help were marrled to the wives who 
telt their husbands failed to help when neeilea. 
15. Fishbein an4 :Burgess, Successful Marriye. pp. 145-6. 
16. of Joster, oPe cit •• P. 1'5. 
6.. When husband is too lenient with the children. (Aboye average, 
- -- ----,;;,,;;,.;---
-1-7 in frequ~nC7.f9 in intensi t7.) One o.f the outstandiDg findings in 
the preceding chapter wa.s the fact that problems concerned with the· 
c1,iscipline of the ~hil4ren create an especiall;r high degree of irritation 
among the huabaa4s. The •• e fact appears to be true in the case of the 
wives. This particular proble. offers an especially interesting comparison. 
Wives rat e IItoo leniem:' with children II highest in frequenc7 and seooad 
highest in intensity of their reaction,to it. Hus~ands' failure to 
assume responsibility iJl what wives regard a.s right upbringinc of the 
ch.ilclren. is no small delinquency_ !he hu.sbanis complain the 29.6~ of 
their wives are too lenient w!th the Children quite frequently; 24_3~ 
of the wives make the same charge against their husbands. Over four ou:1i 
of ten (44.l~) wives express a fairly hI~ degree of irritatioa over this 
problem as compared to 32.8~ of the husbands. 
the obvious need for parental teamwork in establi8hiQg a consistent 
policy of 'discipline toward the children i8 4~8eussed in Chapter II (P. 33). 
!o further emphasize the importance of this problem, it mq be well to 
quote further from Wolf: 
,,"If parents find themselves continuall7 defeated in their efforts 
to work out such. a policT. thel' must be warned that few children 
can heal:thl17 survive being used as a battlegro1llld for their 
parents' quarrels. When such conflicts are deep seated, theT are 
certain to be reflected in every a~ect of family life. 111 
7. Husbands' impatIence.!!.!! eh.l1clrea. (Ielow average; -1 1D. 
frequency, above average 18 in 1D.tensit7.) Mere17 becoming a parent 
ues not qualify a person to be a good father or mother •. Parents:..uae 
people first of all. eel there are ma.D.7' people who lack the patience ani 
Ul'lderstanding 80 necessary in rearing well-adJusted children., 
17. Wolf, op. cit.. P. 279 ... 
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:Brigham C1t7 wives distinguish definitely betweelJ, failure by the 
father to aS8tu1le responsibility (too len1ent) aud impatiel1ce with children. 
~he latter. whUe a real problem in Brigham 01t7. 1s found slightly below 
av~age in frequeaCJ" 'but the wi'Ves resent 1t more thaa UJthing else 
except lethargic lack of interes~ in the home. 
Accordiag to Irigham Oit7 wives, s11ght17 over one in tea (lO.5~) 
of the huebancls are :im.patient with the children quite frequeatly.' fh. 
degree of irritation is over four times as high. 43.41& of the wivee 
being lrr1 tated to quite an extent when husbands are impatient. The 
irri tatlon experienced by t~e husbands over this p~oblem was proportion-
ately high (31.01') )ut not as high as that of the wives. According to 
the hus~a.uds. more wives offend where this problem 1s concerned. 15.~ 
of the wives sho~ng impatience Overy often" or flquite often". 
,Impatience with the children is not always due ip a basic lack of 
UD.derstanding. Husbands too, suffer from. fatigue' aud worry; ·8ffairs do 
not always run smooth17 at the office; 80me Children a,r,e unnecessarl17 
&ml.oying. These factors and. IDaD7 other influenoe 1;hs degree of patience 
a husband is able to maintain. Certain17 aD. uaderstandlng of the 
processes of personal! i7 development and growth in Juveniles would give 
parents greater en,Jo7lllent of their children 8ad lessen the degree of 
impatience thq m&7 feel concerning them.. 
S. ~ husband crt t1cize, ,wife's actions. (Above average; ;2 
1a frequency, 16 in 1D.tensit7.) Few people CaD. accept criticism without 
resentment and irritation and :Brigham City wives are no".exception. 
Criticism from their husbands Causes irritation well above the norm in 
!ntensitT. 4o.s~ of the wives being irritated to quite an extent. 
Apcording to their wives, 1~.5~ of the husbands are critical to an 
uncomfortable degree, while 85. 5~ , cri tlcize only nonce in a while" or 
"seldom or never. u -
ComparisoD with the husbands' report OD. "wife nags ani criticises. 
reveals some interesting informatien. !he husbands report that Or4.7 
7.9f, of their wives criticize aud nag verT frequ~Dtl7' while al.most 
twice that matl7 husbands (14.51') are critical "ve17 oftenO or °quitec 
often", according to their wives. !his ·i8 the only problem in. whicll the 
degree of irritation experiencei 07 the husband.s almost reaches the high 
percentage $f irritation felt by the wives over a similar problem (38.2$ 
compared to ~.g,,). Actually. the husbands' irritation 18 higher pro-
port1onately, sinee only one-half as ~ wives were critical very often. 
Obviously both the husbands and. the- wives aeec1. to come to an under standing 
or a ~ompromise over their d1fferences 80 that less criticism will arise. 
or theT need some instruction iR the art of offering criticism in a manner 
which will not, cause irritation. 
:Br:Lgham Oit1' wiTes and husbands compare verT favora'bll' with the 
marriage part:m.ers contacted by' '!ermea. Criticism vas ranked third in 
frequenC7 by the husbands, fourth b7- the wives, with over fif't7 percent 
complaining in both case.,. "he husbands considered crt ttcism twelfth 
18 in seriousness. the wives r8J1ked it fifteenth. the fa.ct that Brigham 
Oit7 couples meet this problem less frequently than some other gra.ups 
does not minimize its import~ce to the eommunit7. 
9. ~ husband. tries .!! plan .!!!! !.!! lives .!! famill members. 
(3elow average; -9 in frequency. -6 in inteI!lsit7~) , While only ~.~ of 
the Brigham Oity w:Lvee report that their husbands-attempt to exercise 
undue control over the lives of members of the family. over eae-fifth 
18. !erman. oPe cit •• pp. 96, 100. 
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are irr.itated to a rather high degree b7 th.is domineering characteristic. 
It appears on vh. whole that :Brigh_ 01 t7 husbands have achieved eome 
eminence i~ reapect for the personalitY' independence and i:o:tegr1ty of 
their wives ant Children • 
. Oomparison with 'the attl tu4e of the husbands on, 'bas same questlolL 
reveals that almost one in t. husbands felt that their wiTel attemIJad 
to dom~nate the fam117 fa:1.r17 often. While trice ·as m&n.7 husbands report 
frequent occurrence of this problem (9.~ compared to 4.~ -fable 14), 
their uri tation 1s somewhat les8 (13. ~··as against 2l.l~). 
This comparison raises" question -as to whetha- the low percentage 
of dominatioa OD. thepart of the husbands, as re:ported by the wives, 18 
due to the fact that the wives accept a certain amOUD.\ of domiDA tion 
wi1;hout qu.estion. !he q,u.stlon ma7 also be raised. do -the wives actually 
attempt domination more freqll.ently than the husba:ruls or are the husbands 
mere conscious of this taul t "because they feel the father should. "wear 
the paut.n, 
Whatever the answer to these questions .. be, the fact remain. 
that domination bY' 81 ther ,parent 1s not on17 undesirable 1n the modern 
famill'. it is dangerous to the personallty developm.ent of all concerned.19 
10. Xu.oal make. 48018108.8 without consulting wit.~ (:eelow average 
-5 in frequenCT. above average fl in intensity.) !his problem is ver., 
simllar to the preceding problem, in that the basie cause of trouble liea 
111 the struggle tor domination - is the fam117. to be operated ~4erthe 
outmoded patriarehial pattern in which absolute authorit7 was vested in 
" 20 
the father, or 18 the mother to be advanced to a positloJ!1 of co-author1t7! 
19. of :Bowman, OPe clt., p. 318; S1JBonds, op. clt., ·Chapter 1. 
ao. of :Baber, OPe cit., p. 324. 
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A great lIl8.ll7 Brigham 01 t7 wives are apparently eollverted to the 
more democratic method. Over one-thir.d expressed a. fairly Ugh degree 
of irritation when their husbands made deais10as without their help. ~.aa 
than one in teD. (8.51&) of the husbands offend verT frequentll'. 
Undoubtedly some of taese offending husbands are exereiaing undue 
control over their families. On the other hand, the fault ma7 lie With 
the wife. Almost one-fourth of the husbands reporte421 that °vife relies 
too much on husband for decisions. I Here again, there is no va.,. to 
determine whether the wives who re17 too Jl'1UCh on their husbands are the 
wives who are complaini., that theT are not co:nsulte4 in the making of 
dec1s10n8. 
11. Busbad spends ~ !!!! !!!! !!!l!!:!!!!!!. (Jal0w aver'age; 
-3 in frequenc7. '-5 in intenSity.) Whether because of Decessitl' or b7 
choice, about one in ten (9.S~) of the eooperator husbaud.s are awq trom 
home too much of the time to suit their wives. Slightl;y over one-fifth 
(21.156) of the wives are consiiera'bly irritated by their husbands' 
frequent absence. Over three-fourths of the wives are bothered b7 this 
problem "se140m or never D• 
SOcietY' of a former era made it possible and necessal7 for both 
the father and mother to be in the home much of the time. In fact, 1t 
; 
was difficult for either to escape home responsibilities. the shift 1;. 
urban industrial life with long hours at the shop or factory. plus the 
rise toward individualism, has taken lD8J17 meD. out of the hom.e so much of 
the time that the7 practically become abseatee laadlorcla, with the mother 
being left to "run the Placen• 22 
21. cf Chapter II, p.27 •. 
22. Ibid •• p. 325. 
In comparison with many localities, part1cu1ar17 large cities. 
Brigham 01t7 1s most tavorablV situated so far as opportunities fer full 
enJopent of home and family life are concernea. lieac%Y' access to places 
of employment, schools, ChurChes aDd cultural aDd commercial enterprises 
make possible the conservation of a great deal of time which JDa7 be 
devoted to famU7 act1v1t1es. 
12. lit1sband participates .!! lei8w .• .!!!! activities without !!!!. 
(Below average, -~ in frequency and -3 in 1Dtens1 '7.) Leisure tbe 
activities maT serve as' common iaterests or as pOints of canflict. 
J'ortunately, Irlgham 01t7 husbands do Dot eltclu4.e their wives from their 
social and recreational activities suffiCiently often to make this problem 
a maJor source of conflict. According to the wives, 3.3tf, of the husb8lll4s 
do so "very often" aai 5.3~ Rquite often". When this does happen. however, 
over one-fourth (27.1~) of th.e wives are irritated to quite aD. extent. 
!erman23 found that there was a positive correlation between the 
happiness score of both the husbands and wives in his study and their 
degree of participation in outside interests together. Jurgess and 
. 214-
Cottrell to'UD.d the proportion ef the "very happyR groups in their stuq 
who eJlgaged in all their outside act1"ities together to De fifteen times 
as great .a those who e~ed in few or none of their outs1de activities 
together. Of course 1t 18 not deter.mined whether these co~les are haPP7 
because they engage in o~t8ide activities together, or whether they engage 
in outside activities together 'because tbel" are happ117 married, but 1t 
1s nevertheless true that happiness and Jotat participation go together. 
ObTiously lt 1s of h.igh importance to a successful marriage that the 
monot01'17 of routine work be broken frequeJltly bT varied recreatioJl, 
23. 
24. 
Terman, op. clt.. Chapter 4. 
!urgess & Cottrell. op. clt •• P. 52. 
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mutual17 enJoyed. Bow~Ter, it is not essential that all these pursuits 
should represent common interests, sinoe the interests of two people are 
ae140m identical. ~o insist that all ferms of recreation be shared is 
"recreational martrrdom" and has ao place in a sensible marriage. 25 When 
the wife realises this and has outsiel. interests of her O'WJl, her irritation 
is likely to be lessened when her hu.sband engages in 811 activit7 in which 
she 1s not included or does not -en~o7. 
13. !!!! husband :!!!! profane language. (:Below average, -2 in 
frequenc7i above average ,4 in intensity.) Profanity is not too widell' 
used 'among the cooperator husbands. Aceordiiag to the wives, slightly 
les8 thlm one in ten (9.~) of the husbands use profane laaguage rather 
frequently, ani 65.8" "seldom or never". ~he remaining 24.3~ indulge 
in such laaga.age Donce in a while". A large number of the rive,. are 
distvbed b7 the use of profanity ill. an7 degree. over one-third (36. 7~) 
being irritated nve~7 muCh" or "quite a bit." 
Comparison with !erman l s survey reveals an. :l.ateresting difference. 
!he use of profanity 40es not seem to be any'more common amoDg the 
Oalifornia husbands; the wives ranked this lJ.2nd in complaint frequenc7. 
!he outstanding 41fferanc. i8 in the attl tude of the wives toward this 
problem. California wives consicier "ewearingR one of the t en least 
important faults in their list of 53 grievances. Brigham Oit7 wives 
ranked this problem 7th in intensity. over one-third expressing frequent 
26 irrita.tion. 
The difference in attitudes may be due in part to the ciifferencea 
in religious and cultural patterns. DriBld.ng, swearing and smoking are 
25. of :Baber, OPe cit., PP. 231-9; :Bowman. P. 369. 
26. ferman, oP. clt., pp. 97. 100. 
no longer taboo _tor either sex in the ~resent-~ culture pattern of 
urban Ca1ifornia. 27 and all three problems were foud in the bottom 
quartile. of grievances. !rhe cultmaJ. pattern of the :Brigham 01t1' area 
is so close17 tled in with the church 'blaat the attltudes of the wives 
would naturally reflect the religious condemnation ot such habits 1Ji 
either sa:. 
14. ~ husband !! ill-tempered. (Below average, -10 in 
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frequenc7; above average ~2 in irritation.) Ill-temper creates tisharmoll7 
and antagonism. wherever it is dlsplayed. This is no les8 true in Brigham 
Oi t1' homes. where the husbands appear to be a very even-tempered. group of 
men. Only 2.61' of the wive a report that their ,husbands are lll-tempered 
'Very frequent17 (Table 19), Tet over one-third (35.51') were irritated to 
qui te a high degree when temper is diapl~ed. 
»righam C1t7 Basbands appear almost angelical in comparison with 
the husbands contacted In eome other studles. In the s'tU'Ve7 made b7 
!erman in California, over one-third of the wives complained of i11-
temper in their hu.sba.nds, this problem ranking 9th in frequenc7 among 
53 items. As far as seriousness 1s collcerned. however, these wives 
attaChed less importance to this fault, ranking it 31st in iegree of 
28 
seriousness. 
Dr. G. V. RamUton and Xexmeth McGowan made a surve;r of marital 
problems emong 100 men and women in Ohicago. !emper r8llked aecond in 
the largest number of complaiat 8, with thirty-six women wanting to 
improve their husbands' temper. 29 
Such a marked d1fferenee in the f1nd1ngs of these st1rVe78 raises 
a question as to wb.7 such a dlfference exists. Ia this comparative lack 
e:r. Ibid.. P. 103. 
28. Ibid. pp. 96, 100. 
29. ~. V. Hamilton and ICexmeth McGowen. What's Wrong ~ Marriage. P. 136. 
of ill-temper on the part of Brigham 01t7 hllsbancls due to th.. cl1ma.te' 
To better health!. To a superior religious philosophTl Or 40 condit1ons 
in a smal.ltr~e center sli;uated such as :Brigham City is contribute to 
better personality adJustment! 
15. Disagreement,.!!!! monel matters. (138low average, -6 1:a 
frequena.y. and -1 in tntenslt7.) On~ 6.6~ of the Brigham City wives 
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report very frequent difficulty over fami11' finanees. !'~ s figare agrees 
closely with the report ot the husbands, 5.~ of whom experienced 41fficult7 
"very eft.au or "quite .otten". ID. 'both. ,cases the irritation rises sharpl7; 
32.~ of the wives are qute h.ighly irritated. as compared to 24.4~ of 
the husbands. 
The husb8Jl.ds and wives contacted. in ferman". ,nrve;r agreed with 
one another with regards to the f'requenc7 anel. seriousness of financial 
problems. bu.t the situation 1s reversed when compared to the teatimoD7 
of the :Brigham Oitl' cooperators. !lermanl s st.udy placed both. Black of 
sufficient hceme" and "poor management of income" 111 llhe upper quaztl1e 
for both husband and. wi tee 30 
.AD. excellent opportUl'l1ty for colllDlllDit7 ~:l4 to its Citizens is feud 
in th:l.s field. A.s Groves point a out, 
Hluce.ss or f'ailve in W'orld.ng out a mutuaUJ' sat:l.af7ing end whole-
80me money program 18 raflecied in all other contacts of huabancl 
-.d wife, and unquest:l.onab17 there ariae8 a oonaiclerable amount 
of incomPatibility because of domestic friction due to financea. u3l 
16. Difficu.lties!!.!!. religious matters. (:aelow average, -8 i. 
trequenC7 ant -1 in 1ntenait7.) Brigham Cit7 wives are bothered leS8 'b7 
difficulties over religious matters than by 8J17 other problem l1ste4 en 
their questionnaire. Only 13.~ are uri tated. to an.,. extent when 4is-
agreement arisea, on17 lI-.6~ report frequent irritation.' The hu.sbaa4s 
30. ferman, OPe 01 t •• PP. 99. 100., 
31~· Gr-Gves, OPe 01 t.. P. 203. 
6) 
reported evea les8 irritation, '.9% in frequene.r. 3.~ in iatensltl' of 
irritation. 
However, evea where both h.usband and wife are mem.bers of the same 
church, differences in religious conce.ptions and iR religious perfor~ 
anoes are seen t,o be ene of the minor factors which nevertheless bring 
about considerable stress. 
Common membership in the aame church 1s a positive iafluence wh.ich 
solves ma.t11' problems. Assuming that religion bas much to offer in. maldng 
marriage an4 parenthood. happ1er. 32 most cooperator families are living 
under very lavorable circtUllstauces in this respect. 
17. Disagreement.!!!! sexual matters. (Ielow average~ -7 for 
frequency arid -2 for intensit7.) Whenever there 'are conflicts in mar-
riage which contiaue over a period of time, in which the frustratioa of 
one or both partners 1s involved. it is very likely that one or both 
will have diffleulty in acbievtng sexual adJustment.3) 
Almost two-thirds (65.8~) of the Brigham Oit7 wives report 'ver7 
aatisfactor7 sex adJuatment in their homes, disagreements arising "seldom 
or never. It Slightly ever five percent disagree With their husbands about 
sexual matters "very often" or "quite often". !he husband.s reported. more 
frequent irritation (S.5~) but a lesser degree in iaten.itT. When dif-
ferences occur,"over one-fourth (27.7~) of ~e wive. are irritated to 
quite a high degree. 
There is no wa7, of course, of determining from the available 
information in the tables the. causes of disagreement over sexual 
matters. 
32. Jordan, op. clt., p. 137. 
33. Fishbein ana. iurgess, OPe c1t., p. 493. 
Groves gives an interesting comment concerning the modern vomaa' 8 
attitude toward S8X: 
"As woman's statae has improved through economic independence 
and new social attitudes, one of the consequences of her 
emanoipation has beea a more frult an' conscious attent iOll 
to her needs, so that in marriage she expects more tau the 
woman who in former times a.ccepted'tranquilly, as a matter 
of course, subordination 1n sex as in flVery other aspect of 
her life 111 a civilisation of male dominance, and._,hat the 
modern woman has more to giv~ 1s unquestionable. u)4 , 
])agree !! enjol!lent .xperienced!l wives .!! homema1d.y. In aD. 
age when there is rather prevalent d1 ,content wi th homemaking" it 1. 
s:l.gnifi<'8D.t that over one-half (52.61'): of ~t~e :Brigham C1ty wive,S' enJoy 
!ab1e 21.. Degree of en.1o)'ment experienced by wife in homemaking 
according to occup~t1oJl.a1 ,groupings of husb8Dds~ Brigham 
O~t7. utah, 1946 - _ 
o ccupat10.a]. 
groups 
Pro,!. and semi-
prof. 6 
ProP. and ~s. ~ 
Clerical aui 
Salesmen 15 
Skilled l~ 
Sem1-ak1l1ed 7 
Service wkrs. 6 
farmer s and 
farm ~s. 11 
'0.0 
33.3 
55.6 
42. 5 
17.8 
66.1 
'54.9 
lAborers 
Total 
11 ;2.5 
80 52.6 
Percent!;! enjOying homemaking 
"Quite. 
a bit 
10. f 
2 20.0 
3 25.0 
, 33.3 
11 51.5 
2 22.2 
3 33.3 
12 38.1 
J'~t "err . Ter.,. 11ttle. 
-, much or not at all 
Ko. ~ Bo. ~ 
2 
5 
., 
2 
(1) 
o 
2 
11.1 
6 .• 0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
9 -14-2.8 1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
57 37.5 15 o o 
total 
:10. 
10 
12 
27 
33 
9 
9 
31 
21 
152 
their work: "very much" and that not a slDgle woman indicates a complete 
dislike. More thaa a'thirel (37.51') enJoy their work 8quite a bit." .0 
9 out of 10 wives have a fa.vorable 'attitude toward their c1.ut1es ae 
homemakers. 
34. Groves, OPe cit •• PP. 343-4. 
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lIvidences of dissatisfaction With homemaking is greater in the 
proprietors and managers group. In this grOtql where homes and home 
conveniences BUV be expected to be the best and wheTe social opportuni tles 
are great, there are six women who 40 not enJo7 housework very much. While 
the numbers are too small to .,118t1f7 a 4efini te conclusion, 1 t appears 
that wives who are least released from drudger)" have the highest regard 
for the homemaking Job. 
HomemaJdng 1n the broad sense involves marriage, homemaking, houle-
keepblg ani parenthood. '0 'b. an" effective homemaker a woman must know 
something about psycholoQ, hygiene, interior decoration. food prepar-
ation, care of the 81~. and a host of other things. 35 Her attitude 
toward her work has a great deal of influence upon the happiness and 
un! t7 of the whole family. Baber states ,hat HOne reason that m.a.ll1' 
women are not contented with their home work is that they are not d.oing 
1t well •• 36 Assuming this 18 'true. there 18 a high percentage of :Br1gham 
01t7 wives who are making the moat of 'heir responsibilities as homemakers 
and are contributing to a congenial home atmosphere. 
Mothers' suggestions ~ other family members. Homemaking can be 
very rewarc1ing &l1d satisfying when each fami17 member does his part. 
Every fam11T heeds to iecide what is to be done and who shall 40 it. 
If all concerned Join in the planning. 1 t 1 B much easier to carr7 out 
the plan. 
The question flWhat' can tamll;r members do as a means of eaSing 
homemAking burdenaJa" brought some interesting re~onses from irigham 
Cit~ mothers. With great regularity. thel suggested that k,eptng 
clothes in order wouli 40 more than ab7 other 'thing to brlDg relief te 
35. Bowman. oPe cit. P. 66. 
36._ Jaber, OPe cit. p. 428. 
their maD7 pressing responsibilities as wives 'and mothers. KearlT 
two-thirds (6.3.~) gave this response. Approximatel7 one-half (48.~) 
stated that more help in the home from fam117 members would make hou.se-
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keeping a much more pleasant task, partieularl7 if they UbI t have ta 
request this help ea.ch t1me. Wa1ting for the fam117 to eome to mea.ls _d 
fable 22- Iag.stlons most frequently' made b7, mothers to other fam117 
members as a means of easing their homemaking bardens, 
Jrigham 011;7. utah, 1946 
Percentage ~ge.t1Dg 
o ccu.pat1 tl)nal leep clothes Help wi th the Je on time 
grOlQ in orter housework for meals 
Bo. ~ 10. ~ BO. ~ 
Prof. and semi-
prof. 6 60.0 ; 50.0 3 30.0 
PrOP. and 1 58.' 4 33.3 2 16.7 managers 
Clerical ana. 
salesmen 12 44.5 11 110.8 11- 14.8 
Skilled 25 75.8 13 39.l&. 9 27.2 
Seml-skilled. 7 17.8 5 55.6 2 22.2 
SerVice wkrs. 2 55.6 14- 44.5 2 22.2' i." 
Farmers and 
22 73.4 m 6lt..1&. 12 110.0 farm mgrs. 
Laborers 10 ~7.6 11 52.5 5 23.8 
~ !otale gl&. 63.2 73 48.0 39 25.6 
haVing to serve meals at dUfereat hours for different members definitely 
complicates a homemaker's work. Slightly over one-quarter (25.61') of the 
mothers indica:ted that baying the"fami17 together on time for meals would 
greatly simpllf7 their worke Other suggestions were made, but did not 
occur sufficlent17 often to justlfl' tl1eir iD.clus1 en in the table. Amoag 
these wee "Help watch the younger children", "lot play the radio sO loud. 
and long, n "!e mor e concerned about the home and home problem~. I and ·"ipe-
their feet and clean the bathtub and washbowl. If 
Wives' satisfaction.!!.!!!!!!.! !!!!.: mhe response of :Brigham 01t7 
wivee to the question "Geaeral17 speaking, how well satlsfled 40 )TOU 
feel about the lc1ni of family life aud. tamll7 unit7 70a are able to 
mahtaiD. 1n 70ur home?a indicates a rather wholesome cond1tion. Over 
one-halt (50.6~) of the wives are fairly well satisfied, and 40.81' are 
OVery well eatistied" wi th the unity that exists in their homes.' lIone 
of the wives express complete dissatisfaction with their home life, aD4 
table 23- Degree of sat1s:f'actioll wives feel in home 'W11tl' according 
to occupational groupiu.gs of h.usband.s, lSri._ 011;7. Utah. 
i946 ' 
Percent8.Je who are 
Occupatioaal Ver7 well iairly well Bot very well lot satisfied groups satisf1ed satistied satisfied at all 
1'0. ! 10. I ITo. ~ 10. ! 
Prof. ana semi-
prof. l.t. l4o.o 6 60."0 0 0 0 0 
hop. and mgrs. 3 25.,0 9 75.0 () 0 a 0 
Clerical aud 
salesmen 111- 51.9 11 lao. 8 2 7.3 0 0 
Skilled 15 ~5.·5 12 36.11- IS 18.1 0 0 
Semi-skilled 11- It.4.5 5 55.5 I) 0 0 0 
SerTiee wkrs. l+ lt4.5 3 33.3 2 22.2 0 0 
Farmera and 
farm mgra. U 35.5 lS 58.1 2 6.l&. 0 '0 
Laborer. 7 33.3 13 62.0 1 14.7 0 (!) 
~ fotala 62 lKt.8 77 50.6 13 8.6 0 0 
only S.6~ 81'8 Unot ve:r'1' well satisfied". It would appear' that in 91.111' 
of the homes there is a fairly high degree· of wdt7 and satisfactiOn. 
!he wives of the skilled workers express more dissatisfaction than ~ 
other group, six mothers indicating that they are ID-ot very well 8&t18-
1'1eo.. H 
GDlT _& t. ot the .w1V8. _ •• ·me.tieD. .f aD7 taCt01'8 wlUch. tJaey 
telt 8OD.trl1m.te4 '0 I1lnUdt7 1. their hom. a.' her houins. 1.* .f 
:priv&eY. aot cough. till. t. partielpat. 1a gam •• 84 re.eat1011, aba.c • 
• t the father trom 'the ho •• , tGO II8D7 O\1.t.148 activiti •• , l1la •• I, a4 
too mueh kart. writ aa4 loq llovs were m.nti ..... · 
(J.DDAL FAMILY PEtO:BLEMS 
!here are JIl&Dl' faotors ether than the personal problems of 
hu..banis and wives which contribute to harmOllY' or di sharmon)" in tam117 
life. Among the.e are basic problems co_on to ever.,. family. It I. 
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th.e manner in which these problems are accepted 811d treated which will 
determine largely whether the faml17 will be a successful, well-adjustea. 
'Ullit, capable of contributing to the community. 
!his chapter 1s devoted to fiMings concerning three ditferen.t 
phases of !righ8ll. C1t7 fami17 lifel recreational. financial, ancl·.the 
clivi IIi on of authorit7 in 4etermlB1ng rules of conduct and discipline 
in the individual fami17. 
:i_ll1 participation !! leisure!!!! !!!- recreational act1 vitles. 
EnJG7ing recreation together is one of the most effective meas of 
socialization known and has aJ..WIQ"S been a strong factor 1n holding 
the famU7 together. !oda.y', however, the rise of commercialized 
recreation has made it increasingly difficult to preserve the values 
of family--macle fun in the home. !he attraetion of movies, cianoe halla 
and other commercial amusements has set the pattern tor looking outsi4. 
the home for entertaiuent, and otten the amount of recreation the family 
enjoys together depend.s upon the amo'W1t of money available to IIbvl tvn. 
While the au.tomobile has dODe much to restere £'ami17 participation 1a 
leisure time activities, 1t has also given the adolesoents a wider range 
1a their search for new forms of outside eDtertaimnent~'l 
:Brighaui 01ty parents were asked to indicate the treqo.euC7 of 
familr participation in leisure time and recreational activities 
(!lable 24.). Only 10.51' of the families find 1t possible to enjoy 
group activities ·Vel7 of tenD; 7.3% "seldom or Bever o participate al 
a famil7 unit; the remaining 82.~ fall between these two eDremes. 
The lowest percentage of participation is in the farm group. with 
"!able "2l1.. irequenQF of participation in recreational actiVities 
according to occu.pation of brea411ieer, :Sri&h_ C1t7, 
utah, 1946 
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Occupational :roe and perceat!le EartlciEating in reareatioD. tOl!tller Very Q,u1te Once in Seldom. or Total group. oft a often a while Ilever 1'0. 
Bo. !' II. i io. ! 10. .! 
Prof. aad 
semi-prof. 2 20.0 5 50.0 3 30.0 0 .0 10 
Prop. and 
managers 2 16.7 11- 33.3 6 50.0 0 .0 12 
Clerical aud 
salesmen lI- lll-. IS 11 ~.7 11 lK>.7 1 3.8 27 
Sldl1ed 6 18.2 11 33.3 16 14-8.5 0 .0 33 
Semi-skilled 0 .0 5 55.5 3 33.3 1 11.2 9 
Service workers 1 11.2 :5 33.3 4 lflI..3 1 11.2 9 
Farmers and~ 
1&-2.8 . fara mgrs. 0 .0 9 7 33.3 5 23.9 31 
Laborers 1 3.2 12" 38.8 15 " 48.4- :5 9~6 2l 
tota18· 16 10.5 00 39.5 65 l4-2. 7 11 7.3 152 
almost one-fourth (23.91') represented in the "seldOm or never 0 col\1JDD.e 
!he reader is warned tb&t the samples" are small and generalization 18 
Unwi se except perhaps with the totals. 
The pattern of leisure time actiVities reported b7 Bripam 01t1' 
families reflect. t.he mod8f~ .treni away from the home. table 25 eon-
tains a Ust of reereatiollal activi t1 as moat frequently reported. 'by 
fable 25. Leisure 1;lme activities ofcooperatorst fami11e.s accor41ng to 
ocao.pat lon of breadwinner. Brigham 01 t7, Utah. 1,46 
Iii i 
Leisure·time aetivities .. Ii i' 
Occupational Picture Athletic Car PicniCS Trips &, l'amtll' Church Home groups shows sports riding outlngs G&therln#8 Activities Activit!es 
No. ~ .10. ~ :rOe . fo Bo. ~ No. __ . 1'0.. ' 1'0. ~ Bo~ 
-Prof. aael 8e~-prof. ~ ~.o 6 60.0 '4 lK).o 5 55.0- 3 '3°.0 ., 30.0 2 20.0 1 10.0 trOPe and 
managers S 66.6 7 58.3 ., 25.'0 ., 25.0 3: 25.0 2 16.7 
-Clariea1 , 
salesmen 19 10.5 10 31.-1 11 110.8 9 33.3 10 37.~ 5 18.5 3' 11.1 2 7.4 
Ski 1184 20 60.1 9, ·~.3 11 ·33.3 .. 15 J~5.'5 - 5, 15.1 5 15.1 7 21.1 ., 9.1 
Semi-skilled 5 55.0 3 33.3 1 11.1 ., 33.3 ~ 44.5 1 '11.1 3 33.-3 1 11.1 
Service wkrs. 14- 44.5 1 77.S 1 11.-1 1 11.1 11-. 44.5 2 22.2 1 11.1 1 11.1 
Farmers and 
farm mgra. 14 45.2 8 25.8 12 38.8 10 23.; 4. 12.9 8 25.8 11- 12.9 7 22.6 
Unskilled 5- 2;.8 10 ~7.6 5 23.8 7 33.3 5, 23.8 2 9 .5 3 14.; 2 9.5 
,ota1. 79 52.0 ' 60 39.5 4s 31.6 53 311-.9 38 25.0 2S lS~4 23 15.1 17 11.2 
cooperator famUies "as actiVities in which the faiai17 -participates 
as a unit. T~" pict,ure show is the chief source of entertainment 
reported. 52.~ of the families indicating frequent attendance. Almost 
40.01' enga&e in athletic sports. either a8 participants or spectators. 
The family·car provides theJ,.means for a large part of their enJ o7JIlent, 
making possible faml17 Jitcn1cs (34.9~), ear ri·ting (31.6,,>. and. trips 
and outings. (25.~). lUtsen. percent" of the families'make such use 
of church actlTltle~ that opportunities are fo\Ulcl for 'familT partlclp-
atlon. ~hureh &ad school are seldom eonsiiered competitors to tam117 
unity. Only ll.~ 118te4 home activit'ies 'as a frequent source of 
entertatnment. While the far.m,group is proportionately low in part-
icipating in outside activities as a family un1t(!able 24), theT 
report more "tamilr fun 111 the home t~ &mY' other grouP. 
~here i8 an extensive organi.ea. effort to encourage end strengthea 
the unity of the fam117. It is readily apparent that the field of 
recreation and its r.elatiou,sh1p to the fam117 poses a problem which 
is a challenge to ~ communit7. 
Handling !!. famill finances. ' With the gradual challge in the 
family from a producing-COllSwaing unit to a eonslllldng unit, and the 
iacrease4 role of monel' in our national econoDlJ'. financial plazmiDg 
US become one of the most diffieul:t problema in the modern fami17. 
The way the family income il spent determine8 to a considerable degree 
the family's m04e of life. henee the question of who shall hold the 
fami17 purse strings is todal' verY' important. 2 
12 
~here are Il8Jl7 patterns for handling money_ !rhe system. itself is 
not 81 important 8S the planning and participation lDeh1nd it. A. single 
plan for every family 1s likely to fail at many points. !he method 
whiCh facilitates the bigneet degree of satisfaction for eaCh familT 
1s the plaa for them to use. However, some methods are preferable to 
other 8 ill that they offer greater development and training for f&milT 
members. 
!able 26_ Methods emplo7ed 'Dy parents in handling family finances 
among cooperators according to occupation of husbaac1s t 
Jrigham C1t7. 'Utah, 19~ 
Occupational 
Percentage usig 
Father Mother Jami1y Joint All Totai groups Handles Kandles Judget Cheal' ;eartici;eate No. 10. F '0. f 10. ! Ho. ~ 10. 
Prof. anel 
semi-prof. 1 10.0 0 O} 1 10.0 7 70.0 1 10.0 10 
Prop. and 
managers 1 58.3 0 0 1 B.3 ~ 33.4 0 0 12 
Clerical and 
salesmeD. 10 37.1 0, , 0 lJ. 14.8 9 33.3 It. 14..8 ' 27 
Sldlled l&. 12.2 9 27.2 7 21.2 7 21.2 6 18.2 33 
Semi-skilled ~ 44.5 2 22.2 2 22.2 0 0 1 11.1 9 
SerVice wkrs. 2 22.2 2 22.2 3 33.14- 2 22.2 0 0 :9 
Jarmers and 
farm mgre. 12 38.8 2 6.l~ 9 29.0 6 19.4 2 -6._ 31 
Laborers 3 111-.3 5 23.8 2 '9.; 9 42.9 2 '9.5 21 
Totals 43 28.3 20 13.2 29 19.1 
" 
28.9 16 10.5 152 
Until recently. the lominaee of the male mc1uded. authority over 
the 'lam!17 income. Ka.n7 men' still adhere to this relic of m8le total-
i 
itarianism and some wives accept 1t aa a matt.r of course, haVing beeD. 
reared under it. In other homes, the mother is given a stipulated sum 
t() cover household' and. personal ~xpen8e$ of the femi17. Both'methods 
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have disadvantages in that too much depends upoa the rise spending ani 
honesty of one persoD. and 110 tra1JUng for the other members of the 
famlly 1s inVOlved.:3 
!he present emphasis 18 on entire fam117 particiPation,4 each 
member having a share in the planning and in the expendi tva Qf the 
!able 27. Degree of satisfaction (both parents) with handling 
fam117 finance. according to method _ploTed, Jr1gham 
01t7. utah, 1946' , 
Degree of 8~tiSlactiea 
!7,pe of Ver7 well ~uite well I'ot well Bot at all 
metho' satisfied satisfied sat1sfied sat1sfied !otal 
10. ~ Bo. ~ 1'0. ~ No. ~ No. ~ 
Father hanc1l.e.s 18 41~9 19 lt1f:~ 2 5 11~6 1 ~3 43 2S~3 
Mother handles 6 30.0 11 55.0 3 15.0 0 0 20 13.2 
Fami17 :Bv.dget 16 55.2 12 l4-1.lJ. 1 3.4- 0 0 29 19.1 
JOint Ohecld.ng 23 52.3 21 ~1. 7 0 0 0 () ~ 28.9 
All part1e1pate 10 62.5 11- 25.0 2 12.5 Q 0 16 10.5 
total 73 ·~.o 67 114.2 11 7.2 1 .6 152100.G 
m0l1e7 available. Among other common metllecls are the j oint checking 
account and the family budget set up by the father ancl 1;he mother. 
~oth of these involve an 1lD.derstmul1ng partnership between the parents 
but do not offer ad..Clute training to the entire fami17. 
III 28. 3~ of the :Brigham Oity homes the father haadles the money 
(~able 26). lather finanCial. dominance is particularly strollg h the 
farm group. The only case in which complete dissatisfaction in &u7 
degree is expressed. is where this method 1s emplo7ed (!able 27) ~ On 
the other hand, however, ·S6.1~ of the parents are "verT well" or 
3. Ibid. PP. 25'. 262-
4. cf Fishbein and 13vgesB, op. cit;.', Ohapters 6 and 9. Groves, 01'. cit., 
P. 218. 
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n,quite well" satisfied with this system. the mother handles the monel' 
in approximately one in seven families. Under this method, on17 30.~ 
are Pv8r,f well l satistied. while 55.0% are -quite well l satisfied. 
Fifteen percent are "not very well II satisfied. 
The highest amount of satisfaction 1s e~e8sed in connection with 
the Joint checking s78tem. all those emplo71ng this method being either 
"v817 well" or "quite well" sat18f1e~" III a Cormell' UnivereltT 8t~ 
of the families of 200 students, those parents having a Joint aeco'DDt 
were fOUJ1d to be better adJl1stecl than those otherwise regulating the 
pur se atrings. 
Almost 20.~ of the cooperators employ a badget 878tel1 worked out 
by the pa:rents, and the satiafaction with tMs method 18 high a180, 
oDly 3.~ being Unot well" satisfied. 
!lhe qstem in which the en~1re family particlpates i8 Bot witelT 
used as 78t among cooperator familie s. On17 10. 5~ empl07 thi I_method; 
g6.6~ are livery well l or Rquite well" satistied. fhis &ystem has Bot 
been used. suftieient17 to make comparisons possible. Oertainly it 
merits trial by more families, since it appears to haTe greater potent-
ia11t188 than &D.T other. 
DividoD. .!! 8uthor1tr.!! cooperator homes. lDaell member ot the 
£811117 has always had. m~re or leS8 a dehite role, althou.gh the roles 
differ,d great17. Roles "lezy in different cuJ. tve. ad 111l iluUv1dual 
faml11es. With the-modern 'breakdown of conventional 1';188 of authori '7, 
each member' 8 rIghts and duties cu..no loager be as eas117 defined as 
former 17. !he tendency toward equalitY' ha~ "brought Em increasing desire 
;. I'Ot8 on a"Cornell tTn1versity stud7 of fami17-1ife tensions, School 
and Societ7. 39: 504-505, April, 1934. 
~: 
>. 
to share both authority aad responsibility. Yet' there remains a 
clivi8ion of reaponsibl11t7 ill a gi'Ven h011sehold. It is not, however, 
au exclusive one.' 
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Division of re~oD.8ibl1it7 and Sharing of aathorit7 appears to be 
the trend in Brigham 011;7 families. both in establishing rules for £'ami17 
condue' and in the ci1ac1pline of the children.' In 58. ~~ of the homes 
(fable 28) the rules for conduc:t are a result of cooperatioa on the .part 
of' th~. mother &ad father •. Where the actual discipline of the ehildren 
!rab1e 28. Origin of rule. of famill' cOnduct among cooperators' 
families 'b7 occupational grouplDg ••.. Jrigham City, Utah. 1946 
Occupational Origin "ot Rule. 
groups lath.er .other Both :8D.te All of fam1.lz; !otal 
10. ! No. ! Bo. ! 110. ! 1'0. 
Prot. and 
semi-prof. 0 0 2 20.0 7 70.0 1 10.0 10 
Prop. and 
~ " 33.~ . manager. 1 8.3 ·7 57.3 () 0 12 
Clerical and 
salesmen 0 0 7 ~5.9 19 10.lt- 1 3.7 21 
Skilled 1&. 12.1 2 ',~O 2<" io.7 1 21.2 33 
Seml-s1d.llecl 0 0 0 0 14- 114.5 5 55.5 9 
Service wkrs. '0 0 2 22.2 . 6 66.7 1 11.'1 9 
Farmers ani 
farm mgrs. 2 6.5 13 11-2.0 11 35.5 5 16.0 31 
Unskilled 0 0 2 9.5 15 71.5 4 19.0 21 
'ot&ls 7 lI-.6 32 21.1 89 58.5 211- 15.8 152 
1. involved. 57.~ of the parents (Table 29) share t~e responsibility_ 
A. system of tamUy partiCipation in "'determining what behavior patterns 
are to be acceptable or 1Ul&cceptable is eiapl07ed in 15.S~ of the homes. 
Once :bhe rules are established, the enforcement is carried. out either 
bT the father, the mother or both. Only in ~.6~ of the homes ,is the 
i 
17 
father given the exclusive authority in establishing rules, with 5.~ 
of the father.s earryiDg out the d1 sCipline. . Slightly over ene 111 flve 
(21.1~) of the families r~ort that the mother determlDe~ most of the 
rules. while in 36. ~ the mother is the d1 SCiplinarian. 
!able 29. Percentage of fathers, mothers or 'both parents who discipline I 
children as per occupational groupings of cooperator It :Brigham 
Oity, Utah, 1946. 
Occupat lonal 
grou.ps 
Number and »ercent¥e WAO disciPline children 
Pret. and 
semi-prof. 
ProP. ani 
managers 
Clerical cd 
salesmen 
Skilled 
Semi-ald.lled 
Service wkrs. 
Farmer 8 and 
farm mgr8~ 
Laborers 
!fotal 
'ather 
10. V 
o 
1 
1 
.3 
o 
o 
.3 
1 
9 
o 
o 
o 
Mother 
!o. ~_ 
.3 30.0 
5 41.7 
3 11.1 
lO 30.3 
7 11.9 
4 44.5 
11 35.5 
12 57.2 
55 36.2 
loth parente !otal 
10. ~ 10. 
7 
6 
23 
20 
2 
5 
11 
s 
ss 
70.0 
50.0 
85.2 
60.6 
22.1 
55.5 
54.8 
38.0 
57.9 
10 
12 
27 
33 
9 
9 
31 
21 
1;2 
In both cases, maternal control greatly exceeds control b7 the 
fathers (4.6,& compared to 2l.1~; 5.~ compared to 36.~). !here 1s no 
was of d.etermining from the tables the reasons for th1s"h1gh percentage 
of maternal control.' A possible explanation for tais difference is 
given by Jaber in his list of important changes that haTe taken place 
in the modern fami171 "!he father 1s absent from the home most of the 
time, which increases the proportion of maternal control ... 6 
6. Jaber. oPe cit., P. 598. 
there are too few stUdie·s that give defin1 te 1nformation on the 
relation of marital happiness to the division of authorit7 in the 
family. popenoe7 fOUDd that the Rflft7-flft7" basis was associated 
wi th the highest happiness group, the husband &s head with the.::.next 
level of happiness. and the vife as head with the lowest happiness 
g . 
group. Jurgess and Cottrell found that wh.en the husband and wife 
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had equally strong personalities or wheD. th.e husband'·s was "somewhat 
stronger". the proportioD. of happiness was highest. Whea the husband 
was "much stronger". the proportion dropped. to en17 4.lt. percent. 
ferm.an9 fO\UJ.d that a little more than Wi of the haPP7 husbands and 
Wives collsidered it either liver,. essential R or usu.al17 desirable" 
that the husband should "weaz the pants". 
It i8 not possible to draw hard and .fast conclusions from these 
findings. but 1 t i8 safe to saT that evidence point s toward greater 
happiD.ess in marriages where equality or near equ.al.ity i8 practioea.10 
1. Popenoe, Paul. nOaa the Family Rave !vo Heads?n 
s. Jurgess and Cott~ell. OPe __ cit., pp. 172-~7. 
9. ~erman, oP. cit •• P. 137. 
10. Jaber, op. cit., P. 2~;. 
. I 
CltA.P!D , 
PItOJLli1MS IE' IlARDTG OIILIIRD 
Good behavior in children contrIbutes mater1all7 to the succe •• an' 
happiness of a family. Where 111!1favorable pa'tteraa are recognized earll', 
corrective effort haa a much better ch.an.ce t. suoceed. 
!hill chapter i 8 ievoted to common behavior problems in children. 
Specific attention is givea to the estent to which t~e7 become a problem 
in the homes of cooperators. Parents were asked te complete a (1I.e8t1811.-
u.ire for each child in the £ami17 between the ages of 5 and 21. indicat-
ing the seriousness of tae problems for each child. !lrl.e total number of 
children involved was 305. !he categories used were: "a bil problem". 
nqui te a problem lf • "not much of a problemll and 11110 problem at all. II 
One of the limitations of this qaestlonn8ire l1es in the attitudes 
of parents, which color reactions to 8.U7 tlPe of behavior whIch arises, 
making it impossible to determine whether t11e concern of the parent Is 
due to the frequent occurrence of a problem or to the importance which. 
he attaches to this t7Pe of behavior. 
Table 30 contains a l1.t of 29 problems and the frequency with 
which theT were reported b7 parents as being ". big probl.", "quite a 
problem". Unot much of a problemH &ad "no preblem at alla. In order to 
establish the relative seriousness of each problem, percentages in the 
"big problemu and Rquite a problem" coll1Dll18 were combinea.. From these 
com.bined percentages it Is possible to arrive at a norm of 13. 7~ as a 
means of comparison. 
In 'able 31, children are 41vided according to sex and classifie4 
. into three age groups, 5 to 9. 10 to 15 aud 16 to 21. !he percentages 
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~able jO. Percentage of children who give their parents designated degrees of -ooncern with respect to specific 
, ,behavior patterns, Brigham ,C1 iT. Utah, 1946 
Pereent!Ge oreatin, ;eroblas 
Eehav10r problema Deviation A :a C D 
of children from A&J A big Qui~e a Bot IBach of lio problem 
norm combined problem. problem a problem at ail 
1. Jot minding very well t 14 29.9 ,5.9 24.0 43.9 26.2 
2. Playing around at work f 13 29.,9 It-.o 25.,9 39.6 30.5 
3. Wanting own we:y too much f 12 27.2 5.0 22.2 38.8 311-.1 
4. Laok of self-confidence t 11 24.5 4.1 20.4 ~2.5 43.'0 5. Losing control of temper too otten t 1e 22.6 6.0 16.6 2 •• ~4.5 6. Self-conscious or ill at ease f 9 22.3 3.1 18.8 30.4 7.7 7. Not wanting to get up in the morning 1. IS 21.2 3.3 17.9 36.0 42.8 
8. ]3os87 and domineering ~ l 18.9 3.1 15.8 34.0 47.1 9. ~relsomeneBB 18.6 .9 17.7 40.1 41~3 
10. Carelessness in work ~ ~ 16.0 2.0 14.0 39.4 "-.6 ll. !I'easing other children l~.O 1.0 14.0 38.6 116.4 
12. Daydreaming t 3 1 .3 3.3 11.0 33.8 51.9 
1~. Spending too l1111ch t 1me alone "t 2 14.1 1.2 12.9 20.4 65.5 1 • Not standing up for right s f 1 13.1 2.2 11.5 25.0 63.1 
A'VEB.A.GB 13.7 
12.6 3.~ - 18.6 68.8 15. Crying spells 
-
1 9.2 
16. Poor Judpent in haDd1iD.g -on87 
-
2 12.6 3.3 9.3 26.1 61.3 
11. Making fuss about stuqiDg 
- 3 12.3 1.3 11.0 22.2 65.5 
18. ~o'o selfish 4 12.3 2.2 10.1 27.0 60.7 
19. Sulking and unpleasantness 
- 5 12.2 3.2 9.0 30.8 51.2 
20. N~t wanting to attend church 
-
6 11.,2 2.'6 8.6 1,.0 75.' 
21. lot accepting parents' advice 
- 7 9.8 ., 8.9 2 .7 65.5 
22. Too much time in activities awe:r 
from home 
-
8 8.3 1.9 6.,l&. 11.,9 73.1 
23. D1strespectiul to adult. 
- 9 8.2 .9 1 • .3 27.0 64., 24. Staying ou.t too late at night 
- 10 7.4 1.4 6.0 14.'lf. 78.2 
25. !:wie or profane language 
- 11 It..6 .6 4.'0 13.6 81.8 
26. Diahonest7 
- 12 3.1 .8 2.3 10.0 86.1 21. ~Slutfi~gP sChool 
- l~ 2.'6 1.7 .,9 5.0 92.1t. 28. Smoking 
- 1 2., .0 2.3 .9 96.8 
29.DrinltiBg 
- 15 .0 .0 .0 1.1 98.9 ora 0 
used to indicate the seriousness of each preblem in -the var lous age 
groups are a combiaatioD. of the 8& big problemlf and Rqm te a problemu 
col'Wl11ls (fableB 1-6. Appendix). 
III discussing the various problems presented in this chap~er. three 
studies of children's behavior, are qu.eted ,: exiiens1ve17. Since ~he.e "stud!e. 
were not' conducted in Just the same way as ,- the pres'ent survey. a 'brief 
explanation of each i8 necessary. 
!he studies of W'lckma.nl and Da.Vi~-XcGinn182 made use of the Attitude 
Technique. !hey were made oathe-premise ~hat: 
n There can be DO problems in. 'behavior. in the actt ve social. senae, 
unless someone reacts to them .s ~Ch. Moreover, ~ form of 
conduct in a child or adult may become a 'problem it it is recarde4 
and treated. as unc!l.eaira'ble behaVior by the social 'group in which 
the individual h~pens to live. • • It is impossible to consider 
a chUA'1 iehavior apart from the attitudes that are taken toward 
his conduct. !rhe two are int1lDate17' related and 'bo'UJ1d tip in the 
same issue. II 
Wickman' 8 stu.qr was made among teachers of- elementary grades in 
Cleveland, Ohio and. 141lmeaota. 'sacherl raDked £1£1;7 common t;ypes of 
,,' 
behavior according to their lULdealrabl11 t1' ·111 the school child.' Fin4-
ings indicated that teachers' reactions to the behavier problems of 
children are determined i~ direct relation to the immediate effect ot 
the behavior -u:pon the teachers themselves. As a check on the attitudes 
of the teachers, thirty clinicians rated the -- same problems accortiag 
to "how much will the possession ot,this behavior trait generally hand!-
cap the cklld in his future adJustment as an aalt. n After educational 
classes were conducted. the same questions were ask agal~ In most 
eases where comparisons are made to the preseat stuQ', reactions before 
educatio~ are quoted. 
1. 
2. 
I. L Wickman. 
Da.vis~JlIcGinnls , 
Ohildren's :Behavior at Teachers' Attitudes. 
Pareat Jhlucatloa. -
!rable 31. Percelltage of children who create problema (11& big problem. and "quite a problemu combined.) tor 
their par~ts by sex &ad age groups, Brigham Ci1;y, Utah, 1946 . 
Behavior problems Percentage or eat tn, ,pro,;tema ' 
of children fotal JoyS Girls ~07S Girls 30 7s Girls fotal 4verIfes Average 5-9 5-9 10-15 10-15 16-21 16-21 107S Go 18 
T 14. Bot minding ver,y well 29.9 38 •. 2 46.7 32.0 17.3 17.2 27.6 29.3 30.5 f. 13. PlaTing around at work 29.9 3G.4 i16.~ M·6 2lf..2 13.8 31.1 29.~ 29.6 T 12. Wanting own wq too much 27.2 29.2 .1 ' .4 18.6 20.7 27.6 25. 28.8 1. 11. La!ck of self-confidence 24.5 21.9 20.0 3lf..7 16.1 24.1 30.0 26.9 22.0 flO. Lo sing con tn1 of temper teo Gtten 22.6 29.1 28., 26.4 1).11- 17.2 20.1 24.2 ' 21.0 f 9. Self~oonscleu8 or ill at ease 
around others 21., 20.0 28.9 zt.9 16.1 20.7 17.9 22.9 21.0 
f 8. Net wanting to get up in the 21.4 3l1-.5 morning 21.2 12.7 6.7 2).9 31.0 22.7 19.7 
~ 7. :8o,s87 and dOmineering 18.9 23.6 28.9 20.8 10.7 3.5 17.3 15.9 18.9 6. Quarre1Bo.eness 18.6 20.0 26.7 23.6 12.0 16.9 10.7 20.2 16.5 ~ ~. Oareleseness in work 16.0 16.3 13.3 30.6 17.5 3.5 13.8 16.8 14.9 • Teasing other children 15.0 25.5 17.8 21.7 10.7 14.2 20.5 9.5 ~ 3. D&7dreaming 14.3 23.7 11.1 12.5 10.6 13.8 13.8 16.7 11.8 2. Alone too much 14.1 9.1 4.5 11.1 9.3 20., 30.1 13.6 1~.' 
f 1. Not standing up for own rights 13.7 20.0 S.9 15.' .6.6 13.8 17.9 16.3 11.1 
AVDAGE 13.7 
-
1.' OrTing spella 12.6 21.9 22.2 12.5 10.6 10.1 11.5 Ill-. 3 
.. 2. PQor Judgmen\ in handling monel' 12.6 14.4 6.7 18.0 5.3 17.5 13.8 16.7 8.6 
-
~. Maldng fuss about sinldy'iDg 12.3 16. 11.1 16.7 5.3 17.3 6.9 16.8 7.8 
• !,oo self! sh 12.3 18.2 20.0 ,13.9 4.0 6.'9 10.7 13.0 11.6 
-
5. Sulking and unple.s~tD.ess 12.2 2).9 5.6 13.8 6.6 6.,9 10.1 13.7 10.8 
-
6. mot wanting to attend church 11.2 11.0 6.7 18.0 4.0 17.3 10.4 15.4 7.0 
-
7. Bo t accepting parent at aelvice 9.8 9.1 11.1 13.9 4.0 7.0 13.8 10.0 9.6 
-
8. !oo much activities away 
from home 8.3 10.9 6.7 11.1 4.0 10.4 '6., 10.8 5.7 
-
9. Disrespectful to adults 8.2 7.3 13.3 12.5' 9.3 6.g 6.6 9.8 
-10. ~taylng out too late 7.4 
- -
1.0 2.7 14.2 20.7 1.1 7.8 ' 
- 11. Rude or profane language 4.6 3.' 4.5 7.0 4.0 - 5.3 4.2 
- 12. Dishonest)" 3.1 5.5 7.0 2.7 3.5 5.3 ., 
- 13. (Iluffing· sChool 2.6 
--
2.8- ,2.7 6 •. 9 3.5 3.2 2.1 OQ N 
- 14. Smoking 2.3 
-' 2.8 10.7 4.5 .0 
- 15. Drinking 
-
83. 
Ackerson' s 3 .tuCly is a comprehensive report of behavio~ ·problems 
a 5.000 children. who were referred. over a peried of Tears to the Illinois 
Iu:atltute for Juvenile Besearch. 
. - ',f··., 
Simce many of theae children ",fere 
deliaquent and abnormal. children, IUs find1l11gs io not offer a fair 'basis 
for comparison with :Brigham 011;7 children 'so far as the frequenc7 of 
occurrence of undesirable traits is con~erJled. However. his ta'bUlatios 
showing the seriousness of individual problems 1n the various ages and. 
sexes are fo'UAcl to be of val~e b7 way- of cOD{Parison. 
1. !!!. minding very well. (Above averagej I 14). It is utural 
that the probl_ of diaolpl:tne should 'be one of the chief sourees of 
difficultT between parents u4 children. :Brigham 01t7 parents repert 
that this problem occurs most frequeatly in the 5 .to 9 age croup, th.e 
gir18 offering somewhat more of a .discipline problem tha:a.· the boys 
. 
(4.6. 7~ compared to 38.~). In the 10 to 15 8.Je gr.oup. however, the 
b07S create almost twice as much of a problem as the girls (32.~ com-
pared to 11.~). Girls seem to feTolt against author1t7 much more than 
the boys in the 16 to 21 age group, 27.6~ failing to miad very well, as 
compared to l7.~ of the boTS. This doe8 not completely agree with. the 
fincHngs of Acker80~4. :lis stu~ showed that the max1mum trequ&nq for 
disobedience for bots was at 9 Tears,. for the girls at 12 years. 
Minnesota par,ents5 ranked disobedience in the upper quartile for 
seriousness, but considered it more serious in Children of 9 to 15. 
most serious at niBe. Wickman's·teaChers6 also placed disobedience in 
the upper quart!le, ranking it 11th, while the mental hTgeinists place' 
it in the lower quartile, ranking it l(.2nd in importance 80 fez as the 
happiness end the future development of the child 1s concern.a. 
-3_.. Luton ACkerson. Children's :Behavior Problems 
It. Ibid. P. 167. 
5. Davie-McGinnis, OPe cit., P. 76. 
6~ ~ick:man. OPe cit., PP. 124, 127. 
,In commenting on the high importaace attached to obedience bY' his 
teachers, Wlekmam. sqs:. 
"There 1s here the reflectien of the prevailing beliefs that 
habits of obedience mast be inculcated at all costs in order 
to insure la.w-abiding citizens. fhe principle -in itself is 
not to be questioned, but the. t disobedience should be rat sa. so 
high. in the scale of serious behavior problems in comparison 
with other forms of bebayior disorders indicatel 1ta close 
association with th.e i..me of adult authority. Of 
D!he negativistic phase Qf a child's life is recongized as being 
a norDiaJ. reaction occur~ing in the process of grOwing uP • .,s Parente 
must first of all deCide what they Blean b7 obedience: 18 it to be 
blind, unquestioning acceptance of ever'1' parental command, or deliberate17 
adopted conduct after reasons and conseq,uenees of various t7,Pes of be-
havior have "been ful.l7 discussed with the ehildren.,9 Obedience grews 
out of eenfiieD.ce and respect, it requirements are reasonable. 
2. Pl~g arcnnd !! work. (Above average; .,. 13). Dawdling at 
work i 8· certainl,. a commoD. ~ault among children. and one which is ver7 
irritating to parents. ~righam 01ty parents report that 29.~ of their 
children plal' around at their work quite frequently. 3078 betw~en the 
ages of 10 and 15 (37.61') and 5 to 9 (36.45&) are more inclined to this 
fault. However. this problem 1s high a.bove the norm of 13. 7~ .in serious-
ness in .al1 age groups except the 16 to 21 '1'ear o.ld bo7S, where it is 
3ust sllghtll above (13.S~). 
The child who plq. arood at work is often considered lazy bY' his 
parents. Spock: cla.ims that t~e dawdling child ·ian' t born that wq: 
"llel s made that we:r gradualll', in most cases. b7 constant push-
ing. • • It I 8 easY' to fall into the habit of prodding children 
and it builds up aa absen.minded balkiness in them. Parents 8&7 
thq have· to nag or the child wouldn't get an1Where. It's a 
Vicious circle. ~t the parents start it. n10 
7. Ibid. t P. 168. 
8. ~ug1ae A. !hom. Everzdal ~o bleme .!! !!!! Everz!a.y Child.. p. 117. 
9. Baber, op.· cit.. P. 329. 
10. :BenJamin Spock, Oommon Sense ~ !! Jab, ~ Ohlld.Q!!!. P. 263. 
ID. the studies of Davis-KoGlnrd.11 and. Wickm.an12, "Laziness" 1s 
prebably- most comparable to "Playing around at work. II !eachers and 
parent s ranked this problem in the lower mi4d1e quartile in 1mp~rtance: 
mental ~gieR18t8 considered laziness relatively unimportant. 
3. When chilaren want their own way too much.~ (Above average: f12). 
-- . ~ ,--..---~ 
This is a fairly common problem in :Brigham Oit7 homes. More than one in 
four (27.2]&) of the parents complain that their children want their own 
wrq teo much "quite frequently. The girls seem to cause slightly more 
trouble than the boys, the girls'in the 5 to 9 age group (lK>.l~) having 
the p-eatea1r difficulty in adjusting to the want s of others. ~he girls 
in the 10 to 15 age group (lg.6~) seem to have adjusted themselves 
better, but again in the 16 to 2i age group the girls seem to demana. 
greater independence (27. 6~) than the bol's and feel that their way is 
the right way_ 
It is verT natural for the h'Ul'A8J1 beillg to 'behave in such a way 
as to promote his own. individual welfare, striTing to grat:1.f:.v his own. 
desires and wishes. Som.e children learn sooner than others that the7 
mus t control themselves in .1II&Jl7 W8.J'S to be happY' in a grouP. aad that 
others have right 8 and op1n:1ons~ !hose who grow up with. the belief that 
everTone must cater to their wishes have assumed. a behavior pattern 
which will certa1n17 not make for happiness or adjustment to others in 
13 
anT period of their l1ves. 
11-. When children show lack of se1f-eonf1denee~ (Above average,. fll) 
.--..# --- --- -
:Brigham Cit7 parents con~id.er this q11ite a problem with almost ene-fourth 
(24.5%) of their children. The boys between the ages of 10 and 15 seem. 
11. Davis-McGinnis, oPe elt~. P. 78. 
12. WiCkman, OPe citl, P. 125 
13. -efD9rothy :er~ Graham, uDemocraey!!. Plal. "; Spock, op. cit., P. 369. 
,to suffer BlOst (3lf..1%) tromlaok of self-confidence. This problem is 
above the norm in seriousness in all ages, the 16 to 21 year olds 
showing the, highest group aTerage. 
The fact that this 'eficleneT ia r~er'ed 80 frequently in the 
older ,groups indicates the possibility that the be.wil.dering changes 
in physical make~ and mental outloekwhich are a neeesSBrY part of 
adOlese~ncel4 have left many young people·with a sense of insecurity 
and a lack of oonfidence in. their ab1lit7 to cope with the problems of 
life. 
Lack of self-conficl8llLee 1s otten th.e result of over-pz:otection 
and too much help froDl the parents. If 'chiliren are to 'become ael:£,-
reliant. thaT mast not oall' be allowed to make decisions and to do 
things for themselves, they must sometimes be required to do so. !he 
child who 1s ,not equ.ipped with self-confidence and self-reliance 1a 
most certainly greatly handicapped throughout his 11fe.15 
])avis KcGi11D.lsl6 do not 1i~t this l>roblem as "lack of self-con-
fidenc.e". but as ~givlng up". Wlek:maal7 titles it le&a117 discouraged. n 
!he M~esota parents coBaidered this problem increasinglr ~er~Ott8 with 
advanCing 'age, alld almost equal17 serious fer each sex.. !he menial 
hygienists al:so placed 1t hiP. in importance to the ac1Justment of the 
child, listing 1t 7th 111 the table ot 50 problems~' 
5. When children 1~se control of tempers too often.. (Above average; 
tlO). Lack of temper control 1s slightly more prevalent among the boys 
than the girls (24.21' compared to 2l.~), according to Brigham 01t7 
Ilf.. Sidne7 Schwab and Jorien Veeder. !!! Adolescent. 
15. of ::Baber, op •. cit.,' P.· 286. 
16. Davie-McGinnis, OP.,cit •• P. 18. 
17. Wickman, 01'. c1 t.. 'PP. l2l.J., 127. 
parents. !rhoe highest occurrence of temper display 18 ill the 70ungest 
group (29.l~ and. 28.9~). Parents reported this above the norm in 
'i 
importance in all ages~ These findings agree principally with those 
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of AclcerJ80n18 t who found that temper, so fez as tantrums are concerned, 
decreased regularly with. age. !emper display, exclusive of tantrums. 
occurred more frequently among beys. 
loth the parents and the ~gienistB considered the preblem of 
temper tantrums of moderate seriousaess, list1l1g 1t ia the upper middle 
quartile. !he parents cOlle1tered this problem s11ght17 less serious 
atter educatloa.19 Wickman's teachers considered. it slight17 more 
important, placing it in the lower part of the upper qa&rtlle. 20 
Anger i8& very ~~tural instinct and 4isplq8 of auger and even 
violent tantrums in . young oh11drell are not at all uncommon.. !he prob-
lam is not so much one of eradicating an inst active tendency such 8S 
anger, but rather, ai !hom states: 
"Through education, training and experience, teaching the child 
to control 1t sO that it shall not control the child. • • • In 
the great ma,Jorit7 of ch114re~. the sager is not out of pro,pf?~~l?n 
. to the stimulation. being of short 'duration aael 1s a nor.l,· .' 
healtq reaction •• -. Allger. how.., .. , IJ.B.7 become a dominat.1ng 
force 1n the life of aD:T indivl4,ual.·· It is su.eh. an inteD.se . 
emotion that it is respol\sible for many Qf the delinquencies 
of the child anel no small percent of the serious crimea of 
later., life. n21 ' 
6. Whea children are selt-conscious or ill at ease around other s. 
~ _ - 1- ~--- 7,~ __ 
(Above· average; 1-9). !his is a 'problem:-' of consiierable importance' and . 
manifests itself in the actions of children of all ages in Irigham 01ty. 
The girls 5 to 9 experience the greatest diff1cult7 (2g.,~), while the 
bOTS in all age groups have cOlul1derable-ditflcu1t7 in adJusting 1001al17. 
18. ACkerson, OPe clt1, P. 111 
19. Davis-McGinnis, OPe cit., p.7S. 
20. Wickman, OPe c1 t.. pp. 1214.. 127.' . 
21. Douglas A. !hom, ETerlc1az Problem.s !! !!! Jlver7 !!z ChilcL 
, 
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It is int.eresting to note that shyness and withdrawing character-
1st ics were consid ered least important to th e t ea.chers and next to last 
in importance by the Minnesota parents e 22 Parents and teachers are ob-
~ously inclined, to consider the problens not associated with problems of 
disobedience as 0 f minor importance. On the other hand, mental hygienists 
tend to do just the oppositee 23 Wick nan 's hygienists ranked Qshyness" 
in t'he upper quart 11e of the 50 problems. 
Wickman gives several reasons for this in his discussion of "attack-
ing and withdrawing" chaeacteristics: 
"Shyness and sensitiveness are characteristics which are frequently 
considered desirable in children as well as in adultse They repre-
sent marks of deference and culture. The very characteristic of 
obedience and dependency which are implied in withdrawing.types of 
behavior stimulate favorable social responses. ,,24 
He further explains that the danger lies in. the fact that the with-
drawing type of person is likely to be protected, helped and pampered by 
others until the tendency is increased rather than overoome. 
7~ When children don 't !!!!t!£. get !!£ in the morning. (Above 
average; 1,8). This is a problem which most adults will admit is not con-
fined to children: The main difference in the problem as it arises in 
the adult is that most adults are resigned to the. fact that one must arise 
at a certain hour to meet the obligations of the day, while children are 
inclined to try to evade the issue" All mothers can verify the fact that 
having to coax the children out of bed in the morning definitely compli-
cates their work as homemakers. Among the comments made by the Brigham 
Oity wives when asked for a listing of things the family could do to help 
most was, ''All get up at the same time in the morning," and "Get up earlier." 
22. Davi;~McGinnis. OPe cit~, p. 50~ 
23. ~ickmane OPe cit~~ po'l278 
24e Ibide, p. 146e 
.... 
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The younger groups present comparitively little trouble where this 
problem is concerned. It occurs very frequently in the 16 to 21 age 
group, where 34.510 of the boys and 31.0j! of the girls hate to get up 
in the morning. In the 10 to 15 year old group also. the problem is 
well above the norm in seriousness (20.9~ boys and 2l.4~ girls). 
The faot that this problem is most frequent in the higher age groups 
suggests a definite connection b.etween "staying out too lat e at night U 
and "not wa:rroing to get up in the morning. Q When this problem occurs 
frequently in the ages 5 to 9, the parents have more cause for concer~, 
as it my indicate physical or mental trouble, or the need for an adjust-
ment in the child's bedtime schedulee 
8. When children !!!. bos sy and domineering t OW'ard other ohildren. 
(Above average: f 7)~ The boys and girls between the ages of 5 to 9 are 
most prone to be bossy and domineering in the cooperator families, the 
girls showing higher frequency than the boys (28.910 girls; 23.610 boys). 
Over a fifth (20.8~) of the boys in the 10 to 15 age group exhibit this 
trait to quite an extent. As a whole, the girls cause more of a problem 
than the boys in this respect~ Ackerson'found in his study that a bossy 
manner was more frequently noted among girls, especially among children 
below 13 years. Among the boys the maximum incidence were at 9 and 10. 25 
Wick1ll1n fa experts plaoed "domineering" in the upper qua.rt ile~ 11th in im-
portance. 26 The parents placed this problem in the lower quartile~ con-
sidering it more serious in the older ages. 27 
While this tendency may manifest itself in all children at different 
stages of development, continued bossiness and domineering becomes danger-
25. Ackerson. OPe cit., p. 181. 
26. 1i\fiokman" OPe cit I!t, m. 125-127. 
27. Davis-McGinnis. OPe oit., p. 60ft 
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ous, both to the child offending and to those who are continually dom-
ineerede Wolf offers a warning to parents, however, by saying: 
"Avoid superficial judgments" The more aggressive child, the one 
who boasts or bullies or more energetically strives for first 
place, is often the very one whose trouble is deepest and whose 
feeling of jealousy and insecurity is the more acutee~8 
9. !!'!!!!. children !.!:!. quarrelsome. (Above a veragej f 6). Quarrel-
ing among siblings is one of the most common family annoyances, but that 
does not make it any less irritating to the whole householde Brigham 
Oity parents report the highest frequency of occurrence in the younger 
groups, with the girls being slight 1y more quarrelsome than the boys 
(26.710 compared to 20eOj!)c On the wh,ole, the boys are more inclined to 
quarrel thin the girls, the boys in the 10 to 15 age group pres,enting the 
greater problem. 
Wickman'S hygienists consider quarrelsomeness 31st in importanoe 
so far as need of correction and its affect on the development of the 
child is conoerned e 29 Over sixty per cent of the Minnesota pa.rems oon-
sidered quarrelsomeness fairly serious, placing it in the upper middle 
quartile in importanoe., After education, they ranked it slightly less 
important. 3O Ackerson found that quarrelsomeness showed a generally 
arohed curve in frequency, maximum frequencies occurring at 8 years and 
12 years for boys, at 11 and 17 for girls. 31 
Quarreling was once regarded as vulgar and low class and a sure 
evidence of faulty upbringing. Today psychiatry and social are ohanging 
this concept somewhate 
"Friction between brothers and sisters somet imes works out quickly 
into a real companionship fJ " • On the other hand, years may p18S 
before this comes about, and sometimes children have to grow up 
28. Wolf~ OPe cite, p. 112. 
29. '1'lickma.ne OPe cit~. p. 127. 
30. Davis and McGinnise op~ cit., p@ 60. 
3le Ackerson. OPe' cit. J p. 163. 
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entirely before they discover the possibilit ies tor companionship 
in each other. This need not necessarily be anun~holesome situa-
tion • It 8 Friction is often a constructive torce, and parents 
need to understand that there are values to be gained trom learning 
to fight one's own battles and to 'tvork through some of the jealousies 
and rivalries of the early years without constant interterence. It 
the children can hold th eir own most ot the time, and if give-and-
take is on a fairly equal basis, a great nany quarrels can be 
ignoredf' Q 32 
Reuben a. Hill cociroborates this view, making a careful distinction, 
however, between "constructive" and "destructive" quarrelling~ 33 
10. !h!!!. children !!!. careless ~ their work. (Abo.ve average - .J 5). 
This problem is greatest with the 10 to 15 age group; the boys are care-
less almost twice as much as the girls (30.61a compared to 1185~). The 
younger groups are second in frequency of occurrence, with the boys being 
just slightly more careless than the girls. 
Carelessness, in the lower ages particularly. my indicate that 
children have been given responsibilit ies too great for their age and 
development. 34 Wha.t nay seem very careless work to the parents may be 
the best of which the child is capible. ~1ork around the home is seldom 
int eresting to children of any age, in comparison with other interests. 
Too muoh exactnes.s and int; erest in work, particularly home duties. nay 
be greater cause tor concern than a moderate amount of carelessness& 
Minnesota parents and Wicknan 'a teachers considered this problem 
moderately serious, listing it in the upper middle quartilset The parents 
considered it more serious in the older ohildren, of about equal seriou~-
ness to both sexes, and ranked it less seriO~S in all cases after educa-
tiol'l1!l35 Mental hygienists attached relat ively little importance to care-
32. Wolf 0 OPe cit., pp. 110-111. 
33. Reuben Hill. "Quarreling Comes Into Its' Own. Q 
34. Milton Ie Levine. "Behind the Scenes with Parents and Children. ,. 
35. Davis-McGinnis 0 OPe cit., p. 74e 
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lessness, listing it in the lower qua rt ile. 36 
11. 'When children tease other children. (Above average; .; 4). 
According to Brigham City parents t boys present the greater problem as 
teasers of other children. More than a fifth (20.510) of the boys rrake 
this either a "big problemn or "quite a problem" for their parents~ 
while less than one in ten (9.510) of the girls engage in this pastime 
to any extent 0 The younger boys seem to get the great est pleasure out 
of this sport and the boys 10 to 15 are not much different. (25.5% com-
pared to 21e 7%). Girls 16 to 21 appear to have little time or inclina-
tion for teasing other children. 
This agrees with the findings ot Ackerson. He finds a larger per-
centage of boys teasing others t with a slight fall in incidence with 
chronological age. 37 
12. '¥hen children day dream ~~. (Above average; f 3). 
The greatest occurrence ot this problem is with the boys of 5 to 9 
years old, with 23.710 day dreaming to the point where it is a "big" or 
f1quite tt a problem to their parents8 The boys and girls 16 to 21 are 
next, with a lower but exactly the sama percentage (13~8%). Ackerson 
found that day dreaming was seldom noted below the seventh year. Be-
tween the ages 7 and 11 the incidence for boys remained practically con-
stant, whil e the gi rIa' curve sh owed a regula r ria em 38 Wicktmn t s expari s 
listed this as lath in importance, at the top of the middle quart ile. 
The teaohers listed it· in the lower quartile:9 parents in the lower middle 
quartile. 40 
368 WickmanI"' op., cite, p. 124, 127. 
37. Ackerson. OPe cite, p. 188. 
38. Ibid. p. 136. 
39. Wickman. OPe cit., pp. 123, 127$ 
40. Davis-McGinnis e OPe cit., p. SOe 
''rhe day dream or air castle is a natural experience in every 
normal hunan being, but the day dream becomes a danger when the child 
and adolescent and gro\mup ia'il to express it in action. n41 
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1)11 dreaming is a withdrawing type of action which often compensates 
for unhappinesses and maladjustments. If allowed to become a habit, the 
person loses the ability to face realities and lives in a dream world, 
unable to cope with the normal problems ot everyday lite. Day dreaming 
is often the escape tor the adolescent, giving an outlet for his idealism 
and, r',elief from bo redom, lack ot interest and trom problems too complex 
to face. 42 
13. 'When children spend i2.! ~ time alone and ~ not make friends 
easily. (Above average; f 2). This problem is much greater with the 
older boys and girls, among whom 30.110 of the 16 to 21 year old girls 
and 20.3% of the boys spend entirely too much time alone, a.ccording to 
their parents. Children in the younger groups apparently are better ad-
justed socially or find more opportunity for association with~herse 
This is definitely a \dthdrawing type of action and was considered 
of extremely great importance by the experts t who rated it first in the 
list ot fifty problems. Unsocialness was not considered too serious by 
the teaohers 43 and parents, 44 both ranking it in the lower quart Ue. 
However, follOwing education, the parents ranked it more serious. 
14. !!'!!!!. children ~ not stand !:!E. ~ rights. (Abov,e average; +' I) l'I 
Parents recognize this problem much more frequently in the boys of 5 to 
9 and 10 to 15 (20.ofo a.nd 15.310 res~ctively). Relatively little problem 
is indicated with the girls in groups 5 to 9 and 10 to IS (8.9;( and 6.6j!). 
41. Jla1"'garet W., CUrti. Child Psychology. pel 328. 
42. of Schwab~Veedere OPe cito, pp. 19, 129, 220, 272. 
43~ Wickman. Ope cit., pp. 124, 127. 
44. Davis-McGinnis. OPe cit., p. 60. 
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There is a possibility that the high frequency report ed for the boys 
is colored by the attitude of the parents toward thi s problem. Minne-
sota parents considered coWardice much more serious in boys than in 
girls, in all age groups45 and Brigham City parents nay have the same 
reaction. Wicknan's teachers considered t.he fact that some students 
fail to stand up for their rights as moderately serious, ranking it 
31st in importance. Mental hygienists considered this problem quite 
important to the happiness of the child, placing it in the upper quar-
tile. 46 
15. When children 1!!:.!.!. crying spells. (Below average; - l). 
It is to be expeoted that crying spells would oocur more frequent ly in 
the younger age group where the children have not yet lear,ned to control 
their emotions effectively and crying is the natural reaction to hurts 
and displeasures. There is very little difference between the frequency 
of occurrence in the boys and girls of the 5 to 10 age grouPe According 
to their parents, 22.210 of the girls and 21.9% of the boys create quite 
a problem by their crying. This problem decreases with age, 96.Sj! of 
the boys in the 16 to 21 year old group presenting no problem at all 
(Table S, Appendix). The girls present slightly more of a. problem as 
a whole than do the boys (14e3% oompared to 11.5~). 
It is somewhat surprising to not e that the boys in the 10 to 15 
age group present more of a problem where crying is concerned than do 
the girls of the same age (l2e5~ compared to 10.6%). Is it possible 
that the boys actually have crying s,pslls more frequently than the girls, 
or do the parents consider crying a muoh greater problem in a boy of this 
age, regardless of its frequency! 
46. Wickman. OPe cite, pp. 124-127. 
Ackerson's findings showed crying spells slightly more often for 
girls at all age levels. Among the boys it decreased with age, es-
pecially in the adolescent years. He further indicates that crying was 
somet imes simply ohildish "1bawling" due to anger or disappointment, 
sometimes due to unusual 'emotional lability, and sometimes a result of 
marked unhappiness or depression. 47 
16. 'When children show poor judgment in handling money. (Below 
average; -2). Brigham City parents recognize a greater problem with 
their boys in the unwis e handling of money than they do in their girls. 
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This is true in all age groups. Whether this is due to the fact that the 
boys have more money to spend than the girls or that they have less' 
judgment in money matters cannot be determined ~rom this Stu91. The 
possibility of the former is increased with the observation that in the 
16 to 21 age group, where girls norna11y have more money to spend, the 
parents report more of a problem, (13 0 81o, as compared to 5.3% in the 10 
to 15 year old girls.) 
"Training in the use of money is a long time job that requires 
patience, intelligence and a lively sense of humor."48 Good judgment in 
, 
the handling of money seldom comes naturally. Th e only way a boy or girl 
can learn how to spend money wisely is by having money to spend. Modern 
parents are realizing the importance of a supervised allowance for child-
ren, and frequent family council over money IlJitters. 
17. !l!!!t children !!!!.t !:. .!J!!!. ~ studying l'essons. (Below. 
average; - 3). Parents indicate "quite a problem"' with 12.3% or their 
children when the subject of studying is approached. In all ages, the 
boys express more reluctance toward study than do the girls. The problem 
47. Ackerson. OPe oit., p. 141. 
48. C. G. Moser. "Mlking the Most of the Money They Hav$@ Jt 
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varies very little with age (16841o tor the boys ot 5 to 9; 16.710 for 
the boys of 10 to 15; 17.31' for the boys 16 to 21). In the case of' 
the girls, parents report more of a problem with the girls in the 16 to 
21 age group (6. 9i!; however, percentages for the girls are below the 
norm in all age groups. The increase of the problem in the 16 to 21 
year old girls 'l1B.y be due in part to the increased amount of home study 
expected in this age group, or to the fact that outside interests are in-
terferring with study time. 
Lack of interest in school work is no ~oubt the basis for some of 
the trouble which arises over the problem of studying~ Wicknan's teach-
ere reported "failure to study" and "lack of interest in work'· in a.bout 
one-fifth of their pupils8 49 
18. !!'!m. children !.!:!. to'o selfish. (Below average, -4). Selfish-
ness is a very natural but disagreeable trait reported to be a '*big 
problem" in' only 2.2~ of the children, "quit e a problem" in 10.1:( 
(Tabl e 30). The problem occurs most frequent 1y in the younger ohildren 
(Boys 18«1210; Girls 20.0j!) who have not yet learned to adjust their de-
sires to the wants and needs of others. Incidence of occurrence decreases 
with age in the boys, but increases in the case of the 16 to 21 year old 
girls (!I 
Minnesota parents considered selfishness a problem of considerable 
seriousness, ranking it in the upper qua rt ile. 50 They thought it less 
important aft~r instruction, particularly in the lower, ages. The mantal 
hygienists considered' persistent selfishness 16th in importance to the 
happiness and development of the ohilde S1 
49.. ~jViokma.no oPe cit.,· p. 88. 
50. Davis-McGinnis. OPe cit •• p. 78 8 
51 e Wiokman. op. cit., p. 127. 
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19. !!!!!'!. children !!!.. sulky ~ unpleasant. (Below average; - 5). 
Cooperator parent s report sulking and unpleasantness in 63.a1! or their 
children t but only in 3.210 of the cases is it "a big problemw am in 
ge O% it is "quite a problem". (Table 30. The problem is greater with 
\. 
the boys as'a Whole, decreasing in occurrence with age. The 5 to 9 
year olds offer the greatest problem~ 20,,9;! of the boys a~d 15.,6% of 
the girls being reported in the "quite a problemft and "big problem tf 
columns" 
Children often react to punishment with sulking and unpleasantness. 
Is it possible that the higher frequency ot sulkiness in the boys is 
due to the fact that some parents punish a boy more severely than a 
girl? This same question might also be asked in the case of the 5 to 9 
age group as a whole. 
Suiking is a withdrawing type of behavior, closely allied to brood-
ing52 and becomes very serious when persistent. Wickman's experts plaoed 
it in the upper quartile in importance to th. future development of the 
child. 53 
20. When children !!.2..!'!2i want i2. attend churoh. (Below average; 
- 6-). One out of ten families report considerable diffioulty in per-
suading their children to attend church. The confining aspects and lack 
of physical activity in church attendance undoubtedly have some influence, 
since in all ages, the boys are lIlQre reluctant than the girls togo to 
There is a general trend for less interest in churoh attendance as 
the children grow older. Pa.rents report that 8.a% of the children in 
the 5 to 9 age group give some serious difficulty. This increases to 
52. Thom. OPe oit., p. 140. 
53.. Wicknan. OPe ·cit., p. 127 .. 
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11.010 in the 10 to 15 age group and to 13.810 in the 16 to ?l age group. 
Is this loss of 1nt erest due to enforoed attendance during the younger 
years; to a wider scope of activities with increasing age; or does the 
.church fail to adequately meet ·the needs of these children! It is to 
be noted that 7S.8i! of the parents report "no problem at allet ' (Table 30Q) 
21. ~ ohildren do ~ acoept the advice 5l!. parents. (Below 
average; - 7). This is another problem which is closely allied to 
plrental a.uthority and dominatione As in the case of obedienoe (page 81). 
parents must decide whether the child is to acoept blindly all the opinions 
of the pe.rer.rt or whether he is to be allowed as much freedom as possible 
to make deoisions of his own, as an indispensable step in his develop-
ment~ 54 
Only .9% of the parents report that this is a "big problem" with 
their children, while 8.910 find it "quite a problem" to persuade their 
boys and girls to accept. . council. About one in ten (10@1j!) of the 
children in the 5 to 9 age group balk rather frequent 1y at their parents t 
a.dvioe or suggestions. In the 10 to 15 age group it is the boys who 
createthe greatest problem (138 9;!), while only 4.010 of the girls seem 
too determined to nake their own deoisions. In the 16 to 21 age group 
the situation is reversed, with the girls (138 8") demanding greater in-
dependence tha.n the boys (7.010)0 
22. ~ children spend m ~ time in aotivities away .!!:E!!~. 
(Below average; - 8). In the cass of 26.210 of the children, (Table 30) t 
parents indi cat e some degree of a problem arising from too much time 
spent away from home. In only a.a;:! of the cases, however,' is the problem 
of sufficient IlElgnitude to be classed as "a big problem fJ or "quite a 
problem"fI! The boys consistently present more of a problem in all a.ge 
54. Baber. OPe cit~, pp. 286, 287. 
groups, the girls apparently being more content to stay at home. There 
is no marked difference in the frequency of occurrence in the three 
groups as a whole and percentages are below the norm in all ages. 
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In filling out the questionnaire concerning problems of children. 
several of the parents added comments to the effect that the school, 
church and community sponsored too many activities for children, that 
these activities were ill-timed, and de:aanded entirely too much of the 
children's time. On the other hand, several ,parents attributed thei-r 
problems to the fact that there are not au fficient recreational facilit-
ies in Brigham City for children. 
23., 1!!!!!! children !!:! disrespectful to their parents and other 
adults~ (Belowaveragt; - 9)8 Rudeness and lack of respect for elders 
can be very embarrassing and irritating to parents. As a group, the 
10 to 15 year old boys and girls seem to be more disrespect ful t o\\6.rd 
adults than the older and younger ohildren. However, 1-3.3% of the 5 to 
9 year old girls cause rtquite a problem" for their parents by disrespect-
ful eonduct. - The average for the girlS is slightly higher (9.Bi!) than 
that of the boys (6.610). 
The boys' average is 1o~red considerably by the fact that the 16 
to 21 year old boys are not represented in the "quite a problem" column, 
while 6.910 of the older girls crea.t e "quite a p;oblem" for thei~ parents. 
The terms "impertinence" and "impudence" used in Wickman's study 
of tea.chers· attitudes are probably !DO at comparable to "disresp:ect" as 
used in this study. Teachers considered both of these behavior problems 
of considerable importance, ranking them in the upper quartilee The 
hygienists ranked impertinence 37th and impudence 32nd in importance in 
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their list of 50 types of misbehavior. 55 
21. !!'!.!!. children st!l out too late!:i night. (Below average; 
- 10). While this problem is below the average in frequency and serious-
ness, it is recogniKed as a problem in almost 2l.Si! of the child"ren. 
(Table 3041 ) Only ott., in fourteen, however, stays out lat e to the extent 
that his parents consider it a --big probiem" (1.4~) or "quit e a problem" 
(6eOi!)., The occurrence of this pattern is limited almost entirely to the 
older age groups, as could be expected.e Figures would seem to indi.cate 
that the boys in the 10 to 15 age group (rr.o;!) establish nocturnal habits 
earlier than the girls (2 8 7"/0), while in the 16 to 21 e.g e group the girls 
creat e more of a problem than the boys (20.710 oompared to 14.210). This 
-was reflected in the attitude of "'not _l'l:ting to get up in the morning," 
where girls seemed to experience much more difficulty in arising in the 
morning. 
25. !h.!!!. children .!!!.! rude .2!. profane language. (Below average; 
- 11). Parents recognize lta big problem-' with only .6f: of their children 
- ~ 
and "quite a problem"' with 4.0:! where the use of rude or profane'language 
is concerned (Table 30). The highest incidence of occurrence is in the 
10 to 15 age group, where 4.0;! of the girls and 5.6;! of the boys present 
"quite "a problem" and l.4i! of the boys a ''big problem" (Tables 3 and 4, 
Appendix) fI In the younger groups, the parents report si no "big problem" 
but flquite a problem" with 4.5" of :the girls and 3.610 of th~ boyse (Tables 
land 2, Appendix). In checking this item, several of the parents crossed 
off the word "profane n , leaving just "rude" language, particularly in the 
case of the younger group. 
Parents report no serious problem at all with either the girls or 
SSe Wickman. OPe cite, p. 127. 
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boys in the 16 to 21 age group. This fact again raises the quest ion, 
"Does the use of profanity or rude language actually occur less fre-
quently in the older groups, or do the parents consider such conduct 
much less serious in older children?" The Minnesota parents considered 
this habit more serious in older children and in girls than in boys.56 
Wickman·s teachers considered this habit of considerable imporfiance, plac-
ing it in the upper quartile. On the other hand, the experts attached 
very slight importance to the use of profanity J placing it in the lower 
quart ile. 57 
26. !h!!!. children ..!!:! dishonest. (Below average - 12). According 
to the parents t their boys are much more inclined to be dishon~,st than 
the girls (5.a1o as compared to .9%). The youngest and the oldest girls 
are not listed in either the "big problem- or "quite a. problem" columns, 
.... ...... -
and only 2.7~ of the 10 to 15 year old girls cause "quite a problem" 
where honesty is c oncerned~ The only "big problem ft is in the 10 to 15 
- ~ 
age group. where 4.2:! of the boys cause serious concern; 2eS;:! are "quite 
. a problem". (Table 3, Appendix). 
The "plrental determination that honesty shall be one of the first 
58 
virtues of their offspringtt undoubt edly influences parents' reaot ion 
to this problem. ~ 59 The Minnesota parents considered lying tlof extremely 
great importance", ranking it thi rd in their list of 50 problems. Wick-
man fS teachers also ranked untruthfulness in the upper quartile and his 
mental hygienists oonsidered it moderately important, pla.oing it in the 
upper middle quart ile. 60 
56. Davis-McGinnis. OPe cit., p. 80. 
57. Wickman. OPe cit., pp. 124-127. 
58. Baber. OPe cit., p. 321. 
59. Davis-McGinnis e OPe cit., p. 60. 
60. Wickman. OPe cit., pp. 123,127. 
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t~any small children and some older ones go through peri~ds of lying 
and stealing on the long road to honesty" t 61 and parents should remember 
that honesty has a slow growthj nobody is born honest. 
According to Baber, fear of punishment is the main cause behind 
much dishonesty in children. Many children lie to maintain status in 
their group and to gain attention. 62 
27. 'When children "sluff" school" {Below average; - 13). Brigham 
,. 
Oity parents report that they have a ''big problem" with 6.9% of the boys 
. ~ 
in the 16 to 21 ag e group (Table 5, Appendix), who are inclined to "sluff" 
school. This is not unusual, since dissatisfaction vdth school·is very 
prevalent a.t this age and nany boys leave school entirely. The largest 
amount of trouble with the girls occurs in this group also, where no "big" 
problem is report ad J but 3.510 cree.t e "quit e a problem"" for their p1 rents. 
(Table 6, Appendix). Very little truancy is reported in the youngest 
group; approximat ely 95.0;f of the children cause "no problem at all," the 
-.. . .". 
" .reaming 5.0~ present "not much of a problem~" (Tables 1 and 2, Appendix). 
The younger group is evidently better adjusted and less dissatisfied with 
schooling, or has not'yet acquired the courage necessary to revolt,against 
parental and school authority by ftsluffingu. 
~o Wickman's teachers, the problem of truancy was very serious, as 
might be expected. The mental hygienists considered it moderat ely serious, 
pla~ing it in the upper middle quart Us. 63 
28. !!!.!!!. children smoke. (Below average; - 14). Cooperator parents 
report no problem at all with their girls where smoking is concerned, and 
no "big problemq with any of the boys. "Quite a problem" is encoumered 
- -
with 2.810 of the 10 to 15 year old boys (Table 3, Appendix). and with 
61. Wolf. Ope cit., p_ 62. 
62. Baber~ OPe cit •• pe 323~ 
638 Wickmanft OPe cit., pp. 123,127. 
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10(1'1;10 of the older boys (Table 5, Appendix). The incidence of occur-
rence is very low in comparison with many other localities. Undoubtedly 
the rea.ction of the parents to this problem, when it does occur, is color-
ed by the religious culture of the community. 
Wickmants experts oonsidered smoking of very slight importance so 
far as the personality development of the child is concerned, placing 
it at the very bottom of the lower quart Ue. 64 The Uinnesota. pa.rents 
ranked it 14th for seriousness~ They felt it was mora serious in girls 
than in boys and much more serious a.t nine than in the older ages. 55 
29. When children indulge .!s.lli. habit .2!. drinking. (Below average; 
- 15). Among th~ cooperator children, drinking. is less of a problem to 
the parents than any other item. It is tlno problem at all n· in 98.910 of tbe 
children, 9.nd in no instance does it creat e either a tlbig problemtt or 
tfquite a problem". As is to be expected, no problem at all arises in 
the youngest group. In the older ages, a relatively small percentage of 
the children have experimented with the use of liquor. Parents report 
"not much of a problem" with 2e8% of the 10 to 15 year old boyse (Table 
3, Appendix). In the 16 to 21 year old group· 3.510 of the girls and 7·.0% 
of the boys present "not muoh of a problem" (Tables 5 and 5, Appendix). 
The report edly low incidence of occurrence of this problem is ex-
tremely tavore.bIe in comparison with the liquor consumption figures for 
Brigham CitYe The total consumption of liquor in 1940 in Brigham Olty 
was 9,594 gallons. This figure rose rapidly during the war years to a 
peak of 27,099 in 1945 and then dropped to a total of 16,828 in 1947. 66 
While the increase is due in part to the influx of population occasioned 
. by the war, a comparison of the 1940 and 1947 liquor consumption figures 
64e Davis-McGinnis e OPe cit., p. 74. 
65'GI Wickman. op., oi t ., p. 127 e 
OS. From the Report of the utah Liquor Oontrol Oommission Report Ending 
June 30, 1947., 
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suggests an interesting question: "Are the cooperator families super-
representative of the Brigham City area J or do they fail to recogniz.e 
or comprehend the true import of this problem! 
CHAPTER V1 
SUMMARY 
General Information About Oooperators 
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1. The number of families responding to the questionnaire totals 
152., Each one comprises a father, a mother and at least one child be-
t-ween the ages of six and twenty-one, living at home. 
2. Inimilies are classified according to occupe.tion of the father. 
The occupational distribution is as follows: Professional and semi-
professional. 6.6%; Proprietors, Managers and Officials, T.7~; Clerical, 
Salesmen and Kindred workers, 17.8~; Skilled workers, 21.7%; Semi-
skilled workers, 5.910. Service workers, 5.910; Farmers and farm managers; 
20.4~; and Unskilled workers, 13e8~. 
3. The median number of years of schooling complet ad by the men 
was 11.3 years and by the women 12.3 years, making a total average of 
11 0 8 years for both. This is considerably above the median for the 
United States, vbich is 8.4 years; and also higher than the median for 
the state of utah, which is 10.3 years~ 
4. The women were younger than their husbands in all o~cupational 
groups. The age differential varies from a low of 2.8 years in semi-
skilled workers to 6.8 years among service workers. Th e total average 
age of the men is 42.7 years and of the women, 38.4 years, the total 
average being 40.5 years. 
5·. Nationality origins showed a predominance of English and 
Danish stocks e other nationalities represented are mainly northern 
and western European: Scotch, French, Irish, Welsh, German, Canadian, 
Swiss, Dutch, Norwegian and Oseck. There is no apparent significant 
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relationship between nationality and occupition. Over one-fifth 
of the men and one-fourth of the women report their parents as Ameri-
cans. 
6. Slightly less than one-tenth of the women were engaged in em-
ployment outside the home. ':fives were employed as school teachers, 
office workers, clerks and waitresses. 
7'. There were 503 children between the ages of six and twenty-one 
in the 152 families, the average size of the tamily _8 5.3 persons, 
with an avere.ge ot 3.3 children per family. 
8. Religious affiliations of cooperators were: L. D. S., 148 
men and 149 women; catholic, 1 woman; Methodist, 2 men and 1 woman. 
Two men and 1 woman claimed no affiliation. 
9. The average cooperator home has six rooms. The service work-
ers group, with an average size home of 5.6 rooms owned the smallest 
homes, while the largest were maintained by the farmers, averaging 
6.5 rooms. 
10. Of the 152 families, 98.810 have radios in their homes; 89.S;( 
have an indoor bathroom and toilet; and 98.1~ enjoy a separate living 
room. 
11. Eighty-five per cent of the fa.milies owned an automObile. 
The only group reporting lOO.O~ ownership was the proprietors, uanagers 
and officials group. Two thirds of the service workers ,were as fortuna~a. 
12. All occupational groups were represented in military service 
during World War 11. The total number serving in some branch 0 f ser-
vice was thirty-two, or 21.010 of the total. 
Husbands' Problems With Wives 
1. Nagging and crit icism by th air wives is more irritat ing to 
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cooperator husbands than any other problem tabulat ed. The int ensity 
of irritation is 6th above the average 'of 20.07;(; the frequency of 
occurrence is 3rd below the average of 9.93~. About one in twelve 
wives nag and criticiz-e "'very often" or "quite often" and 50.610 "onoe 
2" One in seven (13e 6%) wives 'show lack 0 f interest in their 
husband's \lIJOrk rather frequent ly (2nd above average frequency). vVhile 
this is not a problem of extreme irritation (1 below average,) 19.610 
of the husbands are considerably annoyed by its occurrence. 
3. Nearly one-fourth (23e11o) of the husbands indicate t hat their 
wives rely on them "very often'· or "quite often" in naking deoisions. 
... ...'''' "'" 
This problem is high in frequency of occurrence (5th above average), 
but irritation (14e3jt) drops to 5th below average. 
4. Approximately one in seven (13tt a,!) of the husbands are con-
siderably irritated when their wives expect them to help in the home 
more than they think is equitablSe This is a major problem in only 
6.010 of the homes, ranking 4th below in frequency, 'rth below in irri-
tation., 
5. Cooperator wives do not irritate their husbands "very often" 
" .~ 
by spending too much time away from home; 5e2fo are "quite often" away 
. -
too' much. The irritation to the husbands (13.9%) exceeds the frequency 
of occurrence by S.OJ!., This is not a major problem, ra.!'Jking 7th below 
in irritation, 6th below in frequency. 
6. The problem of who shall make the decisions is a sou rce of 
considerable irritation in s orne of the c~operat or homes. Husbands re-
port that 19.21' of their wives insist on making family decisions "'quite 
oft en t • or "very 0 ften n • One in seven (15,,810) of the husbands are quite 
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highly irritated by this habit. This problem is 3rd above average in 
frequency of occurrence, 2nd below in intensity. 
T. On~third of the wives try to run the lives of the family' 
some of the time; 3.3,c "very oi'ten t1 , 5.610 "quite oftenff. This problem 
is 1 below average in frequency, 9th below in intensity, with 13.2% 
of the husbands expressing a oonsiderab1e degree of irritation. 
8.. Differences of opinion over discipline of the children are a 
major source of irritation in cooperator homes. Almost one-third 
(32.a;() of the husbands express "quite a bit" or "very much" irritation 
. -
(5th above average) when their wives are too lenient with the child rene 
This problem occurs more frequently (29.610) than any other problem. 
ranking 6th above average. 
9. Husbands are also very irritated (31(!lO;() when their wives are 
impatient with the children. Impatience is reported less often than 
too much leniency (15~8~ compared to 2ge 610 but is still above average 
(4th in frequency, 3rd above in intensity). 
10. The high degree of irritation experienced by husbands wh en 
their wives ~ake sides with the children is again indicative of the 
strong emotions involved where discipline of the children is concerned. 
Almost one-third of the husbands are considerably irrita.ted by this 
problem; 11.2it "very much" t 20.0)( "quite a bit ". The proportion of 
wives to,offend-is very l~w in com~arison (2.7~ in frequency, compared 
to 31.2% intensity). The degree of irritation expressed is 4th above 
average in intensity, frequenoy of occurrence is 9th below average. 
11. The number of wives who fail rather otten in their responsi-
bllities to their children is very low (2.0;(,), pla.cing this problem 
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10th below average in frequency of occurrence. The degree of irritation 
is also below average (Sth), 13.810 of the husbands expressing consider-
able irritation. 
12. According to 12.510 of the husbands J meals are not ready on 
time in their homes rather frequently (2.610 "very otten", 9.910 "quite 
. -
often"). The irritation expressed is slightly higher (17.7%) than the 
occurrence, but is 4th below average in intensity. 
13. Response 0 f the husbands to the problem "Wife is poor cook" 
would indica.t e that most of their wives have mastered the art of cook-
inge No wives are poor cooks "very often", only .7ttfo "quite often". 
Irritation is 10th below the average in intensity (12eS1o). Obviously, 
this is not a maj or problem in Oooperator homes. 
14. The problem of "'poor housekeeping" is 6th below the average 
in frequency of occurrence and 1 above in intensity of irritation. One 
in twenty wives fail to measure up to the housekeeping standards of 
their husbands "very often" or "quite often". Almost one-fourth (23.7~) 
of the husbands are considerably upset by the lack of order in their 
homes. 
15. Less than 4.0% of the husbands indica.ted much irritation 
regarding religion, either as to frequency or intensity. Although this 
problem is of no great concern (8th below averag e frequency. 11th below 
average intensity, it is obvious that difficulties over religiOUS matters 
occur even when there is common membership in the same church. 
16. Over one-third (35.5;;) of the husbands report· irritation over 
sexual relations, however, oBly 2.610 are irritated "very often", and 5.910 
ftquite often"; lle2~ just ttonce in awhile". The intensity of irritation 
. -
is slightly higher; 2.610 Uvery much tfj 16.5j! nquite a bit n; 23e7ct "very 
litt lee " Thi s problem is 2nd below average frequency J 3rd below average 
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intensity. 
17. While disagreements over money matters do not occur as often 
as some other problems (5th below average frequency); the accompanying 
irrita.tion is relatively high (2nd above average intensity). Differ-
ences occur "very oft en" in 10310 of the homes J "quit e oft en"' in 4.6j!. 
- . 
Almost one-fourth (238110) of the husbands expressed a rather high degree 
of irrite.tion. 
On the whole, the male cooperators appear to be fairly well ad-
justed and are enjoying a reasonable amount of marita.l compatability. 
They compare favorably with husbands in other studies. 
Approximat ely ten per cent are irritat ed rather oft en by one or 
more of the listed problamst' The degree of irritation expressed is 
twice the frequency of occurrence. The general area in which the 
highest degree of frequency and irritation occurs is with those problems 
involving discipline of the children. 
The recognition of these problems by the husbands is encouraging, 
as it is the first step in overcoming the rrs.ny handicaps to a satisfact-
ory marital relationship. 
Wives' Problems With Husbands 
1. The remembering 0 f anniversaries and birthdays is vary import-
ant to cooperator wives, ranking sixth above the norm in frequency and 
seventh above in intenSity. According to the wives, 22.4" of the hus-
bands fail to remember these important dates rather frequently; 41.510 
a f the wives are irritat ad to quit a a high degree. 
2. One in five wives report that their husbands fail to express 
a.ppreciation either "very often" or tfquite -often". This problem is 4th 
above the norm in frequency, falls 4th below in intemity. 
III 
3. That love a.nd affection are vital to the happiness 0 t wives 
is evidenced by the fact that over on&-third of the cooperator wives 
are irritat ad to quite an extent when their husbands tail to demon-
strate their affections., This problem ranks three above average in 
both frequency and intensity., 
4. More intensively than for a.ny other short-coming J wives re-
sent lack of interest in the home. They rank this item 10th above 
average" One in five (20 .. 410) husbands fail to show expect ed imerest 
in the home. One-half (48.7j!) of the wives express a rather high de-
gree of irritation because of it. 
5. ~,'ell over one-third (3ge 5%) of the wives feel a fairly at rong 
resentment toward husbands when they fail to help out in the home when 
badly needed. The degree of irritation (5th above average) is high 
in proportion to the frequency 0 f irritat ion; 13.910 fail to help rtvery 
otten" or "quite often." 
6. Wives rate "husband too lenient with children" highest in 
frequency of occurrence and second highest in intensity of irritation. 
The wives complain that 24.3~ of their husbands are too lenient with 
the children quite frequently and over four out of ten (44el~) express 
in consequence a fairly high degree of irritation. The need for 
ptren'fal teamwork is il lust rat ad here, as the husbands nade correspond-
ingly stro.ng accusations against their wives. 
7. Wives are quite highly ilTitated (8th above average) when the 
husbands are too impatient withl the children. The degree of irritation 
(43 8 310) is almost four times as great as the frequency of occurrence, 
(11.5%). The husbands were also highly irritated with their \Ii ves where 
this same problem exists. 
8. Few people can acoept criticism without resentment and irri-
tation, and cooperator wives are no exception. Criticism trom their 
husbands causes irritation 6th above the norm in intensity and 2nd 
above in frequency. 
9. 1lIhile only four per cent ot the wives report that their hus-
ba.nds att empt to plan and run the lives of family members J 21.110 are 
irritated to a rather high degree by such attempts at domination. 
This problem is 9th below the average in frequenoy and 6th below in in-
tensity. 
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10. Over one-third (3,*.210) of the wives are considerably irritat ad 
when their husbands make important decisions without consulting them. 
Less than one in ten (8.5~) husbands otfend very frequently. 
11. When "husbands spend too much time away from home" a problem 
- . 
develops whio~ causes somewhat less ooncern (3rd below the average 
frequency and 5th below in int ensity) than many other items. Slightly 
over one-fifth (21.7';) are irritated to a degree; 77.610 are bothered 
t'seldom or never". 
12. Less than one in twelve (Se 6%) participate rather oft en in 
leisure time activities without their wivese Over one-fourth (27.71o) of 
the wives are irritated to quite an extent when they are excluded from 
these activities. 
13. The use of profanity in any degree appears to be disturbing to 
cooperator wives@' This problem is 4th above the average in int ensity 
of irritation, 36.710 of t.he wives being irritated n very much" or "quite 
a bit It when it occurs. It is 4th below average in frequency. 
14. Cooperator husbands appear to be an even-tempered group of 
men, only 2.610 of the wives reporting that their husbands are ill-tempered 
very frequently. This problem is above the average (." 2) in int ensity, 
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irritation to "quite a high degree" affecting 35.510 0 f the wives. 
- ~ 
15. Financial problems cause friction livery often" with 4.0~ of 
the wives and "quite often" with 28 610; 63.2% are irritated either 
"very much" or "quite a bit, ft and 15.8% "very little'fe Here is another 
item ""hieh is more serious than is indicated at first glance. 
16. Religious matters create relatively little difficulty in 
Brigham Oity homes (8th below average frequency, 7th below in intensitY)e 
'I.lllhile only 2.010 are bothered "very often" and 2.6::! "quite often'· J fig-
urea representing intensity rise higher; 7.9 ft are irritat a:i tlvery much w 
and 5e9~ ttquit e a bit fl. It appears that cooperators have religious 
difficulties aside from common church membership. 
17'. Disagreement over sexual matt era arise less frequently than 
nany other problems J but when trouble does arise, 2'7.7cfo of the wives are 
quit e highly irritated. This problem is 7th below average in frequency 
of occurrence, and 2nd below in intensity. 
In every area of conflict the women experience a higher degree of 
irritation than do their husbands e This is indicative of the fact that 
the feminine half of the marriage partnership undergoes the greater ad-
justment in narriage. 
Attitudes or habits which indicate that the wife has status and 
comes first in the planning and consideration of the husband are of 
najor importance to the wives. Failure on the part of the husbands to 
show interest in the home, to express love and affect ion, and to remem-
ber such things as birthdays and anniversaries creates irTitation well 
above the average.t 
The relatively high frequency of disagreement over problems involv-
ing the children and the strong emotional reaction indicated by both the 
husbands and the wives suggests the need for parental teamwork in esta'b-
lishing a consistent policy of discipline. 
General Problems of Wives 
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1. Nearly one in ten of the wives (9.9';) do not like t hEd. r jobs 
of homemaking very much., The majority appear to be well adjusted to 
their homemaking responsibilitiese Over one-half (52.6~) enjoy their 
work "very much"; 37.5~ "quite B. bit.i1' No one reported complete dis-
satisfaction. 
2. The three items suggest ad most frequently by mothers as 
"things family members can do to ease homemaking burdens If were: "Keep 
clothes in order, tI listed by 630210 of the mothers; "help with the 
housework," 48.0;(; and tfbe on time for meals, It 2S.6it. 
3. More than nine out of ten wives are reasonably well satisfied 
with the kind of family life and family unity which exists in their 
homes. About 1 in 12 (8.S%) report that they are "not very well satis-
fied". Here again no complete dissa.tisfaction is expressed. 
General Family Problems 
I. Family participation in leisure time and recreational activities 
is a very strong factor in holding the family together. The amount of 
participat ion report ad for cooperat or families was: "very oftenft IOeS"; 
"quite often" 39.5';; "once in a while" 42e7~; and "seldom or never" 
7e 3;:;. 
2. The pattern of leisure time activities listed by BrighB.m Cit y 
families reflect .. the modem trend away from the home. The activities 
in which families pa.rticipated most often were: picture shows 52.010; 
athletic sports 39.510. picnics 34.9~j car riding 31.610; trips and out-
ings 2S.0j!; family gat~herings 18.4%; churoh activities 15.110; and home 
activities llo27Sf'I 
30 Several different metbods of handling famdly finances were used 
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by cooperator families. They are: doint Checking 28.910; "Father handles" 
2883~; Family Budget 19.1;!; '1Mother handles tf 13.2~; and "All participat eft 
10.5%('; Th e highest amount of satisfaction is expressed with the joint 
checking syst em, all those employing this method being either "very 
well It 0 r "quite well" satisfied. Only 12 out of th e 152 familiee express-
ed considerable dissatisfaction with the, method employed in their homes. 
4. Division of responsibility and sharing of authority appears to 
be the trend in Brigham City families, both in establishing rules for 
family conduct and in the discipline of the children. In 58e 5% of the 
homes the rules for conduct are originat ed by both parents» in 21.1% by 
the mother; in 15 0 810 by all members of the family; and in 4.S%, by the 
fatherc In only 58 9% of the homes is the father given exclusive control 
in enforcing discipline; in 36.2% responsibility is given to the mother; 
and in 578910 both parents disoipline the children., 
Problems in Rearing Children 
1. The problem of discipline is a chief source of difficulty (14th 
above the norm of 13.7/!) between cooperator parents and children. This 
problem is most serious in the 5 to 9 age grouPe Parel'lts report that 
29.3% of the boys and 30.S:! of the girls cause "A big problemll or "quite 
a problem f ' by not minding very welle 
2. Parents indicate that 29.3% (13th above average) of their child-
ren play around at their work quite frequentlYe Boys between the ages of 
10 and 15 and 5 to 9 are more inclined to do this, while the girls in the 
16 to 21 year old group creat e much more of a problem than the boys of. the 
same age. 
3. More than one in four children present a fairly serious problem 
in wanting their own ?f8.y too muche The girls are slightly more of a 
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problem than the boys (28 e 81o compared to 25 8 410). 
4. Parents consider lack of self-confidence quite a problem with 
24e51o of their children" This trait is exhibited most (34.'710) in the 
boys between the ages of 10 and 15. and is above the norm in all. ages. 
5. Lack of temper control to a serious degree is slightly more 
prevelant among the boys than the girls (24.2%, compared to 20.7i!). The 
problem is more pronounced among the younger Children. and is above the 
norm in all cases except the 10 to 15 year old girls. 
6. Being self-conscious or ill at ease around others is a problem 
abov'e average importance in all a.ges.. The girls 5 to 9 experience the 
great est di fficul ty. 
'7. Not want ing to get up in the morning is a problem whioh increases 
with the chronological age of the child" More than one-fourth (24.510 or 
the boys and 3l.0j! of the girls) of the 16 to 21 age group create ua big 
problem" or "quite a problemu for their parents with this type of behavior8 
8 8 The tendency to be "bossy" and "domineering~t causes a. problem 
of above average seriousness in all age groups except the girls 10 to 15 
and the boys 16 to 21; the 5 to 9 year old girls exhibit this trait meat 
frequently (22.910). The girls show a higher total frequency than the boys 
(18.9~ compared to l5.9%)e 
9. Parents indiaat e that on the whole, their boys (20.2%) are more 
inclined to be quarrelsome to a fairly serious degree than the girls 
(16 8 510). The problem is well above average intensity in the 5 to 9 year 
old boys (2o tl ofo) and girls (26.710). and in the 10 to 15' year old boys (23.610). 
10. The habit of being careless in their work is more a f a problem 
in the 10 to 15 age group; 30 •. 6% of the boys and 17.5% of the girls anno, 
their parents to quite an extent" 
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11. Boys in cooperator families present a considerably greater 
problem where teasing other children is concerned than do the girls 
(20.510 as compared to 9.5j!). This trait is more notioeable in the 
younger age group, while the 16 to 21 year old girls are not represent-
ed in the tlquit e a problem" or tla big problem" oolumnse 
12. llty dreaming too much is prevalent in all ages but is not a 
problem high above the norm except among the 5 to 9 year old boys (23.710). 
The total average for the boys exceeds that of the girls (16.r1o as com-
pared to 11.8%)., 
13. Parents rep-ort that a relatively high percentage of the boys 
(20.3%) and girls (30~1~) in the 16 to 21 year o~d group spend entiray 
too much time alone. This problem occurs least among younger children 
and increases with chronological age. 
14. The 5 to 9 and the 10 to 15 year old boys cause more difficulty 
than other children in not standing up for their rights. The percentages 
ror the girls of the same age are below the norm in seriousness. This 
marked difference suggests the possibility that parents feel greater 
concern when this trait is exhibited in a boy. 
15. Crying spells are much more of a problem with younger children. 
They decrease, however, with increase in chronological age. The tact 
that parents report a greater problem with the 10 to 15 year old boys 
(12. 510) than with girls or the same age (10.6;!) indicates that the father 
(or mother) may be over harsh and over anxious to make a man out or his 
son before his experience enables him to become onee 
16. The percentage of boys who creat e a problem by unwise handling 
or money is much higher than the girls (16 .• 8% compared to 7.a:1o)e Per-
centages ror the girls are below the norm, except in the case of the 
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16 to 21 year old girls (13.8%) who generally have more money to spend. 
17. The boys in cooperator families are much more r,e1uotant to 
study their lessons than the girls, and creat e a problem above the 
norm in intensity for all ages. 11111 e this problem is recognized among 
the girls of each age, in no case is it reported above the norm with 
them. 
18. Selfishness is most prevalent in the younger children, parti-
cularly the girls (20.0;( for the girls as compared to 18.210 for the 
boys). The problem decreases with age among the boys, but drops to 
4.010 alD)ng the 10 to 15 year old girls and increases to 10.,7% among the 
16 to 21 year old girls. 
1ge The youngest children tend to resort to sulking and unpleasant-
ness much more frequently than do the children in the other groups. 
The tendency decreases generally with age except among the 16 to 21 
year old girls who show an increase over the 10 to 15 (10el% compared 
to ,6 8 9%). 
20. The problem of "not wanting to attend church" is below the 
norm for the 10 to 15 and 16 to 21 year old boys. But the total average 
for the boys is twice as high as that of the girls (lS.4it compared to 
7',,010). Parents report "no trouble at all" with 75118iC of the children. 
2le Parents have somewhat of a problem with children of all ages 
in not wanting to accept advice and counsel. This problem is slightly 
above the norm (13.9%) in the 10 to 15 year old boys and the 16 to 2l. 
year old girls group (13e8~) and below in all other cases. Differences 
are not consistent enough to draw further conclusions. 
22. The boys in cooperator families are away from home too much 
of the time much more frequently than the girls (10.810 compared to 
5e 7i!' e This is true in all ages. The seriousness of this problem re-
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mains about the same for boys of all ages~ 
23. An attitude of disrespect toward adults seems to be more notice-
able in the girls of 5 to 9 (13.310 and the boys of 10 to 15 (12e5%)~ This 
problem decreases \vith age among the girls and is even of less importance 
with the boys. 
24. "Staying out too lat e at night" is a fa u1 t mo at common with 
the older ages, the 5 to 9 year old children not being represented in 
the serious problem oolumns. The problem inoreases with age, 14.210 of 
the boys and 20.7i! of the girls in the 16 to 21 age group creating either 
"quit a a problem" or a "big problem" • 
. --25. The use of rude or profane language is well below the norm 
in seriousness among cooperator families. Saven per cent of the 10 to 
15 year old boys give their parents concern by the usa of such language. 
No parents report a serious problem with the 16 to 21 yfJ!ir old a.ge group, 
13.8% of the girls and 20.7% of the boys are classed as "'not much of a 
problem. tI Possibly a father does not consider it a matt er of concern 
when a grown son swears. 
26. Dishonesty in cooperator children is a trait not recognized 
as a sarious problem in a.ny of the 5 to 9 year old or the 16 to 21 year 
old girls. Two and seven-tenths per oent of the 10 to 15 year old girls 
cause t1 quita a. problem". The total percentage 0 f the boys (5.3iO exceeds 
that of the girls (.910) by 4e41~ 
2Te "Sluffing lt school is also a problem VJJi th inoreasing age. The 
oldest boys give their parents most concern, 6.910 presenting "a big 
problem". 
/-28 8 Smoking is no problem at all am:>ng the girls. Parents report 
"quite a problem" with 2.810 of the 10 to 15 year old boys and one in ten 
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(10e71o) of the 16 to 21 year old boys~ 
/'29. The problem of drinking appears to cause cooperator pareuts 
small concern. No age group is represented in the serious problem col-
umns. Naturally, it is uNo problem at all tt for th e youngest group and 
also for the 10 to 15 year old girls. It becomes what parents say is 
"Not much of til. problem't for 3.510 of the oldest girls; for 2.8% of the 
10 to 15 year old boys; and tor 7.0:! of the 16 to 21 -year old boys. 
The heavy post-war accident, crime and delinquency rat es and the higher 
consumption ot spiritous liquors in the area suggest that the parents of 
Brigham City may not be alert to or are not sufficiently cognizant ot 
the t rue import ot this problem. 
The comparatively high importance attached to several problems 
which are closely related to the convenience and authority of the p3.rent s 
suggests a conclusion similar to that 0 f Wickman and ra vi s-McGinnis, that 
parents t reactions to the behavior problems of childrel?- are determined in 
direct rela:tion to the immediate effect of the behavior upon the parents 
themselves. 
The fact that "lack of self-confidence", "selt-conscious or ill at 
ea.se around others tt, "day dreaming~, "spending too much time a lone" , 
and "not standing up tor rights n are ranked above average in seriousness 
indicat es that many Brigham Oi ty parentS' recognize and are concern ed 
about with-drawing types of behavior to which the mental hygienists 
attached so much importance. 
Comparison at the various age groups with respect to the total 
number of serious problems reported for each group reveals that the 10 
to 15 year old boys cause their parents most concern... The 16 to 21 year 
old boys present the smallest problel11tt As a whole, the boys creat e more 
problems than the g~rls. 
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The future at the American home is one a f uncertainty. In a world 
of great change and development the family still renains the most secure 
of all institutions, and is still the most potent factor in the develop-
ment of personalityo Today' s family bears the impress of contact with 
the great foroes that have creat e1 the modern era. Undoubtedly, the 
family as it was, influenced these forcesm Certainly the family of the 
post-war period differs greatly from the family of 100 years agoe There 
is evidence that further changes in the family are immdnent. While the 
study of home and family life problems in Brigham City revealed a high 
degree of family unity and compatability, it also revealed a considerable 
amount of irritation and maladjustment in every area considered. Out of 
stress, out of disorganization, out of change, yet; finer types of family 
organization, of family cooperation, and of family unity me.y be expected 
to emerge8 Research and appraisal should aid positive trends~ Undoubted-
ly there is a field for community planning in working out a program based 
on sound mental hygiene and an adequate social philosophy. 
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fable 1. Percentage of 5 to 9 'Tear old boY's· who give thejr parents designated degrees 'of 
concern with respect to Bpecif'ic~obehavior patterns, 3righam 01t7. utah, 1946 
'.rcenta,e creatins proD1ems 
Behavior problems A. :s 0 D 
of . oMldrea A.&! A big Quite a I'ot much of mo problem 
combined Eoblem problem a problem at'all 
1. Not mlading very well 38.2 1.8 36.04 49.2 12.6 
2. Playing around at work 36.4 3.6 32.8 45.4 18 •. 2 
~. Want ing own way too much 29.'2 5.5 32.7 41.1 23.7 
• Lack of self-confidence 21.9 5.5 16.4 34.6 ~3.5 5. Losing control of temper too otten 29.1 7.3 21.8 38~1 ~2.S 6. Self-coDscious or ill at ease 20.0 3.6 16.4 ~O.9 9.2 7. Not waating to get up in the mornillg 12.7 1.8 10.9 3.S 43.5 
s. BOBSY and domineering 32.6 1.8 21.8 36.lt. 40.0 
9. ~relaomeneBs a). 0 1.8 18.2 58.2 2l.8 
10. Carelelsness in work 16.
0
2 3.,6 12. 7 30.9 ~2.g 
11. Teasing other children 25.5 5.5 20.0 25.' 9.2 
12. Dqdreaming 23.'7 5.5 18 •. 2 29.2 47.1 
13. Spending too much time alone 9.,1, 1.8 1.3 !l.1 6S.1 
111.. Bot standing up for own rights 13.5 3.6 9.9 24.1 61.8 
15.. Crying spells 21.9 5.5 16.lf. 27.4 50.7 
o' 16. Poor Judgment in handling mOD.e,. 14.5 1.8 12.7 23.7 61.8 ., 17. Making fuss about studying 16.4 l6~4 2l.S 61.8 
IS. Too selfiah 18.2 3 •. 6 IlJ..6 27 •. 4 511..4 
19. Sulking and unpleasantness 10.9 3.6 7.3 32.8 56.3 
20. Bot wanting te attend church 11.0 1.8 9.2 18.2 70.8 
21. Not acoepting parental advice 9.1 3.6 5.5 27.4 63.5 
22. Spendillg too much. t1me iJL actt vities 
63.8 away from home 1(}.9 10.9 25.3 
2~. DiaDe~.cttul to a!n1ta 7.3 7.3 43.5 49.2 
2 • Stqing Gut too late at night .0 7 •. 3 92.7 
25. Rude or profane la.nguage 3.6 3.6 18.2 78.2 
26. DishonestT 5·5 5.5 16.11- 18.1 27. ~Sluff1ngn school .0 5.5 94.~ 
28. Smoking .0 3.6 96. 
29. Drinking .0 100.0 
iFift7-fi ve bOTe involved. 
.... 
~ 
!able 2. • Perc_tage of 5 to 9 7ea:r old gLrla who give their parent B designated degrees of 
concern with respect to apecificpehav10r .patteras, :Brigham 01ty. Utah, 19l.J.6 
Percent~e ereatin, Eoblems . 
~ehavior pro~lems At. :a 0 D 
af children olio! A big ~te a Bot much of 1'0 proble at 
com-billGd proble. proDlem a problem . all 
46.1 .'jI 1. Not minding verT well 8.9 31.8 lfo.o .~~:~ 2. Playing around at work ~ •. 4 33.4 42.2 3. Wanting -own wq too much .1 6.1 33.'4 1&0.0 19.9 
4. Lack of-self-confidence 20.0 2.2Y 17.8 28., 51.1 
5. Losing control of temper too often 2S~9 6.7 22.2 37.8 ~.3 6. Self-conscious or 111 at ease 2S.9 2.2 26.7 22.4 17 
7. iTot wanting to.··'\ge.t up ·in the morning 6.7 6.7 ~.6 57.7 
S. B08S7 ud 'alb:aering 28.9 2.2 26.7 .0 31.3 
9. ~uarrelsom.ne88 26.7 26.7 a3•J 020• 0 10. Carele8mess ill. work 13.3 13.3 2.2 44.·~ 
11. !easing other ~i1dren 17.8 
-
17.8 31.8 44.14-
12. Daydreaming 11.1 11.1 26.7 62.~ 
. l~. ~pend1ng too much t1me alone 4.5 
-
11-.5 22.2 73.3 
1 • Not standing up for r1gb:ts 8.9 ~ 8.9 31.1 60.0 
15. Cr71ng spells 22.2 11.1 11.1 35.6 42.2 
16. Poor judgment in handling monel' . 6~7 
-
6.7 17.8 75.5 
11. XaJdngfu.ss about 8t~ing 11.1 11.1 2.2 86 .. 7 
18. !roo selfish 20.0 2.2 17.8 ~.8 42.2 19. Sulking and unplea8antness 1;.6 
-
15.6 .0· 44.4 
20. Bot wanting to attend church 6.1 6.7 8.9 82.lt-
21. Not accepting parents' adTiee 11.1 ll.l 22.2 66.7 
22. Spending too much time in activities 
6.7 awa'T from home 6.7 6.7 86.7 
2~. Disrespeetful to aclults 1~.3 13.3 31 •• 48.9 
2 • StSTing out too late at night • •. 0 4.5 95.5 
25. Rude or profane language 4.5 4.5 11.1 g~4 
26. DishonestT .0 11.1 85.9 
27. 1!SluffiDgl school .0 4.5 95.5 
28 •. Smoking •• 0 100.0 
29. Drinking .0 100.0 
·iorty-:tive girls involved. ..... ~ 
!able 3. Percentage of 10 to 15 yeer 014 'boys. who give their parent;s designated degrees 
of concern with respect to· speeifie behavior patterns. :Brigham Ci~y. Utah, 1946 . 
-- Percentage creating problems 
Behavior problems ABC 
of children A & 3 . A big" Q,uite a 110t much of 
combine' prob1. probl:,em a problem . 
1. Rot minding very well 
2. Playing arotiDd at work 
3. Wanting own vaT too much 
4. LaCk of self-confidence 
5. Losing control of temper too often 
6. Self-conscious or ill at ease 
1. lot wanting to get up in the morning 
8 •. 1)0887 and. domineering 
9. Quarrelsomeness 
10. Oarelessness in work 
11. T-easing other children 
12. Daydreaming 
13. ~end.ing too rmch t1me alone 
14. lot standing up for rights 
15. Orying sp ells 
16. Poor judgment in handling monel' 
11. Making fuss about Btu~ing 
18. Too selfish 
19. Sulking and unpleasantness 
204. Not wanting to attend church 
21. Not aecepting parents' 841vce 
22" Spending too much time in activities 
aw8l' from heme 
23. Disrespectful to adults 
24. ~t&.y'1ng out too late 
25. Rude or profane langua,ge 
26. D1 shone sty 
27. ~Sluff1ng" school 
28. Smokimg 
29. Drinking 
• Seventy-two bOTs 1n.-tol Ved. 
11.1 2.8 8.3 19.11 
12.5 4.2 8.3 26.4 
7.0 1.14- 5.6 5.6 
7.0 1.11- 5.6 18.1 
1-.0 14-.2 3.8 8.3 
2..g 2.8 5.6 
2.8 2.8 4.! 
·.0 2.8 
D 
Bo problem 
at 8J.1 
!able 4. Percen.tage of 10 to 1; year old girls. who give their parents designated degrees 
ot concern with respect to specific behavior patterns. Brigham Ci1;7, utah, 1946 
_. 
~ Jiercent!le ereat i nit Eoblems 
~ehaviar problems A :s 0 1) 
.t Mildren .&.&1 A big Q,u1te a !Tot Dl1lch of 1'0 problem 
combined problem problem a problem at. 8J.1 
1. Bot minding very well 17.3 17.3 48.1 34.6 
2. P1q1ng aroUlld at work 24.2 24.2 ;0.5 25.3 
3. W&at ing 0WJl way too much 18.6 1 'I 17.~ 11-1.3 lto.l • .;J 4.- Lack ef eelf-confidence 16.1 2.7 13. ~.5 46.14-5. Losing control of temper too often 13.14- 2.7 10.7 .1 46.lt. 
6. Self-GOnscious or 111 at ease 16.1 2.7 .13.4 38.6 11-5.3 
7. ·;10 t _ w.ting to get up in the morning 21.4 21.b.. 37.5 40.1 
8. Jossy and domineering 10.7 10.7 ;o.~ 38.6 9. Quarrelsemeness 12.0 12.0 If.9. 38.6 
10. Car·e1esmesa in work 17.5 1.3 16.2 50.5 32.0 
11. !easing ether children 10.7 10.7 30.7 58.6 
12. Dqdreaming 10.6 1., 9.3 37.5 51.9 
l~. ~end1ng too much ·time alone 9.3 9.3 34.6 56.1 
1 • Bot standing up for right s 6.& 1.3 5.3 24.-2 69.2 
15. Crying spells 10.6 1.3 9.3 28.6 62.8 
16. Poor judgment in handling monel' 5.3 5.3 26.' 68.1 
17 ~ Mald.ng fUss about stuqing 5.3 5.) 28.6 66.1 
18. !oo selfi·sh 4.0 1.3 2.7 28.6 6S.? 
19. ~~k1Dg and unpleasantness 6.6 1.3 5.3 34.8 57.,6 
. 20. Eo.t wanting to attend church 11-.0 4.0 14.7 81.3 
21. lot',acceptiDg parentsl advice 1)..0 4.0 32.0 64.0 
22. Spending teo much t1me in activities 
4.0 13.4. a'Waf . from home 4 •. 0 82.6 
23. Dl·arespectful to adults 9.3 1.3 8.0 25.4 65.3 
24. S.t~ing out too late 2.1 2.7 13.4 g3~9 
25. Dishonesty 2.7 2.7 8.0 89., 
26. ~ude or profane language 4.0 
-
~.o 2.7 93.3 
27. "Sluffing" school 2.7 2.7 5.3 92.0 
28. Smoking .0 100.0 
29. Drinking .0 100.0 .... 91 
'Seventy-five girls involved. 
!able 5. Pe-~age of 16 to 21 7eBZ old 'b07S*' who g1ve~he1r parents designated degrees 
of concern with respect to specific b,ehavler patterns, Brigham City. Utah, 194& 
Per cent ace creating Eoblem.s 
3ehavior problems A B C D 
of cld.ldren ABo! j, bit Quite a lot mu.ch of 1'0 problem 
combinei problem problem a Eroblem at all 
1. Not minding verT well ~7.2 17.2 34~5 48." 
2. Plqing around at work 13.8 13.8 24.1 22.1 
~. Wanting own vaT too much 2).7 20.7 211-.1 55~2 
• Lack of self-confidence 24.1 6.9 11.2 27.6 148 • .3 
5. Losing control of temper too otten 11.2 17.2 44.8 38.0 
6. Self-con.seious or 111 at ease 20.7 20.7 27.6 51.7 
7. Bot wanting to get up in the morning 34.5 6.9 2:1.6 20.7 44.9 
s. ]30 ssy and domineering 3.5 3.5 27.6 68.9 
~. ~uarrelsomene8s 16.9 16~9 2l1..1 69.0 
10. Carel.8.aess in work ~ 5 3.5 20.7 75.' 11. Teasing other children 1 :2 3.5 10.1 37.5 48.; 
1~ Day'dreaming 13.' 13.8 2:).7 65 •. 5 
13. Spending too much time aloBe 2>.3 6.8 13.5 37.5 55.5 
14. Not standing up for ri~t8 13.8 13.8 17.2 69.0 
15. Crying ~el1s .0 3.5 96.5 
16. Poor judgment in handling lIloney 17,,5 6.9' 10.6 21.5 55.0 
17. Making tuss about studying 17.3 3.3 13.8 20.7 62.0 
1S. ~oo selfish 6.9 6.9 13.8 79.; 
19. Sulldng and unpleasantness 6.9 6.9 27.6 65.5 
20. Not wanting to attend church 17.3 3.5 13.8 17.2 65.5 
21. Not accepting parents' advice 7.0 3.5 3.5 24.1 68.9 
22 •. Spending too much time in activities 
10.14- 6.9 34~5 ava7 from home 3.5 55.1 
23. Disrespectful to adults .0 
-
31.0 69.0 
24. St.v1ng out too late 14.2 3.5 10.7 31.5 ijg.3 
25. Rude or profane language .0 20.7 79.3 
26. Dishonesty 3.5 ~ 3.5 6.9 89.6 
27. ~Sluffingn school 6.9 6.9 17.2 75.' 
28. Smoking 10.7 10.7 89.3 
29. Drinking .0 7.0 93.0 .... 
.!8 
i!&entY'-nlne b07S involved. 
fable 6. Percentage of 16 to 21 7ear old girls. who give their ·parents designated degrees 
. of concern with respect to specific behavior patterns, :Srig~ City, Utah, 19lf.6 
Benavior problems 
of children 
1. Not minding very well 
2. PlaTing around at work 
3. Wanting OW'll wa:r too much 
4. tack of selt-confidence 
5. Losing control of temper too eften 
6. Self-consoioae or ill at ease 
1. Bot wanting to get up in the morning 
S. IOS87 and domineering 
9. ~uarrelsomeness 
10. Carelessness in work 
11. ~easing other children 
12.. Daydreaming 
13. Spending too much time alone 
14. :rot standing up for right. 
15. Cr7ing spells 
16. Poor judgment in handling monel' 
17. Mald.ng fuss about stud1'ing 
18. Too selfish 
19. Sulking and unp1easaatnes8 
20. Not wanting to attend church 
21. Bot accepting parental adVice 
A&:S 
combined 
27.6 
31.1 
27.6 
30.0 
20.7 
17.6 
31.0 
17 • .3 
10.1 
13.8 
.0 
13.8 
30.1 
17.6 
10.1 
13.8 
6.9 
10.1 
10.1 
10.1&. 
13.8 
22. Spending too much time in aotivities 
awq from home 
23. Disrespectful tQ adults 
24. Stqing out too late at night 
25. Rude or profane language 
26. Dishonesty 
21. "Sluffing" school 
28. Smoking 
29. Drinking 
ifWenty-niDe girls inve1ved 
6.9 
6.9 
20.7 
.0 
.0 
3.5· 
percentage.creattng problems 
A J e 
A big q.1te a Not much ot 
problem problem a problem 
3.5 24.1 41.14-
3.5 27.6 27.6 
3.5 24.1 ij.l.4-
6.9 24.1 31.0 
3.5 11.2 41.8 
10.1 17.2 31.5 
6.9 24.1 48.3 
3.5 13.8 38.5 
10.1 31.0 
13.8 34.5 
31.0 
34.6 
17.2 
20.1 
10.6 
41.4 
24.1 
41.3 
1l1.4 
27.6 
27.6 
55.6 
37.5 
58.6 
13.8 
6.9 
20.7 
D 
No problem 
at Q all 
31.0 
41..3 
31.0 
37.5 
37.5 
34,6· 
20.7 
44.2 
58.3 
51.7 
69.0 
51.·6 
51.7 
51~q. 
79.0 
114.8 
6919 
118.0 
48;2 
62.0 
58.6 
31.5 
55.6 
20.7 
86.2 
93.1 
75.8 
100.0 
96.5 
Box Elder Oounty, Utah 
Oommunity Program of Education 
Jor Home and Family Living 
Dear l'arent s of :B-ox Elder Oounty: 
., 
·june 17, 1946 
For the past ~ight yeats' the Horle and Family Life PrograJ!lt u.nder 
the snonsorship of the U. S. Office of Educati9n, has been Rc~ive 
in our county. In order to make this nrograo, increasingly ~oro 
effoct iva a.nd 'Ora.ctical. we, A.~e Rsking yo1.1.t heip in sccuring 
infornatipn concerning the fat:l~ly 'Orobleos ,'~,h1~h fRee fr-t.thers. 
nothers; husoands. ~nd '~~:v~a4 iI'h:t.$ is inf'6tryR.t1o;h ,.,hi,* o~l~ you 
e,an giv~~ becnuse it hns d.evelbped out bf 1o~ 01.m, 'bel'sonal 
fp..r:dly experionce. 
A representative gro~' of n~rents nre being asked to answer the 
Rccor.roe.nying duestions. In order th~t everyo,ne 1~'i~1 feel free to 
be perfectly frank in p~s'·reringt. '~TE;) ask thn.t no nrybes be signed 
and thAt your ans'·rers be ret't'l.rneq, b:y f.lail in such' a '~'P.y that no .. 
one "rill kno',' ~1ho .'they en,tie fron.' 
In filling out. the questionnaires.pert~ining to husbands and wives 
'~Te reo_uest that you do so '4'i th('ut e'ollabornt ing '~li th one another. 
Influence or help frou anyone, especially your husband or '~ife, 
concerning these ~ers~nal questions will oaterially detract fro~ 
tho value C"f this investigation •. HO'~TOVe;"f '!Then ,'lns'\Tering the 
questiC'ns "portaining to the childron. 'tIre tit{:!~ that bClth husband 
fUla. wife coop cr at 0 in' giving tho ans'f~ers' Instructions on pro'" 
cedure Arc as follows' 
. . 
1~ Read ench questioh darefull~' ahd t.>lPl.oe h. cross in front 
c;.f the ans,~er :-:-.ost neariy expressing your. o'm feelings. 
2~ :Be frAnk 'llld honest in ans~..,.ering all questions cOT.1ple~ ely. 
3; no n(lt discuss ouestions '·iith anynne a.lso. "'Ie desire 
, • a record (If yn.ur OllJIl personf'll feelings Pond experience. 
'+f ,Feel free to '~Tri te in i-rnur ('"m corment s, especially where 
called for, 
5. When questionna.ire is cor.:mlet,oly ans1.t1ered, place it in 
the accoo~anying envelope and nail ior.ediatoly~ 
We thank you for your COl'peration in naking this study a. success. 
Sincerely, 
Surveys and Studies Ooonittee 
Bcx Eldor H~ne 'and FROily Life Prograo 
I 
I, 
To The Husband 
---
. 'I. Pleaee d.o. not sign ~our name on this qu~st ionnaire • 
. 
2. Your own personal reactions are desired. Answer according to 
. your O'ffl feelings. 
3. In order that you,may feel ~erfectly free to give your own 
personal feelings. '~e urge you to fill this out ~~i thout the 
. help of your '~ife. 
4_ Both par~nts are urged to cooperate in filling out the ~lest1on­
nairas concerning nroblems with Children and General Family 
:problems. 
5. flaasemail comnleted ~uestlonnaire promotly. 
Thank you, 
\ 
OJ.' huVOl. 
To Ie AnS1Arered :By Husband 
........ ...... 1 ____ 
1, Age 
--....... _--...-I!'- (Last :Birthday) 
2, Nationa11t;r Origin. Mother ~ ________ ..... 
3. Occupation ~----~._~ __ ~=x~--~.~-.~ ..~. ~."_~._~._~.~._=_~ .. ~_~".~.~ .• ,_"_~.=.~._~_~ ..~, ~ ..~, --~~--~-----------
4, Educa t i on ~:::::::::!!!!!!!!!!I!'!I!::~. -~-,_~ •.~~~._~l~ •• ""!t!lO"4-'=~ ..!!""'£ ~:;::U1:IIIJ""!!4!1l1'!1::r:;::~,,«~. :_S'!i.ee, ~ .. ~_,!,\:,_==- (~ast g#J.de coovleted) 
5. Prc~o~t 'flOi!y §tp"tu". 
a, Is this :rour first oarriage? Yes No . 
b. Arc a:ny childron froD a. nrevious oarri.!tge l~ving "·'ith you? Yes No. 
c~ Aro there any adopted children living '~ith you now?' __ tes-- No.--
d. N'w.lbor of' children no,,, living in the faoily. .....* ......... __ ... i_ . .....,. _____ _ 
6. Are in-lp,1,rs or other relatives living '~rith you? 
-
Yes ....... No. l'lho? _~ __ _ 
7, Relig:ious ttff111at ions 00:0-...... 1 ~(' .... ....,jj ... t ____ ..... , ~, olooI!' ~""'j"""'l _ ........ ~..,...., ...... (Naoe of church) 
8, Do you O'~ an R,utotlCbile? Yes 
....-
No • 
9. Have you been in uilitary servico? Yes No. 
- ..,.. 
I, 
~robleDS of Husbpnds 
.......,. i \ . 
Here Rere sone of the very' corJoon l)robl~tls ,.rhich oo{1frc,nt Den as husbands. We would 
like to know how freouently they occur 'in actufLl experience and ho,,,r ouch of a 
bother o~ irrl tat ion ttLey ~re •. rhan they de. hA.pncn·. Pl~A.se indicAte for each one 
how often it ha;onens in your o'~ oXJ)crience RJS A. husbplld Md hot~ r.luch it bothers 
Y9U ~rhon it docs occur. (Check CIne" for e~ch question). . 
1. (p,,) Does 1ndfe nR{'; And Very ~llite Once in Seldon 
criticiz~? o often '0 oft on o P. '~'hilc o or never 
(b) When th i s h~T)'r) en s ho'", ouch Very Q,ui te Very lrot at 
docs it bother you? o ouch o a. bit o little o all 
2. (a) Docs '~'i:f'e sho'~r lack of interest Vary ~uite Once in Scldot'l 
and unders t:o.nding in your '~rork' 0 oft en o often o a while o or never 
Cb) Whon thi s hA.'T)'!')ens hC'\~' ouch Very ~tlito Very Net at 
does it bo ther you? o r.1uch o (! bit o little o all 
3. Ca) Does '~rife insi st on her O'P1n '~a:y Very q,uite Once in SaldoT.l 
in oakin~ de~is1ons re~~ding [J often o often o a ,."hile o or never 
the fm:lily? 
(b) When this ha~~ons how ouch does ,. Very QUite Very Not .at 
i t bo thor yo'u' o r.1uch o a. bit o little o all 
4. (a) Does '~ito try to 0 ouch to "Plan Very ~uite Once in SaldoD 
and run lives of fA.t1ily f.10;.l't;ers?D often o often o a '",hile o or never 
(b) When this hannens he'~ ouch Very q,uite Ver., Not a.t 
docs it bother you? o tlUch o a bit o little o all 
For ea.oh of the f'ollo,,,ing T)robleos uleaso indicF-!.te ho1ftr often they occur in yvttl'" 
O'tftT.p. experience RS n husb~nd Rnd how nu~ each ~ne bothers y~U: 
5. ( p") Is Wif$ too lenient in the Very q,uite Once in Seldot1 
discipline (If tho children? o often o often o t\ '~rhile 0 or never 
(;,) ~tfuen this ha'l')'Oons how f.'luch Ver..! Q,uite Very N0t at 
d:oes it botho:r Y!':Iu? o ouch o ~. bit o 11ttlfl o all 
6. ( fl.) %s ','ife tN' ir.1.pA.tient and short V£)ry ~uite Once in Seldor.1 
tor..11'orcd '·,ith the ch11c1.renT 0 nften o often o 1\ 1.rhile o <:IX' never 
(b) 'fhen this h~:->~..,ens how ouch Very q,tite Very N"t "l.t 
dens it bothor y(\u? Onuch o a 'Jit a little o all 
7~ '~.) D~es vifo rely too r.:uch nn Y{'lU Very Q,uito Once in Seldotl 
t~ n~o decisicns? o C'ften o often [J a ~ihi~e o or never 
(b) ~'lhen th i s h~;"').., ens h(',,,r ouch Vory ~1..t1tE) Very N"t Rt 
does it bother you? Dnuch o ~. 1;1t o little o all 
S. (a) Doos 'I,'ifo t'\ko sides '~ri th tho Very Q,uite Once in Seldotl 
children '(.rhen Y('IU cC'rrcct thee? 0 of ton o often o e. ,,,hile o or never 
(b) ~fhen this hq.""'",cns h(\'~r t1uch VtJry 'tu.i te Vcr~r Nr-t at 
does it bother ynu? n t'!uch o a l:it o little o ~ll 
--
9. (a) HC"i!T ('1ft en p.re uo;".l s nnt re~.dir Very ~l.ito Once in Seldot1 
on ti:-.lo? o C'ften o often o ~~ '~Thile o or never 
(b) ~~en' this hFl7'l, on s hCli.' ouch Very q,uite Very ~Tf'\t r-tt 
cloes it c('thor ::rf.\u? o T.1uch o a 'bit o little o All 
10. (a) D<'es ''''iie conk ~('IClr rle".lsl Very Q,uito Onco in Seld.oo o often o often o n ,.rhilo o or never 
(b) "'lhen th i s htt~'T')ens ho~r T.luch Very Q,uite Very NC't ~t 
does it octher yC'u? o T.:uch o a bit o littlo o ft11 
11. (a) Is ,.Tife a noor housokee~or? Vory Quite -Once in seldoo o often o often o fl. ,·,hi1e o or never 
(b) '''hen th! s hfX"')T').ens ho'4' tluch Very q,u.ite Very N'ot'\ R. t 
d00S it bC"thor you? o t1uch o a bit o little o nll/ 
12. ( ~.) Does Mife S"'1end toe" nuch tine Very Q,uite Once in \Seldt"!l 
in rl.ctivities R'~Trt~l fr(\r.~ hfloo? o often o C'ftan o a while o or never 
('b) ~rfhen this hn"'~ens ht"'.'" ouch Very ~ni.te Very Not nt 
does it bother ynu? o DUch o a. bit o little o a.ll 
13. (A.) Do i.1at ter s cr'ncorning -o('lney 
_ Very Q,uite Once in Se1d(\o 
cause clisp,grcenont bet,·recn you U C'ften o often o a ,.rhile o or never 
fI.nd y(\ur ,·,ife? 
(h) When this h~"'''''lens hf'\w nuch Ver1 ~",.i tc Very Rot a.t 
does it i')t"Ither ~r(\u? o ouch o a 'bit o little o all 
For each of the fol101~rin{~ 't")rob1cr.'ls 7'1case incLicato hO',' of ton they occur in ~rour 
01N'P. experience as a hus'bAnd and how r.luch e~.ch (lno bothers you; 
14_ (a) Do matters concerning religion Very Quite Once in Seldom 
cause difficulty bet~'een you 0 often 0 often 0 a while 0 or ne'\"er 
and your wife? 
(b) When this happens how much does Very 
it both~ ~,ro\t7 0 ouch Q,uite VfJry o a bit 0 little Not at o all 
15. (a) Do oatters concerning sexual 
rolations ca~se dis~greemcnt 
b ot',roon yqu and irO'l!" 1'1l'ife? 
(b) ''t1hon t'hi s ha,1)T)cns hQ"r nuch 
does it bother you? 
16. Ca.} Docs '·,if6 exocct ;rou to a-oend 
too ouch tine in holning out 
in tho hOI:'le? 
(b) 11hen this han..-,ons ho'~' r.-:1.1.ch · 
docs it bother ~rO'l? 
Very ~~itc Onco in Scldoo o often 0 of ton 0 a ,",hile 0 or novel' 
Quite Very [J ~ bi~ [J little V'cr:y o ouch Not at o a.ll 
Ver~r ~.li to Onee in SeldOl:l o of ton Oofton q a. '~Thile 0 or never 
, Vory o r.~uch Q,lli t e V tlry ORbit 0 little Not at o ~.ll 
17. ( a) Do,~ s ~,ri f c fail to tr.ke her ~r cry q",d t e One e in Sol dora 
sha.re of responsibili ty 111. the 0 of ton O· 0 n 'Arhil, oDor novel' 
d · h . bften CAl' a an trnln:'!.ng of t 0 
children? 
(b) ~\'''hon this If.~~:nons ho~~, r.:ucll 
f .. oes it bother you? 
Vcr ... .,. 
O'tiuch Q,ulte Vory o a bit Ol.ittlc 
i I 
~Tot n.t o :3.11 
Tho foregoing). 1st o~ T)Toblops in no '"ny covers p.ll tho 'T)robler.ls '~rhlch confront 
Don as h'tlSbfl.nds, In the. sPP"CE) u~ovidcd bolo'., :p1ot:.so ,.rri to in ~,ny 0 thor -orobleL1s 
'~1{lich tr~u fool fl.rc ir:::oortnnt in ;,r'oU+' (H·m cJqJorionco ~.S P.. hu.sb~n(l, 
l~ 
. F 
Generftl ~:rQbleos !?!.. Husbands 
. , 
l~ . Ar,e you self-eoployed. or 40 yo'u wQrk for sr.-r.190n'e else? 
Cl Self-epplQyed. 
CJ Work for sooeona ~lse. 
2. Ho,., "'011 satisfie~ ao ~r(\u feel '~ith the kind of ,,'ork YCtU ;u-e doing for your 
living? (Oheck one). 
D ~ent '~rei1 sat isf!~4 
o Fairly 'Arell satisfied 
o Not very '~'ell satisf;1.ed 
o Not sa.tisfied at all 
3. '(ha.t "re the 'things you dislike nost 'about your job? 
a. ________ ~~~~~~----__ ------------__ ~------~--------______ _ 
b, ___________ ~--~--___ y~,.-----------.------------"-----------------1 t 
------------------------------.--~,-.------~ -------------------------
4 .. :a:o~~r well satisfied do you feel ~bout the' ',.,ay you g~t a.long ~ll1ith your employer? 
(tiheck one) 
o Very well sJ:l.tisfied 
o : lairlY' we~l Ia.ti~fi,ed 
o Not very well· satisfied 
CJ rot satisfied at all 
[J Do not h~va'an emnloyer 
,.ft-. , 5.' Q.Q.at are sotle of tll,e tflctors ~Jhich you feel make it difficult for you and your 
etmlofGl' to '"ork ~~,el1 togetheri. 
a, 
, . 
b, 
----------------~------------~------------~--------------------
c. 
, .. , ,. : , .1, ,Ii 
~o 'l'he Wife 
- ............. ~
1,Please do not sign your nAJIle on this ou~st ionnaire. 
2. Your own l'ersonl\l re~ctions are desired. Answer according to 
your own teelings, 
3. !n order that you may feel ~erfectly free to give your O'~ 
person,q,l feelings, '~e urge you to fill this (\ut 't4'i thout the 
help of your husband., 
4. Eoth ~ar~nts Are urged to cooper~te in filling out the question-
naires concerning nrdblems with Ohildren and General Family 
Pro blams. - I 
5. Please mail completed questionnaire ~ro~tly. 
~ha.nk yt'u. 
1, Age ____ - (~ast :s 1rthday) 
2, Nationality Origin~ Father ___ ~~ ____ ~_ !-tother --------~------~-
3, Are you emnloyed outside ~,our home! Yes No. 
-
4. If you are emolQyed. '~'hat is the nature of your ",orkT -~-""";-1""'1 ___ ...,...._~"_r .,..." 
5. Jlducation _--------..a---.------(Last grade co~leted) 
6" Pr~sent Family Sta.tus: 
ft~ Is this :rour first marriage? Yes 1:10. 
b, Arc any children from B. :provioUs mArriaiO living '~ith youl _ Yes' 
c-.: Are there any .~.dopted children living ',ri th you n01~? _ Y-ss __ ~To. 
l :-.lfo~ 
d. Numbe+, of children no'" living in the f'~ily ....... _____ ---~ 
1. Are in-1R~'Ts or. other rela.t ives 1iving i'~ith you? . Yes 
....,-
Who? 
-----
s. :aelig~ous Aif11iA.tions . ____ ~, .,.., "!"'I. ~---..... i-~~-.,..;"'"'!', ..... , .....-__ . (~T~o of church) 
9. Ro~ many rooms do you havo in you.r homo? ____ "'--
a, Living room? Yes No 
b .. :Ba.throom? --.- Yes - ~10 i 
c. Indoor toilet? - Yes - lQo i _ i 
• I 
10. Do you h~,ve a radio in Y0Ul" 'hono? yC!s 110. 
Genol'al Probloms .£! Wives 
Rere nro some of the very comrlOn problems,1:tlhich confront '~Tomen ~.S ~.1ivos. '~e '~ou1d 
like to know ho'" frco.ucntly they occur in actual expor ience and ho"" ouch of p. bother 
or irritat~0n they arc when the d~ heppori. P1G~se indicate for each one how often 
it hf\ppens in your C'wn experience ne A. 1Arife and h~t\' ouch it b('lth ers you '4'hon it 
doos occur. (Chock ono) . 
1. (a) Docs husb!:lnd forget .,birthd~s I Soldotl : Vcry ~uite Once in 
~nd ~ivers9rios? D often o often o At '4'hile o or nover 
(b) When this hFq)Jlcns hot,r much . Very Q,ulto Very Not nt 
does it bother y~u' o ouch O. A. bit n little o all 
-
2. (A.) Does husb!ll,nd fail to n",tice or Very Q,u1te Once in Seld,rlm 
oxpress ,,;c!>rec~n.t it.'n for speciEf.l [J often 0 f.'ften 0 1\ ,.rhile 0 or never 
things, such ~s ~ fino ne~l. n 
nOta' 'dress, etc. 
(b) When thiA happens ho'~ much· does I Very q,uite . Vcry lTot ~t 
1 t bother iTC'U'l o tlueh o ~ bit o littlo o all 
3. (p.) Does husbqnd fail to express v cry ~J.ite Once in Seldon 
love ~d ~fection in the hooc? o often o often o a. '~'hile o or never 
(b) ~1hen this h~"PT)ens how much Vo-ry 'lu1tc Very N(lt at 
does it bother you? CJ ouch o a bit o little o all 
For ea.ch of the follo'~'ing ::>roblor.ls ulease indic~.t 0 h0'~r ('If ton they occur in ~r0ur 
o~rn exporience P.S P-~ '·'1£0 and h(\1,T r.1uch ep.ch rne b<:'thcrs y("lu~ 
4, (a) Dops husband ~'lO'~' la.ck of 
interest and Undorstanding in 
'hooe :orobloos~ 
(b) When this happens how ouch 
-does it bother ~ou? 
5. (a) Docs husband fnil to help in 
tho hOT.'lO '~'hen :,rou badly need, 
assistance? 
(0) \~en thi s ha!'"ons ho'~ ouch 
docs it bother you? 
6~ Ca) Is husband too lonient in the 
disei~line of tho ohildron? 
(b) ~efhon this hn:01)ons h01.r r.1Uch 
does it bother you? 
7. (a) Is husbnnd too i~~ationt ~~d 
short-tor.roored ~~rfth children? 
,..l. , ~ 
Very 'i",i t e Once in Soldoo o oft43n 0 of ton 0 a ~'hile 0 or never 
I Very o ouch. ~u.ite Vory o a bit 0 little lrot a.t o all 
Ver,,r 't1.1.it e Once in Soldor.l o often 0 often 0 a l.hile 0 or never 
Vory o ouch ~uite Very o a bit 0 little 
Vory 1u.l.to Once in Scldor.1 o often 0 often 0 a while 0 or never 
1rry o f.luch 'iui t e 1 cry o a bit 0 little 
lTot ~,t o all 
Ver"" ~uite Once in Seldon o oft~n 0 often 0 1\ 1~hile 0 or never 
(b) When this ht\ppens h01~' r.luch do as Very 
it 'bother you? 0 rl'Uch ~ui to ' Very o a bit 0 little 
Not at o all 
8. (a) Is husbfi..nd too cri tlc~l of 
things you do? 
(b) ~'ihon this hE1;P"1cns hO't1 r.11.1.ch 
docs it bother YQ~? 
9. (a) Is husbmd ill-tsopercd ~ild 
rude '~hon ~,t hN:~e? 
(b) ~1her ... th5.s hrtp-oons h01,r ::1uch 
docs ~t bother you? 
. V ory Q,ui t e Once in ScI doo o often 0 often 0 n ~.rhilo 0 or never 
Vcr~r o r.1uch q,uito VerY' o f.\ bit 0 little Not ~t o ~li 
V or";7 '111.i t e o oftC~n 0 often Once in o FI. '"r11.i10 Seldoo o or never 
Vor'!' 'ini t 0 Vory o r.1'lch, 0 PJ bit 0 little 
10. (n,) Dr) es ht1.sb~,nd s','e.!\r or usc ~rCl- Vary ql1i t 0 Onc~ in Sc1d.or.1 
fp.ne lp,ngu~.~c ~~'(\und tho hOT.10? 0 often 0 oft on D n '·rhilo 0' or never 
(b) ~1hen this h"l;o"Y)ons ho··' nuch 
do os :i.;G '",;('\ V.lf':':" you'! 
VfJry o :LUch 'tu.i t c . Y r.ry o ~ bit 0 little 
11. (P.) Do os hus"br.nd ;.l,-"ko i;:T1jort"nt V cry ~ui te Once in S01don 
doci siC'ns '~Ti t!lout t!'!.lking then' 0 often 0 often' 0 ~ '1~'hil0 0 or never 
over ,.r1 th yr'lu? ' 
(b) ~"lhon this h1.1')pcns h01.1 !:u.ch cloes Vr::ry 
• · it bother yC'u? 0 I.'J.'lch '1.1.tito Vory o ~,bit 0 little ~Tot P.t o f'.11 
12. (Ii.) Docs ht1.sop,ni.l e:1bf'll·r O ,RS Y(\ll 
in public? 
(b) '~fhen th is ha;oY')cns h('l'~ ouch 
does it bother ~ru? 
Vary ~uite Onco in Soldoo o often 0 C'ften q t\ '~rhile 0 or never 
Very o r.1uch IQ,n i t oV ory o a bit D'little Not at o all 
For each of the following problems please indicate ho'~ oft en they occur in your 
O~rIll experience as a '~ife and hO'4 muoh each one bothers you,: 
13~ (a) Does husband trY too much to Very Q,u1te Once in Seldom 
plan and run the lives of the o often o often o a ~"'hile 0 or never 
family members~ 
(b) ''/hen thi s ha;o'Oens hON' much Very quite Very Not at 
does it bother you? o much o a bit o little o all 
14. (a) Does husband participate in Very q,'l.i te Once in Seldom 
social or recreational o often o otten o a. 1rlhile o 'or nevor 
activities without you? 
Cb) ~4fhen husband goes out '~'i thout Very q,ulte Vf'ry Not at 
you ho'~' much does it bo ther you? 0 ouch o A. bit o little o all 
15. (a) Does husband scend too ~uch ti~e Very q,llite Once in Seldeo 
a;ta;r;ty frOD hone in 1.\ctivities o often o often o A. ,.rhile o or n~ver 
other thAn sociAl? 
(b) When this hA:pucns. ho'·, ouch Very '1uite Very Not ~t 
does 1 t bother :r()u? o r:~'lch o ~ bit o little o all 
16._ (a) Do Of-!,tters concerning Donoy Very ~J.ite Once in SeldoD 
cause dis~gree~cnt 'bet,·reen you o often o of ton o a '~'hile o or never 
Rnd your husbJ:4.nd? 
(b) t'lhen this hp;opens how [1uch VE-1r"tr Q.uite Very Not P. t 
does it bother you? D ouch o '1\ bit tJ little o Rll 
17. (n) Do oatters conc~rning religion Very Quite Once in SeldoLl 
CRouse diffi'cul ty bet'~'een you o often o often o n ,",hile o or neve'r 
and your hus"or-tnd? 
(b) '~en th i s ha.:p1'J ens how ouch Very ctuite V~ry Not Fl,t 
does it bother you? o ouch o B bit o little o A,ll 
18 .. ( 1\) Do oatters concerning sexual, Very Q,uite Once in Scldor.l 
rel,q,t irons c~,use di st::!.gree:'.:cnt o oftetl o often o a whilo o or never 
bot_sen you and your husbAnd: 
(b) When thi s hap-oens how ouch Very . q,ui te Very , Not at 
does it bother Y('lu? o much o a bit o little o all 
, I ~ , 
The foregoing list of :oroblems in no 1",\V covers A.Il the prl'b1eo'iJ t"hich you OFl,y 
c,onfr(\nt #olS A., 't.rife. In the spltce 'Drovided belo1Ar "ple~.se ',lri te in ~llY ~ther pl'oblens 
''''~ioh you feel arc i~ortant in yt"\lI" O'''D. ex:oerience A.S A. 'I,i:£'el 
1, 
2, 
I, 
General Problems For Wives 
( ~~
1., !tow much do you enjoy the "~rork fOU have to do as a hottse14'lfe and a. homemaker? 
o Vf;!rY' much 
Cl Q,u.i tea bit 
o Not very muoh 
[J, Very little or not at ail 
Wha.t 'l'Jal·ts of the work do :rou disli~ke most! 
n 't' • j ,; t, • f, 4 I 't: ", I , .I) 
" 
t, i b. 
ttl, • 
2. What are some of the things the members of your family could do to make your 
job of housekeeping easie; and more ~leasantl (List three things vou think 
1Aroul d h e1-o mo.s t ) 
a. 
" 
f • • ,1 
c. 
3. Generally speaking. h01~ 'RFell sat i siied do ~rou feel about the kind of family 
life and ,ram,11y unity you are able to maintain in ~rour home? (Oheek One) 
. , 
tJ Very 'ftrell satisfied 
Cl rairly ~·'ell sat isfied 
D Not v~r~r ','e11 sat 1 sfied 
[J Not satisfied at all 
4. Are there a.ny fa,ctors 1Jhieh make it difficult for you to keep your family 
together in the closely knit grOUT) yoou ,.To'lld like it to be? 
o Yes o No 
If "ye~lt. 1.rhat 8.r~ some of the thing IS ,.rhieh hinde:r..;::st? 
• 
General Family Probl~ms 
1 .. What method of ha.n:dling money mAtters does ~rout family u~e at the present time? 
(Oheck One) 
o Ha.ve a budget p..nd each pEltson rcco;!.ves an al1o'i~ce. 
o Father hp..ndies mone~' p..nd f"aoilY r.lot.lb(d·s q,sk hit.l '~rhenever they need c~sh, 
CJ Mother h~.ndles noney .nnd fru:d.ly T.1Gn'bers '!l.slt her ,.rhenEdvcr they need CR-sh. 
[J Other oethod? Wh~t? 
. I 
/ ______________ ~ _____ --~~._--__ --------~--------.~------~,~,~i~j~~!-'~ ..~ __ ~~ 
2, 110'" '~rell s~,tisfied do you feel ~.bout the nethod in ,.,hich r.lon7y n~,tters ~re 
hF'..ndled in YC''Ur f~.r..ily at the Tlresent tioe? (Oheck one) 
o Very '~'ell sp..ti sfied 
o Q,uite "'011 flr,tisiied 
o Not ,.,re11 sA.tisfied 
[J Not s~tisfied ~t all 
Con~ents: ________________ ----------------------------~--~--~------------
3. In ~rour f~,oily ~n'ho usuA,lly decides l"h~,t rules of conduct Should be follo'~ed 
around the house? (Oheck the ~nswcr which fits) 
Father usu~lly decides [J ~othcr usu~lly decides o 
o 
o 
o 
Father and r.C'ther usu~lly clecide togother 
All the r:l.enbcrs 0f the fnr.lily t rU.k it over anCl. doci de toga thor. 
S~~e other way? ~1h~t? 
,I i l , ; 
4. Who usually ttlkos cn..re of punishing ~.nd repriT.1~nding the children 1ftThen the' 
the need Rrises? (Check the nne 'ihich fits) 
[J Usually the fnther 
D Usually tho r;()thor 
o Usu1.11y the f~.thcr ~lld nother together 
[] Usu~lly ~n older brother or sister 
[J Sone0nc else? Who? 
5. Ho'~ ('If ten does yrour f'toily tnke in rocre~ti('\nal or leisure tir.16 r-:tctivities 
together RS ~ fRnily? (Check nne) 
o Very often 0 ~ui te often 0 Once in a 1Arhile 0 Seldon or never 
Conr.1ent s: 
, ( 'i 
T ( 
If fAI.1ily docs take in recro~.ti("\na.l Rctivities t('lgether ~.S ~ f~1ilYt '~'h::\t 
kind of things d('l they d~? 
a, 
t .' i; 
I, ; ;. ..¢ , ; 
Pz;oblems l:! Rearin~ Children 
4 
Listed belo~,,' are a. refit of 'the problems ,.,.hich confront -parents in the rearing of , 
their children. We recognize tha.t ~l'o"p1ems '~ill bp different for different child-
ran. that boys and girls do not ha,ve the samo difficultios, and thn.t ',that is a 
:problem at one ago is not a :t."I'oblem a.t another ~-tge. In order to tn.ke into accoun~ 
these differences t,'e ere asking you e.s pare·nts to fill out one of these sheets for 
ea.ch chiid in the family "oot'~'nen the ages of 5 And 21 'Who is still living at home. 
-, - ----.. ~ ..... ----~~~--- .- - _.--. -~.--- _ .. 
~- is fill ing ou.t· this ouest ionna:b'et 0 Wife tJ HUElband 0 130th 
l;S the child to which this sheet refers a boy or 'girl? 0'" boy 0 A girl 
~o~~ old ~ras this child 011 his or her last birthday? 
-------
years old.. 
Please a,ns','er the follo,·ring o.uestions for the ch.ild w'.l1ose age and sex apncar above. 
To ,.rhat extent do you find the fol1ol~Ting items to be uroblerns in rearing this child 
at. the prosent time? (Please check ona for each item) 
;.~l. Not minding very ~·.roll l~o problem l:J'ot much of Q,uit€l a .A. big 
~i: when told to do something. 0 at a.ll 0 a problem D problem 0 problem 
2.' i3e1.l1g disl"OepCctr'.ll to 
paren t s or 0 t ho:r adul t s. 
3. Sluffing classes O~ ~tay­
ing P,,1A'fJ..y from school. 
Nel 'oroblem o at ~11 
l~o ~roblor:l o ~.t llll 
4... Makin~ a fuss n.bout study- 1;1"0 'Orcblem 
hlg Inssc:ns. 0 ~,t all 
5 .. Q'~arrel in?; 1~ri th other 
c~ i 1 d.r (In • 
. 6. Being bo~sy with 0ther 
children. 
7. TC'JP-.sing other childr en. 
. 
8. Not "rp,ntj.ng to got up in 
the oorning. 
9. Playing aro1J.~d at '~'ork 
~nd not getting jobs 
A.cconplishod, 
No 1')roblem o at pJ.l 
!'To 'T)robloJ'!l o at 1:\.11 
lto ,.,roblon o ,t:.t all 
No -oToblon o 1\t all 
No Problcn o ftt p,ll-
l~ot muoh of o a nrob18ID Quite a A big o problem 0 probl~m 
IT ot much of o ~. 1Jrobl~m ~uitc a A big o !.'roblem. 0 'T)foblem 
J!.Tot much of o (t nroblem ~llite A, A big [J uroolem [J uroblom 
l1r'1t much of o A. :oroblnm ~uite a A big [J ~roblcm [] ~roblem 
not wilch C' f o a. T)rc,blen Q,ui te $. A big [J ~r~bl~o [] probleu 
lIct !Juch of o f!. "'1T('Iolen Quite ~ A big o l'rc,blcr.. 0 :nr ob l cr.1 
lrot r:l1ch of o ~. problct:1 Quite n .\' big o nroblf)L1 0 ·problor.1 
~Tot ouch rf o (,!, "rClblen Quite ~, A big o -orc.bloo 0 nroblon 
lO~ Doing ,.rork in n sloppy or No 'Orobleo" Not ouch ~f Q,uite a A big 
CfU'olcss tum-ner. 0 f!l.t 'all 0 ~ ~oro'bler.1 0 probleo 0 "Oroblom 
11. UC't hetvj,ng en(\ugh ' 
confidence in hinsel!. 
.li~ 'Oro'bleo Not ouch of o a.t all 0 a :,)robleT.'l 
12,. Being self-o"nsciC"us (\r No nrflbloo 
ill fl,t ease around C'thel's. 0 at all lTot Tjuch of 
. 
13~ Da.y-drePJ.1ing too ouch ('If 
the tir.ie. 
Nt:' -orobler.l o at all 
o a -pro11e1.1 
IJ"t ;~lt1.ch of CJ a T.lro 11leo 
Q..u.i te a A big o problen 0 probleo 
QUite a A big o prC'blen 0 'DrooleD 
Quite a 'A big [J ~robleo [J ~roblcD 
Please ans'~er the following auestions for the child ,.rhose age and sex A,'O,,~ar on 
the preoed.ing page. ~o '~'hat extent do you. fir..'3. ~r.p. fr':.~.r · ,.. ~ .'. ~$ 
in. rearing this child ~t the ~rcsent time? 
14 .. No Problom Not much of Qui te a. A big o at all 0 a ~robl om 0 problem 0 problem 
."1. -."'" 
.... ....,.. 
M - ,....... • .~, •• ~, '. - ..... -f.~ 
friends easily • 
. 
15. l~ot s tanding up for own No problem' Not much of .~uite a A big o at a.l1 tJ a problom "0 problem 0 problem r' ':'.:-:'.:t s cnou.g.1;.. 
16. Losing control of temper 
too often • 
No probl em Not much of q,1.li to a A big o at a.ll 0 a problem 0 problem 0 problem 
. 17. Wanting O'ffl ''''P,;y too much. 
18. Having c~ving s~clls. 
19, Being too selfish. 
No Problem o at all 
l~o probleo. o nt ·all 
No nroblor.l 
.0 at p.ll 
20. BOing sulky Rnd unnlo~snnt. No ~ro;lo~ 
. r--""! 
. . L1 .q,t all 
21. :Being dishonest. 
. 
220 Using rude or nrofAne 
la"1.€:uae,e .. 
24. Dr inking. 
25. St8.~ring out too lRtc not 
night. 
!ro ':Jr0"Jloc o at ·!)"ll 
No nrobl en o at ail . 
~ro ,.,roblon o at ;11 
No T')roble::1 o Rot (\11 
~To 1)ro'bl etl o nt Rll 
26. S~ending t00 muoh tioo in' No ~r('lbleD 
act i v'i tie S [l.l.ray fron hooe. 0 nt n.ll 
27. Not w~nting to attend 
c1turch. 
28 .. H('t acco"lting 'l1Arents' 
r.tdvico. 
1\1'0 "I')robleo 
r-i at all W. 
No "1rC\blen o ~.t all 
29. l'1'()t shC"'!ing good judsonont !1'o ..,ro:'lcr.l 
in h~ndlin~ o~ney. [J nt ell 
Not much of o a pro bloIn 
Not T.1uch of o A. t)r(\ "01 eo 
Not tluch of o a nroblen 
.~Tot Duch of 
~ ~ f.lv 'Orobler:. 
Not T.1uch of o n l')robler.1 
Not Dueh of o 9. :'Jl'oblOt: 
Not T.1uch of o n l)rob~ er.l 
lrot ouch of o n ~r{)oler.1 
Not r.1uch of [J A. nro'bloo 
110t T.luch of o a T)rocleo 
l:Tot nuch of o ~. nrobleo 
Not L1uch of o f:'I. ",rooleo 
~T('I touch ty£ o E1. ""ro 01 en 
~uito a A big o prtlblell 0 :"robloo 
Quite a. o nroblec A big o 'Ol"obleo 
Q.u.i te a o :oro"olotl A big o 'Probleo 
~uitc a o prooleo A big o problem 
q,u.ito a,. o 111'0b1eo. A big o nr(\bleo 
Q,u.ite a. A big o prooleo 0 proble~ 
Q,u.i to a o ;;robleo A big o :r>l"obletl 
~uitc a o ')1roblao A big o !Jrobleo 
~ni to a' .i~ big o -probleo 0 T)r('lbleo 
~u1te a A big o "\")rob1eo 0 ,.,roblec. 
Quite a A big o 'nrcblen 0 :nrobloT.l 
Qui te a. A big [J ~roblcI:l [J ~robleD 
~uitc a A big o TJrc1Jlen O....,roblso 
. It l~rRS not intended thp.t this list ~hould include fill (If tho ..,roblens l.rhich confront • 
-r")e:tronts 1n re?Xinr~ their children •. Plcflse list 'bolo',' ~.ny other T)robl.orls ,.,hich you 
consider to be just ~.S ir.tn('lrtMt or even !.loro ir.l"'''I''rt~nt in relp.ti0n to the ,child 111Tho 
is beinR roferred to on this shoet. 
1, 
\ . 
--------------------------------------------------~------------------------
